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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
CYCLIC AND REPETITION-BASED STRUCTURES AS NARRATIVE TOOLS IN 
GOLIJOV’S AINADAMAR 
 
David E. Chávez, D.M.A. 
 
George Mason University, 2022 
 
Dissertation Director: Dr. Jesse Guessford 
 

 

Osvaldo Golijov’s music borrows musical styles from a wide variety of different cultures 

to create a distinctive brand of 21st-century storytelling. Ainadamar, his first opera, 

presents images of the life and death of iconic Spanish poet Federico García Lorca and 

actress Margarita Xirgu from a libretto by David Henry Hwang in a Spanish translation 

by Golijov. This paper analyzes Golijov’s use of cyclic and repetitive musical forms as a 

primary storytelling device both within individual movements and over the course of the 

whole opera.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Osvaldo Golijov 

Osvaldo Golijov first made his mark on the international concert music scene with 

his Pasión segun San Marcos at the turn of the 21st century. Part of a commissioning 

project by the Bach Academy Stuttgart in honor of the 250th anniversary of J.S. Bach’s 

death, the Pasión is a unique entry in the centuries-old catalog of settings of the story of 

Christ’s passion and death. It pulsates with the rhythms and messy-beautiful colors of 

popular styles from across Latin America, juxtaposed against Western classical styles 

reaching all the way back to Gregorian chant. The piece has retained significant enough 

popularity over the intervening years as to have been performed all over the world, and 

has even found its way into the nascent canon of 21st-century art music now that two 

movements are included in the latest editions of the widely-taught Norton Anthology of 

Western Music.1 

The same stylistic diversity applies to much of Golijov’s catalog. However, 

among that diversity, his forms often follow a pattern which similar to much Latin-

American and Afro-Cuban popular music and other genres of dance music: the music 

tends to establish a groove, and that groove persists for a significant portion of the song 
 

1 J. Peter Burkholder et al., eds., Norton Anthology of Western Music, Seventh 
edition (New York: W.W. Norton, 2014). 
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while adding layers of thematic variation and polyphonic complexity. A similar pattern 

holds true in much of the well-known music of the influential American minimalists (La 

Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Philp Glass), the primitivist ballets of 

Stravinsky, and widely-performed Hispanic/Latin composers like de Falla, Piazzolla, and 

Villa-Lobos. 

On top of these precise grooves, Golijov paints a layer of weathering and grit, like 

a distressed finish added to woodworking or a washed and creased look added to a 

garment. In interviews, Golijov calls this mugre (“dirt”). He borrows the term from Astor 

Piazzolla, a composer whose music was an important part of Golijov’s upbringing in 

Argentina. 

“There is a word that Astor Piazzolla loved: mugre. . . . Mugre means 'dirt'; it's 
how you play. It's the impurity, the human stain, the erosion, the sweat, the blood, 
all of that. If someone plays straight—for example, tries to play the klezmer lines 
that David2 has in a more classical clarinet style—then it loses its mugre, its 
essence. My music is not about just the pitches; it's about what happens between 
the pitches.”3 

Mugre therefore refers both to an aesthetic aspect of Golijov’s written-down 

compositional style and to the beyond-the-score performance practice he seeks from the 

musicians who become co-creators of his music. 

 
2 Virtuoso clarinetist David Krakauer has played on numerous performances and 

recordings of Golijov’s works, including The Dreams and Prayers of Isaac the Blind with 
the Kronos Quartet and the Deutsche Grammophon recording of Ayre. 

3 Anastasia Tsioulcas, “Classical Score: Golijov’s Diverse Style,” Billboard - The 
International Newsweekly of Music, Video and Home Entertainment, September 10, 
2005. 
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Federico García Lorca 

In Ainadamar, Osvaldo Golijov and librettist David Hwang tell the story of 

Spanish poet Federico García Lorca and his death at the hands of the fascist Falangists4 in 

1936 during Spain’s civil war. However, the main character of the opera is arguably not 

Lorca, but rather his muse and main interpreter, the Catalan actress Margarita Xirgu. 

Writing in the journal Western European Stages, María M. Delgado describes the opera 

as “an elegy to the poet Federico García Lorca presented through the eyes of one of his 

most regular collaborators [Xirgu].”5 

Lorca, a giant of modern Spanish poetry, was a soul never truly at rest. Margarita 

Xirgu, an actress, producer, and promoter of Lorca’s work, was tormented by his death. 

From the tortured beauty of his verse, to their complicated personal relationships, to his 

arrest and untimely execution for his liberal views and writings, their lives and work were 

full of pain, hardship, and injustice. Born in 1898, Lorca externalized and struggled with 

internal conflicts in his art, much like his contemporaries among the German 

Expressionists and his fellow Spanish surrealists. His personal mental health was always 

 
4 Falange was a Spanish political party modeled on Italian fascism, and a part of 

the right-wing movement in the 1930s. Though the Falangists split and merged with other 
parties multiple times, a version of Falange became the state party of the military 
dictatorship of General Francisco Franco, who remained in power from approximately 
1939 to 1975. Falangist organizations still exist in early 21st-century Spain, though with 
much less influence. See also Aurora G. Morcillo, “Falange,” in Oxford Encyclopedia of 
the Modern World (Oxford University Press, 2008), 
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780195176322.001.0001/acref-
9780195176322-e-545. 

5 Maria M. Delgado, “Barcelona and Madrid 2012: Making Theatre in a Time of 
Austerity,” Western European Stages 24, no. 2 (Fall 2012): 77. 
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precarious, at least in part due to struggles with his own sexuality and broken 

relationships. As described on The Writer’s Almanac radio broadcast, 

He also had an intense relationship with Salvador Dalí from 1925 to 1928, which 
forced him to acknowledge his homosexuality. He became a national celebrity 
upon the publication of Gypsy Ballads, and was distressed at the loss of privacy 
this caused; he chafed at the conflict between his public persona and his private 
self. He grew depressed, and a falling out with Dalí and the end of another love 
affair with a sculptor only made things worse.6 

Lorca spent his life driven to extremes, seemingly “not alive except in his moments of 

laughter and tears, in his extreme moments of joy and sorrow.”7 

The Music of Ainadamar 

Golijov’s use of repetitive rhythms, phrasing, and larger formal structures in 

Ainadamar aims to depict the intensity, obsessiveness, and kinetic turbulence of Lorca’s 

mind and relationships. Commentators describing Golijov’s compositional style reach for 

terms that sound like descriptions of mental health disturbances, using words like 

“hypnotic,”8 “pummeling,”9 “remarkably constant” (referring to an accompaniment 

 
6 “The Writer’s Almanac for June 5, 2017,” The Writer’s Almanac with Garrison 

Keillor, accessed April 29, 2018, http://writersalmanac.org/episodes/20170605/. 
7 Francisco García Lorca, Preface to Three Tragedies of F. G. L. (1947), pp. 2-3. 

Quoted in Marshall J. Schneider, “García Lorca, Federico,” in Encyclopedia of World 
Literature in the 20th Century, ed. Steven R. Serafin, Credo Reference (Farmington, MI: 
Gale, 1999), 
https://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/galewl/garc%C3%ADa_lorca_federico. 

8 Yayoi Uno Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera: 
Osvaldo Golijov, Kaija Saariaho, John Adams, and Tan Dun (Indiana University Press, 
2015), 80, http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt17kmw6p. 

9 Anthony Tommasini, “Seeing Life as Passion Play, in García Lorca’s Shadow,” 
The New York Times, January 24, 2006, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/24/arts/music/seeing-life-as-passion-play-in-garcia-
lorcas-shadow.html. 
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texture that remains unchanged throughout an extended harmonic evolution),10 “ritual 

performance” or “ritual repetition,”11 “euphoria,”12 “trance-like,” “frenzied,” and 

“delirium.”13 Golijov uses grooves, cycles and other types of repetition to probe the 

extremes of human emotion and the breaking points of human experience. He uses these 

tools for potent, intense storytelling. 

 

  

 
10 Richard Skirpan, “Latin American Polystylism: Structure and Form in Osvaldo 

Golijov’s ‘La Pasion Segun San Marcos’” (master’s thesis, United States -- Pennsylvania, 
Duquesne University, 2004), 77, 
http://search.proquest.com/pqdtglobal/docview/305178906/abstract/E9349AD809204444
PQ/1. 

11 Javier Clavere, “Semiotic Analysis of Osvaldo Golijov’s Musical Setting of the 
Passion Narrative in La Pasión Según San Marcos” (master’s thesis, University of 
Cincinnati, 2008), 68, http://rave.ohiolink.edu/etdc/view?acc_num=ucin1227221958. 

12 Clavere, 79. 
13 Alex Ross, “Golijov’s Deep Song,” 7-8. Liner notes for Ainadamar (Fountain 

of Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track], Digital Audio [iTunes] (Deutsche 
Grammophon, 2006), https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/golijov-ainadamar-fountain-
tears-listening-guide-bonus/152380004. 
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BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
Ainadamar 

 The most relevant primary sources for the purposes of this research are the scores 

and recordings of the opera Ainadamar itself. Though the focus of this research is not on 

the performance history of the opera, Golijov’s creative process is by nature 

collaborative. In this case, as in the Pasión según San Marcos, the evolution of the piece 

included multiple revisions14 and the integral involvement of virtuoso performers steeped 

in the performance practice of specific classical and popular genres from which Golijov 

wished to borrow. Ainadamar underwent major revisions over its first few years of life. 

Discussion of the score will reference the most recently published version, which is the 

Eighth Printing from Boosey & Hawkes, dated October 2012.15 I will also reference the 

 
14 The opera started premiered at Tanglewood in 2003, but came to maturity in a 

heavily revised version under the direction of Peter Sellars at Santa Fe Opera in 2005. 
See also Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 42. 

15 Osvaldo Golijov and David Henry Hwang, Ainadamar, One Act Opera [Full 
Score], ed. Arturo Rodriguez, Eighth Printing (New York: Hendon Music Publishing, 
LLC. Administered by Boosey & Hawkes, [Excerpts reproduced by permission of the 
publishers for the sole use of David Chavez, George Mason University. All Rights 
Reserved], 2013). The front matter describes this edition as the “Eighth Printing with 
revised listing of voices in prelims, October 2012.” 
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concurrently-published 2012 vocal score which includes a piano reduction by Arturo 

Rodriguez.16 

There is only one complete recording currently available. Released in September 

2006, it was Golijov’s second world premiere for Deutsche Grammophon17 and features 

his habitual muse Dawn Upshaw, as well as the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra conducted 

by Robert Spano. From this recording, I will also reference the contributions of the 

featured vernacular-style collaborators, particularly electronic musician Jeremy Flower 

and flamenco singer Jesús Montoya. The iTunes edition of this album includes a 23-part 

audio Listening Guide as additional tracks at the end of the album, made up of track-by-

track composer commentary (drawn from an interview of Golijov by Adeline Sire) 

interspersed with relevant excerpts from the record.18 A slightly-edited transcript is 

available on Golijov’s website, so I will refer to both the recording and transcript.19 The 

commentary includes numerous insights into how Golijov conceives of his cyclic and 

repetitive forms (relating them to Ravel’s Boléro, for example), what he considers the 

opera to really be about (how Lorca went from person to myth, and how a legacy is 

 
16 Osvaldo Golijov and David Henry Hwang, Ainadamar, One Act Opera [Vocal 

Score], ed. Arturo Rodriguez, Fourth Printing (New York: Hendon Music Publishing, 
LLC. Administered by Boosey & Hawkes, [Excerpts reproduced by permission of the 
publishers for the sole use of David Chavez, George Mason University. All Rights 
Reserved], 2013). 

17 Ainadamar (Fountain of Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. 
18 La Pasión Según San Marcos [Bonus Version with Listening Guide], Digital 

Audio [iTunes] (Deutsche Grammophon, 2010), 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/golijov-la-pasiòn-bonus-version-with-listening-
guide/361756538. 

19 Osvaldo Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the 
Ainadamar CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), Written 
Transcript, 2006, http://www.osvaldogolijov.com/ainadamar_listening_guide.pdf. 
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passed to the next generation), and how the opera’s marriage of differing styles and 

cultural traditions is a reflection Lorca of lamenting Spain’s loss of past 

interreligious/intercultural coexistence. Golijov sums this up when he says that “the opera 

tries to bring back onto the surface all those elements that created the richness of Spain, 

musically and culturally: Jewish, Moor, Christian, flamenco, gypsy.”20 He also de-

mystifies much of his use of non-traditional instrumentation, particularly the musique 

concrète (electronically-manipulated recorded sound-as-music) elements and the use of 

live digital audio effects processing. 

Other Works by Golijov 

 Of Golijov’s other works, the massive Pasión segun San Marcos and the 

ambitious song cycle Ayre will be most important for context. Both works showcase 

Golijov’s use of the human voice and eclectic instrumentation in a polystylistic, 

multimovement work which relies heavily on grooves and cyclic forms; both works also 

include electro-acoustic elements drawn from popular and avant-garde styles. 

 I will consult the Pasíon full score from Boosey & Hawkes21 and the 2010 

Deutsche Grammophon recording.22 There is also an earlier Hänssler recording23 of the 

premiere performance in 2000, which Golijov calls a “wonderful document” but “almost 

like a black-and-white blurry picture.”24 By the time of the 2010 recording the piece and 

 
20 Golijov, 1. 
21 Osvaldo Golijov, La pasión según San Marcos [Full Score], Third printing 

with composer edits (New York: Hendon Music [Boosey & Hawkes], 2013). 
22 La Pasión Según San Marcos [Bonus Version with Listening Guide]. 
23 La Pasión según San Marcos (Holzgerlingen: Hänssler Classic, 2001). 
24 “Listening Guide: New Recording” (Track 13) from La Pasión Según San 

Marcos [Bonus Version with Listening Guide]. 
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its unique ensemble have matured through years of touring and performing, and the audio 

recording itself is much more precise and clear, so the 2010 album is more useful for my 

purposes. 

The song cycle Ayre shares a great deal in common with Ainadamar, including an 

omnivorous approach to style and cultural traditions. Both Ayre and Ainadamar 

musically represent the history of conflict and common ground between Jewish, Muslim, 

and Christian cultural traditions. Electronic musician Jeremy Flower is once again a 

creative collaborator in the creation and premiere recording of Ayre, performing on his 

laptop as a member of the instrumental supergroup the “Andalucian Dogs,” (each 

virtuosos in their own right) assembled for the record. Argentinian rock producer 

Gustavo Santaolalla’s approach to the recording process results in a sound which “jumps 

out of the speakers in a way that classical records seldom do” according to Alex Ross; 

Ross also succinctly sums up the wildly polystylistic composition as “a new beast, of 

bastard parentage and glorious plumage.”25 As with Aindamar, the published score and 

the Deutsche Grammophon recording of Ayre are both equally useful for study; not only 

did Golijov participate closely in the recording, but, as with many works incorporating 

extended techniques and electronics, his collaborative process with non-classical artists 

alongside concert-music virtuosos produces results which are difficult to fully capture 

using traditional Western art music notation alone. 

I will also consult the standalone song Lúa Descolorida as a more brief and 

accessible microcosm of Golijov’s vocal writing. First written for Upshaw and later 
 

25 Alex Ross, “Sounds from the Studio,” The New Yorker, September 19, 2005, 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2005/09/26/sounds-from-the-studio. 
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incorporated into both the Pasión and the Three Songs for Soprano and Orchestra 

(2002), Lúa is frequently performed alone and as part of these larger works. 

Works by Collaborators 

As Alex Ross writes in the liner notes, performers like these are not merely 

featured for their individual flair, but are also an integral part of the compositional 

process: 

The most striking aspect of Golijov’s work is not what he assimilates but how he 
does it does it. Early in the 20th century, the likes of Falla, Janácek, Bartók, 
Stravinsky, and Villa-Lobos infused their music with folk material, bending their 
notation to make room for informal expression. Golijov goes a step farther; he 
routinely collaborates with folk and popular musicians, leaving room for 
improvisation in his scores, and he seeks out classical performers who are willing 
to roughen up their conservatory-trained techniques. His work hovers on the 
border between notated and oral traditions.26 

Composer, laptop performer and multi-disciplinary artist Jeremy Flower was the 

principle sound designer and “remixer” of repetitive electronic rhythmic elements 

(organized as “beats” in hip-hop or electronic dance music terminology) and live electro-

acoustic effects in Ainadamar. My primary sources for examining his music will be 

recordings posted on his personal website,27 as well as a videorecording28 of a discussion 

between Flower and singer Olga Bell on the topic of creative process.  

Jesús Montoya sings the role of arresting officer Ruiz Alfonso in the recording of 

Ainadamar, remaining in a highly-ornamented and colorfully-timbred flamenco vocal 
 

26 Alex Ross, “Golijov’s Deep Song,” 6. Liner notes for Ainadamar (Fountain of 
Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. 

27 Jeremy Flower, “The Music of Jeremy Flower [Website],” accessed February 
16, 2018, http://www.keepalive.org/music. 

28 Collaborative Nature of Composition, Osvaldo Golijov and Dawn Upshaw 
Workshop, Weill Music Institute (Carnegie Hall, 2013), 
https://youtu.be/4OXGdCQoqw4. 
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style throughout. For a deeper understanding of his flamenco vocalism and 

accompanying guitar playing in its typical context, I will consult his eight-song 2002 

album Sentimiento Gitano (“Gypsy Feeling”).29 The flamenco style, like so much of the 

arts and language of Spain and especially the region of Andalusia, represents a melting 

pot of cultures, making it hard to pin down its exact origins.30 Montoya’s singing 

sonically encapsulates the cross-cultural coexistence Golijov speaks about in the 

Listening Guide.31 Montoya’s performances are full of non-Western microtonal 

inflections, modal scales, and rhythmic/metric complexities which Golijov transcribes 

literally and borrows from throughout his score to Ainadamar. 

Literary Works by and about Lorca 

 I will consult selected works of Federico García Lorca in order to gain a working 

understanding of the ideas and characters present in his literary work may be reflected in 

the formal structure of Golijov’s music. 

First, I will consult a 2014 edition of the original Spanish script to Lorca’s play 

Mariana Pineda, published by Edimat Libros. The same edition contains an extensive 

historical-biographical introduction on Lorca (plus his connections to Xirgu, and Pineda) 

in Spanish by Ivana Mollo.32 The main protagonist of Ainadamar is arguably not Lorca 

but rather the actress Margarita Xirgu, who often portrayed the real-life 19th-century 
 

29 Sentimiento Gitano, Streaming Audio [Spotify], 2001, 
https://open.spotify.com/album/0LasGRn976bTuWZmJ1GAaS. 

30 Israel J. Katz, “Flamenco,” in Grove Music Online (Oxford University Press, 
2001), https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.09780. 

31 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 
CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 1. 

32 Federico García Lorca, Mariana Pineda, Clásicos de La Literatura (Madrid: 
Edimat Libros, 2014). 
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activist Mariana Pineda in performances of Lorca’s eponymous play. The “Balada” 

movements which begin each Imagen33 (Act) of the opera borrow the text of a popular 

folk ballad which Lorca had borrowed to open his play Mariana Pineda. Both the play 

and the legend of Mariana Pineda loom large throughout Ainadamar.  

I have a level of Spanish comprehension sufficient to begin my study of these 

works in their original Spanish, but I will also examine translations for context and to 

help make this paper more accessible to English-speaking readers. Christopher Maurer’s 

translations of Lorca’s poetry and the notes, prefaces, biographical sketches, and articles 

published alongside them are a particularly valuable window into Lorca for English-

speaking readers. In the collection In Search of Duende,34 Maurer curates, translates, and 

contextualizes a selection of Lorca poems which embody the ideas of duende (a 

transcendent magical-emotional state, often associated with flamenco) and cante jondo 

(deep song). Derived largely from the Roma (“gypsy”) culture which Lorca admired, 

both terms are directly relevant to the music and world of Ainadamar, but are also 

difficult to translate and have a variety of cultural implications depending on their use 

and context. I will also consult the expansive second edition of the FSG Classics 

 
33 Hwang and Lorca calls each of the three major sections of the opera an 

“Imagen” (Spanish) or “Image” (English) rather than “scene” or “act.” Each Imagen 
functions much like an extended scene or collection of scenes in the drama, and it is 
useful to think of them as analogous to acts in the structure of the opera. The liner notes 
for the album recording use both “Image” and “Imagen,” as do the performance notes in 
the published scores. Since the bodies of the Ainadamar scores use the Spanish 
“Imagen,” I will use the term “Imagen” and its plural “Imágenes” throughout the 
remainder of this paper. 

34 Federico García Lorca and Christopher Maurer, In Search of Duende (New 
York: New Directions, 1998). 
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Collected Poems of Lorca, edited by Maurer.35 For a more complete Lorca biography, I 

will consult Leslie Stainton’s extensively-researched Lorca: A Dream of Life,36 which 

delves deeply into the social-cultural milieu in which Lorca came of age, the same 

environment in which Ainadamar is set. 

I will consult the extensive (over 100 pages) Spanish-language Introducción by 

Dr. Francisca Vilches de Frutos to her edition of Lorca’s classic play La casa de 

Bernarda Alba, published by Cátedra. Dr. Vilches, a distinguished scholar of modern 

Spanish theater and literature, helps her reader understand Lorca’s work and life within 

the context of the creative vanguard of his time and relationship to his contemporaries. 

She writes about his work as at once representative of early 20th-century Spain and also 

part of the canon internacional (“international canon”), a perspective which transcends 

international borders much like Golijov’s approach to borrowing. 

Scholarly Sources About Golijov’s Works  

Beyond the brief reference articles mentioned above, peer-reviewed/published 

scholarly sources on Golijov’s music are still emerging; the majority are unpublished 

theses and dissertations. 

Among the published sources, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in 

Contemporary Opera: Osvaldo Golijov, Kaija Saariaho, John Adams, and Tan Dun by 

Dr. Yayoi Uno Everett at the University of Illinois at Chicago contains a chapter focusing 

on Ainadamar. She uses an approach grounded in semiotic analysis to make a concise but 
 

35 Federico García Lorca, Collected Poems, ed. Christopher Maurer, FSG Classics 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2002). 

36 Leslie Stainton, Lorca: A Dream of Life, First Edition (New York: Farrar, 
Straus, and Giroux, 1999). 
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well-informed case for how the opera builds the myth of Lorca and “wounded freedom,” 

a myth passed through the generations of characters in the opera and in actual Spanish 

history. Her analysis unites musical and narrative-theatrical semiotics and includes an 

overview of the historical background, creative process, and performance history of the 

opera.  

She describes Golijov’s hybrid flamenco style in the work, including his 

references to duende (a difficult-to-translate word that refers to the “existential anguish 

that lies at the essence of Andalusian flamenco music”37) and cante jondo (“deep song” in 

Andalusian flamenco), as well as the connection of the flamenco modal system with 

Arabic maqām. While form is not the exclusive focus of her analysis, Everett notes 

multiple times how Golijov transforms flamenco and other popular song forms for 

“expressive commentary on the dramatic situation at hand,” including Golijov’s self-

described reference to Ravel’s Bolero (a piece with a famously obsessive repetitive 

formal design) in a choral number built on a rumba.38 Her viewpoint on Golijov’s 

repetitive formal designs and the conclusions she draws about their dramatic function will 

be helpful in supporting my analysis. 

For a possible model of how to analyze individual movements in Ainadamar, I 

will consult Richard Skirpan’s multi-pronged approach to formal analyses of movements 

from Golijov’s Pasión in his 2004 master’s thesis “Latin American Polystylism: 

Structure and Form in Osvaldo Golijov’s La Pasión Según San Marcos.”39 I will also 

 
37 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 42. 
38 Everett, 52. 
39 Skirpan, “Latin American Polystylism.” 
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briefly consult Skirpan’s conclusions about unifying elements across movements in the 

Pasión for ideas of elements I might watch for while comparing form across movements 

in Ainadamar. 

Scholarly Sources about Form and Style 

My methodology for analyzing form will borrow from the ideas of theorist 

Stephen Rodgers, particularly his analysis of cyclic and repetitive forms in the music of 

Berlioz. I will consult Rodgers dissertation40 and related book chapter41 on the topic, but 

my main source will be the subsequent full-length book on the topic, Form, Program, 

and Metaphor in the Music of Berlioz.42 For an example of the sort of analysis I will do, 

we can turn to chapter 2 of Rodgers’ book and examine the formal analysis of the “Ballet 

de sylphes" from Berlioz’s La Damnation de Faust. Rodgers sees Berlioz’s approach to 

form in this movement as utilizing two simultaneous formal types, and he argues that 

Berlioz’s dual formal design is one way in which the composer depicts the disconnection 

from reality inherent in the plot during this scene. The Research Design and Methodology 

section below contains examples of how I will apply a similar analytical methodology to 

Ainadamar. 

 
40 Stephen Rodgers, “Circular Form as Metaphor in the Music of Hector Berlioz” 

(Ph.D., United States -- Connecticut, Yale University, 2005), 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/305385150. 

41 Stephen Rodgers, “Mental Illness and Musical Metaphor in the First Movement 
of Hector Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique,” in Sounding Off: Theorizing Disability in 
Music (New York: Routledge, 2006), 235–56. 

42 Stephen Rodgers, Form, Program, and Metaphor in the Music of Berlioz 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
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 I will also consult two sources by Gregory Karl: his 1993 dissertation “Music as 

plot: A study in cyclic forms,”43 and his 1997 journal article “Structuralism and Musical 

Plot” in Music Theory Spectrum.44 Though these writings deal primarily with non-

programmatic concert music, Karl’s analyses present a detailed example of a skilled 

writer synthesizing the study of dramatic structure with the tools of music theory. In 

Ainadamar, Hwang has penned a decidedly non-linear libretto which freely mixes past 

with present/future and reality with fantasy, so while the plot is full of drama and pathos, 

its emotional arc is less specifically tied to linear time than in most operas. Therefore, 

Karl’s analysis of drama and cyclic elements of absolute music (i.e. music which often 

has an emotional arc unmoored from linear storytelling) is especially relevant to 

Ainadamar. Furthermore, Karl addresses some of the issues and objections to the 

interpretation of formal repetition in his Music Theory Spectrum article, which will help 

me anticipate possible objections to my argument. Finally, Karl also creates excellent 

graphical representations (diagrams) for his analyses which are detailed and information-

rich while remaining clear and easy to understand. As I am often a primarily-visual 

learner, I understand form best when I can build my own ways of visualizing it, and I find 

Karl’s diagrams to be useful models for how to structure both my research notes and the 

figures in my finished paper. 

 
43 Gregory Lewis Karl, “Music as Plot: A Study in Cyclic Forms” (Ph.D., United 

States -- Ohio, University of Cincinnati, 1993), 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/304059979. 

44 Gregory Karl, “Structuralism and Musical Plot,” Music Theory Spectrum 19, 
no. 1 (1997): 13–34, https://doi.org/10.2307/745997. 
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Press and Popular Sources 

Golijov’s works are frequently performed by major opera companies, orchestras, 

and chamber musicians, and therefore reviews are plentiful in major print periodicals. For 

this research paper, I will briefly consult reviews of live performances and of the DG 

recording, including those in Gramophone,45 the New York Times,46 the Washington 

Post,47 the New Yorker,48 New York Magazine,49 multiple from Opera News,50 multiple 

from the Boston Globe,51 the Boston Herald,52 the Chicago Tribune, the Atlanta Journal-

 
45 Mike Ashman, “Golijov Ainadamar: Prog-Rock Meets Flamenco in Golijov’s 

Fusion Opera,” Gramophone, January 9, 2013, 
http://www.gramophone.co.uk/review/golijov-ainadamar. 

46 Tommasini, “Seeing Life as Passion Play, in García Lorca’s Shadow.” 
47 Philip Kennicott, “‘Ainadamar’: Agony And Ecstasy in Santa Fe,” The 

Washington Post, August 15, 2005, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2005/08/14/AR2005081401271.html. 

48 Alex Ross, “Deep Song,” The New Yorker, September 1, 2003, 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2003/09/01/deep-song. 

49 Peter G. Davis, “He Reigns In Spain,” New York Magazine, February 6, 2006, 
http://nymag.com/arts/classicaldance/classical/reviews/15621/. 

50 Simon Williams, “In Review: From Around the World: North America: Santa 
Fe,” Opera News, November 2005, https://search.proquest.com/docview/1782732; Peter 
Lefevre, “Ainadamar : Long Beach Opera,” Opera News, August 2012, 
https://www.operanews.com/Opera_News_Magazine/2012/8/Reviews/LONG_BEACH,_
CA__Ainadamar.html; David Shengold, “Ainadamar : Opera Philadelphia,” Opera News, 
May 2014, 
https://www.operanews.com/Opera_News_Magazine/2014/5/Reviews/PHILADELPHIA
__Ainadamar.html. 

51 Richard Dyer, “BSO Pair Have a Spanish Flair: Well-Matched ‘Rage’ and 
‘Ainadamar’ Stir Tanglewood Passions,” Boston Globe, August 12, 2003, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/405541742; Richard Dyer, “Golijov’s New, Simply 
Staged ‘Ainadamar’ Finds Its Soul,” Boston Globe, January 27, 2006, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/404992588; Richard Dyer, “Recording Liberates 
Golijov’s ‘Ainadamar,’” Boston Globe, May 28, 2006, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/405023816; Jeremy Eichler, “Golijov’s Fountain of 
Melody and Tears,” Boston Globe, October 20, 2007, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/405090898. 
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Constitution,53 and Mercury News,54 as well as internet-based publications including 

NewMusicBox55 and Broad Street Review.56 Since a full-length professional 

videorecording of Ainadamar is not yet readily available, these reviews contain some of 

the most useful photographs and verbal descriptions of the staging. Also, the reviews 

often include interview excerpts with Golijov and his collaborators, giving useful insight 

into their creative process. 

Golijov is a dynamic and engaging interview subject. He is an energetic promoter 

of his own music, and a consistent booster and appreciator of his collaborators. He also 

gives due credit to the real-life people who inspired many of his works, including 

Lorca/Xirgu/et al in Ainadamar. For my purposes, the interviews are especially useful as 

Golijov is naturally self-reflective about his own creative process and his works’ 

relationship to other works; with little prompting, he is apt to draw useful parallels 

between his works, the works of composers and musicians of almost any genre, and the 

 
52 Keith Powers, “Golijov’s ‘Ainadamar’ Brings Spanish Poet to Life,” The 

Boston Herald, October 17, 2007, 
http://www.bostonherald.com/entertainment/music/music_news/2007/10/golijov%E2%8
0%99s_%E2%80%98ainadamar%E2%80%99_brings_spanish_poet_life. 

53 Pierre Ruhe, “ASO Soars in Tale of a Murder,” The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution, November 10, 2005, http://search.proquest.com/docview/337204498. 

54 Richard Scheinin, “Review: Osvaldo Golijov and David Henry Hwang’s 
‘Ainadamar’ at Opera Parallèle,” The Mercury News, February 16, 2013, 
https://www.mercurynews.com/2013/02/16/review-osvaldo-golijov-and-david-henry-
hwangs-ainadamar-at-opera-parallele. 

55 Molly Sheridan, “New York: The Agony and the Ecstasy of Golijov’s 
Ainadamar | NewMusicBox,” New Music USA, January 26, 2006, 
https://nmbx.newmusicusa.org/New-York-The-Agony-and-the-Ecstasy-of-Golijovs-
Ainadamar/. 

56 Steve Cohen, “Opera Philadelphia’s ‘Ainadamar’ - A Life of Frustrated Love,” 
Broad Street Review, accessed February 16, 2018, 
http://www.broadstreetreview.com/music/opera-philadelphias-ainadamar. 
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interdisciplinary analogies between his music and other types of art, culture, and science. 

For example, in an Ainadamar-focused interview with Opera News, Golijov compares 

and contrasts his music with other pan-American compositional predecessors (especially 

Piazzolla, Copland, and Carlos Chávez) and (humbly) compares his creative path to that 

of Picasso.57 These self-aware comparisons help inform his approach to storytelling and 

form, which are the main subjects of my analysis. 

Other interviews and first-person accounts which tread similar terrain and 

encompass discussions of additional musical and interdisciplinary influences include 

those with Kronos Quartet founder and violinist David Harrington (used as the program 

notes at the world premiere performance of the Pasión), 58 NPR’s All Things 

Considered,59 WGBH Boston,60 Brian Bell with the Boston Symphony (which mostly 

focuses on the Pasión),61 the Atlanta Journal-Constitution,62 multiple pieces in the 

 
57 Arlo McKinnon, “Ainadamar’s Architect,” Opera News 70, no. 2 (August 

2005), https://search.proquest.com/docview/224195040. 
58 Osvaldo Golijov, Conversation between Osvaldo Golijov and David 

Harrington, interview by David Harrington, Transcript (program notes for the world 
premiere), 2000, http://www.osvaldogolijov.com/wd1n.htm. 

59 Jeff Lunden, “Composer Golijov Tries Opera with ‘Ainadamar,’” All Things 
Considered, NPR, May 26, 2006, 
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5406874. 

60 Osvaldo Golijov, Interview with Argentinean Composer Osvaldo Golijov, 
interview by Cathy Fuller, WGBH Forum, August 2006, https://youtu.be/PGbdmnca6sE. 

61 Osvaldo Golijov, Interview with Osvaldo Golijov by Brian Bell: La Pasión 
según San Marcos, Boston Symphony Orchestra, December 12, 2013, 
https://youtu.be/ELO90llngpg.Golijov.Osvaldo Golijov. 

62 Pierre Ruhe, “Staging ‘duende’ Composer, ASO Channel Dark, Metaphysical 
Life Force Found in Much Hispanic Art in Operatic Meditation on Spanish Martyrs,” The 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, November 6, 2005, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/337242755. 
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Boston Globe,63 as well as a short informal lecture-demonstration by Golijov at the 

IDEAS Boston 2004 Conference (via WGBH).64 

 

  

 
63 Richard Dyer, “Music Flows from a ‘Fountain of Tears:’ Composer’s Dark, 

Intimate Opera Swirls around Slain Spanish Poet,” Boston Globe, July 27, 2003, 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/405539473; Eichler, “Golijov’s Fountain of Melody 
and Tears.” 

64 Osvaldo Golijov, “Meet the Composer: Osvaldo Golijov [IDEAS Boston 2004 
Conference Series],” WGBH Forum Network, June 8, 2004, http://forum-
network.org/lectures/meet-composer-osvaldo-golijov/. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, HYPOTHESIS, AND RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS 

 
 
 
 Ainadamar is an opera which, like much of Golijov’s music, “hovers on the 

border between notated and oral traditions.”65 Like most Western composers and 

songwriters, Golijov relies upon repetition at multiple structural levels to establish a 

framework upon which he builds layers of elaboration. However, unlike the more rigidly 

precomposed motivic development of a baroque fugue or a classical/romantic symphony, 

Golijov borrows from vernacular and non-Western musics by establishing a predictable 

ostinato-based groove and then adding improvised or improvised-sounding layers on top. 

At a deeper middleground level, the forms of individual movements and of each of the 

three Imágenes are cyclic and repetitive, as is the entire opera at a background level. This 

non-linear structural paradigm in the music mirrors the non-linear narrative structure of 

the libretto. As performers, conductors, and listeners, can we make connections between 

the two? How do we apply the tools of musical analysis to musical storytelling which 

sounds on the surface simultaneously more unstructured and more repetitive than 

traditional Western opera? 

 My hypothesis is that Golijov’s use of repetition and cyclic structures in the opera 

Ainadamar serves as a storytelling tool, bringing the non-linear libretto to musical life in 

 
65 Alex Ross, “Golijov’s Deep Song,” 6. Liner notes for Ainadamar (Fountain of 

Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. 
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the forms of phrases, sections, movements, entire Imágenes (acts), and of the work as a 

whole. 

This paper presents an applied analysis of cyclic elements in Ainadamar. The goal 

is to illuminate Golijov’s approach to storytelling through musical form for anyone who 

interacts with the music of Ainadamar—enthusiastic listeners and students of the work, 

performers/conductors who wish to deepen their understanding of the form when 

presenting the music, and composers/theorists analyzing how the music operates. The 

primary questions to be explored more fully are: 

• How does Golijov use cyclic and repetitive structures throughout the work? 
• What narrative purposes might these cyclic and repetitive structures serve? 
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POLYSTYLISM AND CYCLIC STRUCTURES 
 
 
 

The most striking aspect of Golijov's work is not what he assimilates but how he 
does it. Early in the 20th century, the likes of Falla, Janáček, Bartók, Stravinsky, 
and Villa-Lobos infused their music with folk material, bending their notation to 
make room for informal expression. Golijov goes a step farther; he routinely 
collaborates with folk and popular musicians, leaving room for improvisation in 
his scores, and he seeks out classical performers who are willing to roughen up 
their conservatory-trained techniques. His work hovers on the border between 
notated and oral traditions.  
—Alex Ross66 

Mr. Golijov (pronounced GO-lee-hoff) is exceedingly modest, but he is one of the 
few composers today whose works are profoundly shifting the geography of the 
classical music world, dumping the old Eurocentric map with its familiar capitals 
and trading routes in the dustbin of history. In Mr. Golijov's universe, the pristine 
temple of art music has opened branch offices in places like Argentina, Brazil, 
Jerusalem and an imagined Eastern Europe. And they have been built with porous 
walls. 
—Jeremy Eichler67 

Golijov’s personal musical style is polystylistic. Throughought his oeuvre, he 

borrows liberally from a global set of influences, many of which are outside the Western 

European canon of the common practice period. 

Golijov’s approach is different enough to warrant a brief examination of the non-

classical styles which inform it. While the focus of this paper is form, not stylistic 

influences, we must first identify the diverse styles from which Golijov borrows and 

synthesizes in order examine in depth Golijov’s approach to cyclic structures. Using the 

 
66 Alex Ross, “Golijov’s Deep Song,” 6. Liner notes for Ainadamar (Fountain of 

Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. 
67 Jeremy Eichler, “Standing the Whole World on Its Ear,” The New York Times, 

January 22, 2006, sec. Music, https://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/22/arts/music/standing-
the-whole-world-on-its-ear.html. 
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opening movements of the opera, especially the Preludio de Agua y Caballo (Water and 

Horse Prelude) and attacca transition into the first Balada, as brief examples, we can hear 

the influence of cycle/repetition-based musical styles from across the globe (highlighted 

in bold in the paragraphs below), elements of which re-occur throughout the opera. 

In Golijov’s early versions of Ainadamar, the show opens with an electronically-

manipulated flamenco beat.68 Conductor Robert Spano69 convinced Golijov to add a 

prelude,70 and in the great tradition of operatic composers completing the 

overture/prelude at the last minute, Golijov worked with his computer musician 

collaborator Jeremy Flower to expand the “Preludio de Agua y Caballo” (“Water and 

Horse Prelude”) into its final, haunting version. 

The opening minutes of the opera showcase the wide span of musical materials, 

techniques, and styles which Golijov employs throughout. The first measure introduces 

electronically looped sounds of water trickling, evoking the titular Ainadamar fountain in 

Granada with techniques borrowed from musique concrète. The second measures 

expands the palette into electro-acoustic music, adding a three-part offstage ensemble of 

 
68 I will at times use the term “beat” in the same sense that it is used in hip-hop, 

R&B, and EDM genres, referring specifically to instrumental percussion-based ostinato 
patterns or “loops” used as backing tracks for improvisation and vocal performance. This 
usage is distinguished from the academic usage of “beat” to refer only to a steady pulse 
governing tempo. 

69 Spano has been Music Director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra since 2001, 
and in 2005 conducted the premiere album recording of Ainadamar, which was released 
in 2006. 

70 In an interview from Opera News, Golijov says, “the original of the opera was 
starting with just the water and the horse [sounds], but [conductor] Bob Spano asked for 
something involving the orchestra. I didn’t have time to do anything like a real overture, 
so I took that motif of the trumpet, which was already in B-flat, and I said, ‘Well, let’s 
just de-tune the double-bass.’” Quoted in McKinnon, “Ainadamar’s Architect.” 
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fanfare trumpets and trombone which are electronically amplified and processed by 

digital delay and reverb. The phrase structure of the Preludio and Balada I is cyclic in a 

style analogous to American Minimalism, with short ostinatos slowly evolving in 

dynamics and timbre, adding new layers every so often as they repeat, often over long 

and sustained drones in the bass instruments. 

The offstage brass ensemble plays slightly varied versions of their fanfare 

multiple times through the Preludio and Balada I, using a three-part heterophonic texture, 

pitch language, and rhythmic flourishes borrowed from flamenco. An instance is shown 

in Example 1. 

 

 
Example 1. Brass fanfare with scale degrees added, measures 6-9, “Balada I,” Imagen I. 

Flamenco is one of the most often referenced vernacular music in Ainadamar both 

musically and culturally. Golijov borrows the distinctive rhythms and instruments of 

flamenco as well as the complex rhythmic interplay between parts, and elements of 

flamenco’s modal harmonic language. Though this pitch language shares materials with 

functional tonality, flamenco eschews the harmonic strictures of Western classicism in 

Trumpet in C 1 

Trumpet in C 2 

Trombone 

Scale degrees: 1          b2        5  6 5 6  5      5  6   5 4 5       6         6  5 4                      5        4  5  n3 
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many ways, and was culturally diverse in the extreme from its inception. The foundation 

of flamenco includes a combination of elements from the Roma people (sometimes 

referred to as “gypsy” music), Celtic traditions, Arabic peoples of the Near East and 

North Africa who ruled much of the Iberian peninsula in the Middle Ages, the European 

Christian Gregorian system, and Sephardic Jewish music and liturgical chanting.71 

The pitch language of the brass ensemble in the Preludio uses the instantly-

recognizable flamenco sound of the Andalusian scale. This variable seven-note scale is a 

variant of the Arabic maqām (a pitch structure analogous but not identical to a mode in 

Western music), and is also related to the diatonic modes of Western European music 

from the Middle Ages onward. Example 2 shows the pitches of the scale with E as its 

tonic.72 I have added scale degree designations which I will use throughout this paper in a 

manner analogous to movable-do solfege. 

 

 
Example 2. Andalusian scale with degrees labeled.73 

 
71 Katz, “Flamenco.” 
72 To avoid confusion, I will throughout this paper use the term “tonic” to 

designate pitch center in a scale or. However, this usage does not indicate necessarily that 
the pitch center behaves like a tonic in Western European music of the common practice 
period. For the purposes of the analysis that follow, “tonic” may be considered 
interchangeable, analogous, or synonymous with the terms “final” or “pitch center.” 

73 This Example is based on an illustration by Peter Manuel, reproduced on page 
54 of Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera. 
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The Andalusian scale can sound both “major” and “minor” to listeners accustomed to 

Western classical music, and it often sounds like a modified version of the Phrygian 

diatonic mode. When 2 is f and 3 is n, the scale contains the distinctive augmented second 

between ra and mi, similar to the sound of the “phrygian dominant” mode in jazz or the 

Freygish mode (a Yiddish term) in Jewish cantorial chanting. Musics which use this scale 

may be perceived as having dual pitch centers, so the open noteheads on 1 and 4 indicate 

scale degrees which may serve almost interchangeably as tonics, dominants, or reciting 

notes. In flamenco music, the major triad on f2 may also serve a dominant function. 

The ornamented rhythmic language of the brass fanfare and driving hemiola74 of 

the subsequent percussion entrance is just as flamenco-esque as the pitch language. By 

the end of the Preludio and into the first Balada, a loop of galloping horse hoofbeats 

layers with nearly identical rhythms played live on cajón,75 transforming the listener’s 

perception of the hoofbeats from a nature sound to a flamenco-style percussion ostinato. 

As the Preludio transitions attacca into the first Balada, the percussionists and (playing a 

similar rhythmic ostinato) guitarists add slight ostinato variants or improvised fills about 

 
74 The percussion ostinato at the end of the Preludio contains a persistent 

syncopated accent pattern which suggests 2:3 hemiola ratios (polymeters of either 3/4 & 
6/8, or 6/8 & 12/16), variations of which recur throughout the opera. These hemiola 
patterns are common to a wide variety of music styles connected with 
Hispanic/Iberian/Latinx cultures. 

75 The use of cajón in flamenco represents a combination of musical elements 
from different parts of the globe. Peru claims the cajón as part of its cultural patrimony, 
though similar box drums are found across the Americas. The cajón has also made its 
way back to Spain and become part of flamenco music. I was first introduced to flamenco 
rhythms performed on cajón when I attended a performance of flamenco combined with 
Argentinian tango music and dance in Barcelona. See also J. Richard Haefer, “Box 
Drum,” in Grove Music Online, December 8, 2014, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.L2275344. 
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every four measures, creating a sense of predictable phrasing. As melodic instruments 

and voices join the ensemble, they sometimes follow this phrasing, and sometimes push 

against it, creating more metric-rhythmic layers.  This approach to ensemble writing with 

multiple layers of rhythmic/metric repetition on different timescales is common to music 

of many African cultures, and finds expression in the Afro-Cuban, Afro-Latino, and 

Afro-Iberian styles from which Golijov borrows; similar processes are common in 

American minimalism, stemming in part from Steve Reich’s study of drumming in 

Ghana. 

Gerhard Kubik describes a three-level approach to timing in most African music 

(particularly sub-Saharan), comprising an elementary pulse (a fast infinite series of pulses 

forming a rhythmic grid, often but not always corresponding to the smallest common 

division of the beat), a reference beat (formed by compounds of usually 3, 4, 6, 8 or 12 

elementary pulse-units) and a cycle (combining a larger number of elementary pulses). 

These cycles and associated time-line patterns allow polymeters76 to resolve in longer 

groupings of elementary pulses, and may even preserve ancestral musician-composers’ 

 
76 Kofi Agawu refutes the use of the term polymeter when referring to Afro-

centric musical processes and prefers polyrhythm. In the chapter “Polymeter, Additive 
Rhythm, and Other Enduring Myths” from his book Representing African Music, Agawu 
critiques the work of Western scholars who insist on transcribing different ensemble parts 
in different meters and who write about a “clash” of different rhythms as a cardinal 
principle of African music. Agawu instead asserts: “‘Clash and conflict’ are antithetical 
to African traditional philosophy, which is more likely to be communal and cooperative. 
African musicians play with competing accents in order to enhance pleasure, delight the 
ear, and stimulate spiritual renewal.” See Kofi Agawu, Representing African Music: 
Postcolonial Notes, Queries, Positions (New York: Routledge, 2003), 78, 
https://www.routledge.com/Representing-African-Music-Postcolonial-Notes-Queries-
Positions/Agawu/p/book/9780415943901. 
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mathematical discoveries. However, their rigor is not such that they negate improvisation. 

He writes: 

There is always freedom for individual, spontaneous variation to occur. Variation 
techniques include textual development by a lead singer or soloist, timbre-
melodic development in drumming, shifts in accentuation on various instruments 
and many other techniques.”77 

Similarly, flamenco musicians use the term compás to refer to the cyclic division of time 

by grouping of elementary pulses.78 In the Analysis section of this paper, we will 

examine how Golijov makes an analogous use of beat-level polyrhythm, measure-level 

polymeter, and multi-measure cycles of metric groupings, with the entire structure laid 

over a grid of beat division as elementary pulse, and with frequent openness to 

improvisation.   

When creating improvisation-friendly written notation, Golijov borrows a 

combination of flexibility and specificity common to both 20th-century modernist and 

avant-garde scores, as well as pop/jazz/rock scores (which are usually transcriptions or 

arrangements based on or expanding upon non-notated source material). Much of the 

information in the Preludio score is intended to give the conductor flexibility in aligning 

live and prerecorded sounds. The conductor may at times even modify the number of 

repeats of a cycle to coordinate the live players and electro-acoustic effects 

(amplification/reverb/delay) with the slow fades and transitions occurring in the musique 
 

77 Gerhard Kubik, “Africa,” in Grove Music Online, accessed February 15, 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.00268. 

78 “Rather than identifying the periodic rhythmic patterns in Flamenco music as 
meter following the convention of western art music, practitioners refer to them as 
compás, distinguishable by patterns of accentuation (strong vs. weak) that organize the 
beats and their internal rhythmic variations.” See Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and 
Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 54. 
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concrète sounds from the laptop performer. Time is measured not only in beats and 

measures but also in approximate numbers of seconds and long, indeterminate fermatas. 

 

 
Example 3. Reduction of measures 24-33 from the vocal score of the Preludio de Agua y 
Caballo, preceding Imagen I, showing recorded percussive events as cue notes, live 
percussion as full-size notes, and other recorded sounds as text instructions. 
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Example 3 shows a reduction of the transitional portion of the Preludio after the 

brass fanfare, moving toward the Balada. The cajón ostinato introduced in measure 30 

pervades the remainder of the Preludio and much of the first Balada. Sometimes the cajón 

and other unpitched percussion parts are fully-notated, but often the composer relies 

instead on instructions like “play a short FILL before starting the pattern” (measure 29) 

or simply “Fill” over a measure repeat symbol, indicating flexibility for the player to 

improvise at specific points in the cyclic repetition. When the guitars enter at the start of 

the Balada, they are used as percussion and notated with beamed slashes and x noteheads, 

but also marked “secco; ad lib.” indicating some freedom to improvise as their unpitched 

ostinato repeats. 

The solo guitar part for third movement of Imagen I, “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid,’” 

represents an even more comprehensive example of Golijov’s juxtaposition of notation 

styles, running the gamut from classical/romantic era specificity all the way to pop/jazz 

chart flexibility, all within a very short movement. As the movement opens, Golijov 

notates the solo guitar part meticulously starting from the second measure, with frequent 

right-hand and left-hand fingerings, articulations, and precise rhythms all written out, as 

shown in Example 4. 
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Example 4. Cajón and guitar solo, measures 1-4, “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid,’” Imagen I. 

 

 
Example 5. Measures 24-28, “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid,’” Imagen I. 

Then, starting from measure 14 just before the first vocal entrance, the part 

transitions to lead-sheet style chord symbols and slash notation, with the slashes only 

specific rhythmic hits (in unison with the percussion part) every few bars, as shown in 

Example 5. 

 

Cajón 

Guitar

Margarita 

Lorca 
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Example 6. Measures 56-61, “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid,’” Imagen I. 

Toward the end of the “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid’” movement, the percussion drops 

out and the guitarist’s part is further simplified, as shown in Example 6. From measure 43 

through 66 eschews beat-specific slashes, giving the guitarist only chord symbols with 

occasional text indications like “sparser accompaniment, simpler” every few measures. 

The experience of the entire short79 “Bar ‘Albor de Madrid’” movement for the 

listener is like a flamenco version of a zarzuela80 recitative, introduced by a virtuoso 

instrumental passage, transitioning to recitativo accompagnato and ending as recitativo 

secco. As the notation becomes less and less specific over the course of the movement, 

the composer gives the guitarist only as much information as they need at any given 

point, encouraging the player to stop reading their part and instead actively listen, 

support, and musically converse with the singers. Golijov’s use of chord symbols mirrors 

the way baroque composers used figured bass for improvising continuo players in an 

opera or oratorio score. The combination of 18th-century operatic heritage with 20th-

 
79 In the original album recording, the movement runs two minutes and 43 

seconds. 
80 A distinctively Spanish form of European opera, zarzuela music borrows the 

forms of Italian opera, but also embraces a variety of stylized dance forms found in 
Spain, including flamenco and fandango. Melodic ornamentation in zarzuela is often 
more ornate and improvisatory than contemporaneous Western European works. 

Guitar 

Margarita 

Lorca 
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century vernacular music notation assumes that the musicians are well-versed in both 

styles, and invites the players to add improvisational flare to each performance rather 

than trying to reproduce exactly the same notes every time. The score communicates the 

sense of looseness and layer of mugre which Golijov desires. 

When a composer whose influences are so diverse chooses to call a work an 

“opera,” a genre term which like “symphony” is weighed down by its European cultural-

historical legacy, he inevitably has to redefine the genre to some extent. Western 

European opera has been both a bastion of traditionalism and Whiteness (in the 

programming choices of influential and well-funded opera companies, for example81) and 

a forum for experimentation (in the works of composers like Karlheinz Stockhausen, 

John Adams, and John Cage in the mid-to-late-20th century, for example). As Western 

European opera was born around the same time as baroque/classical tonality itself, its 

composers’ approaches to musical form developed on a path which mirrors functional-

harmony-based form more generally. During the common practice period (baroque, 

classical, and romantic), a typical opera libretto follows a linear story which has a 

beginning, middle, and end, told through forms delineated by movements that are 

 
81 Anthony Tommasini’s September 28, 2021 review in the New York Times sums 

up how far behind the nation’s leading opera house remains in choosing repertoire that 
reflects the rich diversity of ethnicity and culture in New York City and the whole United 
States. He opens with the following paragraph: “On Monday, for the first time in its 138-
year history and as it returned from an 18-month closure, the Metropolitan Opera 
presented a work by a Black composer: Terence Blanchard’s “Fire Shut Up in My 
Bones.” By opening the season with this work, the Met filled a gaping hole in its 
repertory at a time when the performing arts are rightfully being challenged to become 
more diverse” (emphasis added). See Anthony Tommasini, “Review: ‘Fire’ Brings a 
Black Composer to the Met, Finally,” The New York Times, September 28, 2021, sec. 
Arts, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/28/arts/music/fire-blanchard-met-opera.html. 
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similarly linear and have clear (usually perfect authentic) cadences which serve as formal 

landmarks. While scholars may disagree on the extent to which any specific formal 

construct (e.g., sonata form in classical/romantic opera) governs the composers’ 

approaches to form, the frequent use of forms tied to functional/tonal harmony in 

Western European opera of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries is not in dispute.82 

The popular/folk influences at play in Golijov’s work are so diverse and far-

ranging they could only be found in the work of a composer writing during the global 

information age. As a musician who grew up in Argentina, moved to the United States, 

and came to artistic maturity at the turn of the 21st century, Golijov was surrounded by 

dizzyingly divergent musics throughout his life. If we compare his life experience to that 

of an average citizen of early 20th-century Europe, for example, we see that he traveled 

farther and experienced more different sources of artistry by orders of magnitude. 

 
82 Writing about form in Mozart’s buffa opera arias in the Cambridge Opera 

Journal, John Platoff questions the tendency to look at Mozart’s works and the works of 
this style period’s operas through the lens of instrumental forms like sonata allegro. He 
quotes Charles Rosen on the primacy of opera for standardization of classical 
(instrumental) sonata form, saying “no description of sonata form can be given that will 
fit the Haydn quartets, but not the majority of forms in a Mozart opera,” and also Tim 
Carter’s bolder statement that “the sonata principle governs nearly all Classical 
instrumental and vocal forms.” Platoff argues instead for a different analytical method 
which is less focused on “formal models derived from instrumental music,” writing we 
should instead “begin with the text, and examine the music as a setting of the text” (p. 
120). He aims to prove through his analyses that “the relevance of sonata-form features to 
these arias seems limited, at least beyond the presence of an exposition” (p. 119). 
However, he draws from the work of Leonard G. Ratner when he grounds his analyses 
divergence from instrumental forms in the remaining “fact that nearly all Classical vocal 
and instrumental movements rely on the same overall tonal plan — I-V-I (or I-V-X-I)” 
(p. 118). See John Platoff, “The Buffa Aria in Mozart’s Vienna,” Cambridge Opera 
Journal 2, no. 2 (1990): 99–120. 
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Golijov’s music reflects the life experience of those of us who came of age while 

music distribution exploded online. When I studied music in college in the late 1990s and 

early 2000s, we was amazed at the variety of music recordings from around the globe 

which we could access quickly via physical media in the university library. Just a few 

years later, we can now instantly hear a much wider menu of global recordings and 

shuffle them freely via online streaming services, using mobile devices we carry with us 

everywhere. It is as easy to summon a playlist of music from multiple continents as it is 

to find an album from one’s own culture of origin. Just as the post-industrial composers 

of the 20th century wrote music that reflected the increasingly mechanical and urbanized 

sounds of their milieu and the increasingly diverse influences on their cultures, 

composers of the 21st century can and do write music influenced by almost any recorded-

sound culture. The recorded and environmental sounds which we can access easily are 

potentially more varied now than at any time in history. 

Golijov represents a new post-modernism in that he chooses not to treat all sound 

as common or value-less, but rather he borrows almost any sound and names it as art 

music. He writes for classical musicians alongside vernacular musicians, borrows non-

musical sounds, blurs or ignores style boundaries, and releases the resulting works as 

“opera” or “oratorio” or “string quartet” or “song cycle.” 

 Golijov’s approach to the compositional process (as well as his notated score in 

its final form) borrows the combination of specificity and ad-libitum flexibility common 

to scores for jazz and pop ensembles and places it inside a traditional orchestral score. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 

In this paper, I aim to build on Yayoi Uno Everett’s book chapter on Ainadamar, 

focusing on the cyclic and repetition-based aspects of the opera. I will also borrow 

analytical methodology—from Stephen Rodgers’ analyses in his book Form, Program, 

and Metaphor in the Music of Berlioz. 

Everett integrates music theory, musicology, and dramaturgy to illuminate the 

myth and narrative of Ainadamar. The conclusions she draws focus on Golijov’s use of 

repetition as a narrative device. She refers to a “story that is told over and over again”83 

as a literal imperative for the characters, acted out onstage and mirrored in the structures 

present in the music. 

Golijov likewise explicitly connects the cyclic repetition in the music to the cyclic 

elements of the story when he speaks about Ainadamar. He uses the phrase “Wounded 

freedom” to describe a central cyclic element of both the story (the legacy which urgently 

the characters urgently need to pass from one generation to the next) and the music (a 

brass fanfare leitmotif in present at the very beginning and very end of the opera). In an 

interview from the listening guide accompanying the Deutsche Grammophon album, 

Golijov explicitly: 

Margarita Xirgu, the actress who was the muse of Lorca and the main interpreter 
of Lorca in his life and after his death, realizes that she cannot go on anymore and 
she begins to teach and passes her work to her students. That legacy goes on and 
on…it always has to continue in the next generation. 

 
83 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 80. 
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… 

Peter Sellars, the director who staged the final version of Ainadamar, calls that 
theme of the trumpets the theme of “wounded freedom”, because it is actually 
what Margarita sings as she dies at the end of the opera–“I am freedom, wounded 
and bleeding hope”–but it’s the same notes, the same theme.84 

In order to tell this non-linear story, Golijov and his collaborators manipulate the 

audience’s perception of time through their approach to form. I will analyze the cyclic 

elements of these forms from the small (motive-sized cyclic elements combining to make 

phrase-level cyclic form) to the large (whole Imágenes85 and the cyclic form of the whole 

opera), and graph these forms to make it easy for performers and academics to 

understand them intuitively. 

I will use the term “hyperform” in my writing to refer to the larger formal schema 

that comprise multiple movements, entire Imágenes, and the entire opera. These are 

distinct from the smaller phrase-level, phrase group-level, and section or movement-level 

forms within each movement. 86 

In an interview with NPR, Golijov asserts that the varied return of the chorus 

singing the Balada from Lorca’s Mariana Pineda at the start of each Imagen brings the 

 
84 “Listening Guide: III. The Two Main Themes of Ainadamar, Myth and 

Legacy” from Ainadamar (Fountain of Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. 
85 The opera is presented in three Images (Spanish: Imágenes), which are 

analogous to acts. The use of the term “Image” suggests that the work is conceived more 
as a series of tableaus frozen in time, and less as a forward-moving sequence of actions 
comprising a linear, story-driven plot. 

86 I am coining the term “hyperform” to refer specifically to the largest-scale 
forms made up of multiple smaller movement-length forms, much like “hypermeter” 
refers to longer patterns of time periodicity across multiple measures. 
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listener back to the same moment very beginning of the story. 87 The Balada is an 

important component hyperform in Ainadamar. 

In older European operatic and oratorio forms, such musical freedom and 

corresponding storytelling versatility would only occur in the context of recitative, 

especially secco recitative. However, whereas the extreme (by common practice period 

standards) rhythmic and harmonic freedom in traditional European recitative mimics the 

lack of steady pulse and the realtime rhythm of spoken dialogue and action, the musical 

freedom of Lorca/Xirgu as they float on a bed of pulse-based groove liberates their story 

from the confines of clock time and even reality itself. 

  

 
87 “Golijov: The Idea of Repetition” [Bonus Interview Clip] in Lunden, 

“Composer Golijov Tries Opera with ‘Ainadamar.’” 
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ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
Cyclic Structures 

If we consider the role of opera as serving a broader narrative aim, the circularity 
of the music and repetitive formal devices provide an important framework for a 
mythic narrative that focuses on memory, trauma, and transcendence. Without the 
hypnotic effect induced through the repetition of elements, Golijov’s music would 
diminish its capacity to contribute to the mythical dimensions of the narrative. 
…The opera is rendered mythical precisely because the cyclical framework of the 
ballad prevents the story from achieving closure. It is meant to be a story that is 
told over and over again.88 
—Yayoi Uno Everett 

In truth the whole opera happens in one or three minutes.89 
—Osvaldo Golijov 

 The music of Ainadamar is constructed using cyclic structures which serve the 

narrative by transcending linear time and physical distance. The opera tells an epic story 

of sweeping scope across decades and continents, yet also simultaneously occurs (as 

Golijov says) “in one or three minutes” in real time. The cyclic musical structures serve 

two main functions. 

 The first function of these cyclic structures is to manipulate the audience’s 

perception of time. Time is portrayed in Ainadamar as flexible, overlapping, circular, or 

completely absent through both the music and the libretto. 

 The second function of the cyclic structures is to musically illustrate the struggle 

for freedom, a primary (literary) theme of the story. The cyclic musical structures provide 
 

88 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 80. 
89 “Golijov: The Idea of Repetition” [Bonus Interview Clip] in Lunden, 

“Composer Golijov Tries Opera with ‘Ainadamar.’” 
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a framework for expressions of freedom, especially solo and small ensemble passages. 

These improvised-sounding solo lines float over top of grooves and drones to tell the 

story unencumbered by the constraints of time and physical space. Whether performed by 

singers or members of the orchestra, these soloistic parts perform the function of the 

flamenco cantaor raising the spirit of duende through their cante jondo.90 

To build his cyclic structures in Ainadamar, Golijov uses: 

• Harmonically static grooves and drones, 

• Short melodic motifs (repeated, varied, and fragmented), 

• Linear stepwise melodic motifs (also often repeated), 

• Layering as form, 

• Simple forms (some of which are themselves cyclic on a smaller scales, and 

others more through-composed) combined into larger cyclic forms. 

 

“A La Habana,” A Representative Example 

The simplest and most laid-back of the groove-based movements is a useful case 

study. A brief analysis of “A La Habana” from Imagen II will serve as an example and a 

model for our discussion of the rest of the opera. 

 
90 In flamenco singing and dancing, cante jondo (“deep song”) is the most 

technically and emotionally challenging sub-genre for a the cantaor (flamenco singer) 
and requires a seasoned and highly skilled performer. Duende is a term for which there is 
no direct translation but which (among other connotations) refers to a spiritual force or 
goblin that inhabits great flamenco performance. For more information see Katz, 
“Flamenco”; Lorca and Maurer, In Search of Duende; Jason Webster, “Awakening 
Duende: The Dark, Creative Force of Flamenco,” Classical Guitar, July 18, 2017, 
http://classicalguitarmagazine.com/awakening-duende-the-dark-creative-force-of-
flamenco/. 
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The text of “A La Habana” focuses on Margarita Xirgu as she imagines an 

alternate-history version of events in the comforting haven of Havana, Cuba. She wishes 

she had convinced Lorca to travel with her theatre troupe from Spain to Havana—and 

thereby avoid execution in Granada—during a tour of his play Mariana Pineda. 

The music of “A La Habana” is built from layers which are introduced languidly, 

one at a time. 

 

 
Example 7. Shaker ostinato, measures 1-4, “A la Habana,” Imagen II. 

The first layer is the shaker playing continuous eighth notes with a two-measure 

ostinato accent pattern, the first two instances of which are shown in Example 7. 

 

 
Example 8. Percussion (shaker, bongo, and anvil) and contrabass (with bracket added to 
indicate bass motif), measures 11-19, “A la Habana,” Imagen II. 
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The contrabass91 joins pizzicato (playing in an “upright bass” style) in measure 9, 

each of its notes emphasized by an anvil strike played !, and joined two measures later 

(start of Example 8) by " bongos playing offbeats in a gentle implication of 6/8 hemiola 

inside the written 3/4 time. Harmonically, the contrabass establishes G as tonic with a 

repeated four-bar motif (indicated by the dotted bracket in Example 8), which is 

eventually fragmented and varied in its pitch contour. Though this bass motif sometimes 

comes to rest on C or F, it most often returns to G. Any sense of harmonic rhythm is 

either absent or very slow; instead, the repetitive contrabass part functions like a pedal 

tone prolonging G over medium-length, multi-phrase timescales. Similarly, the anvil and 

shaker continue throughout almost the entire movement as a polyrhythmic underpinning, 

providing a near-continuous elementary pulse layer to the texture. 

 

 
Example 9. Guitars and cup-muted trumpets, measures 25-30, “A la Habana,” Imagen II. 

 
91 I will refer to the double bass(es) as “contrabass(es)” or “Cb.” as they are 

designated in the Ainadamar full score. Given the playing style of this pizzicato passage 
and other similar passages, they could also be called “upright bass” as in a jazz or pop 
context. 
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The next layers added are those of the two guitars and two cup-muted trumpets at 

measures 25 and 27, respectively. Throughout the movement, each of these two pairs 

play melodic duet passages in a quasi-improvisatory style. Their texture varies between a 

mixture of pitch homophony and rhythmic heterophony (as the guitars at their entrance 

shown in Example 9), a more unified homorhythmic unison/harmony, and simple call and 

response (as the trumpets in Example 9). The trumpet and guitar pairs enter and exit 

every 10 to 20 bars, either responding to or accompanying the singers. 

 
 

Table 1. Summary of part entrances in the introductory 41 measures of “A La Habana,” 
Imagen II. Measure numbers are indicated in the topmost row. Each repetition of 
rhythmic ostinatos is demarcated with a thick vertical line segment. 

 
 
 
 

Table 1 visually summarizes the pacing of entrances in the first 41 measures of 

the movement. Thick vertical line segments indicate when ostinato rhythmic cycles 

repeat. The introduction ends with a unison staccato chord in measure 37. The established 

accompanying groove then relaunches, and the voices of Lorca and Xirgu enter to carry 

the remainder of the movement. 
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Example 10. Xirgu and Lorca entrance, measures 39-48, “A la Habana,” Imagen II. 

Lorca’s and Xirgu’s vocal lines, whose entrance is shown in Example 10, behave 

similarly to the other melodic parts except that their texture relationship is almost always 

either homorhythmic harmony or call-and-response with points of imitation. Unison 

between them is rare and heterophony is absent. 

Throughout the movement, other parts come and go, sometimes doubling the 

groove elements (as the bass clarinet doubling selected notes of the contrabass in 

measures 120-141), sometimes adding a new layer to the groove (as the harp/violas/cellos 

punctuating the implied 6/8 element of polymeter in measures 143-154), and sometimes 

decorating/ornamenting or responding to the voices (as the three flutes in measures 47-

49). 

The comings and goings of various independent parts—all of which are layered 

onto the cyclic groove of the bass and percussion—constitute one of the two primary 

elements that give the movement its form. Crucially, the movement has very little in the 

way of traditional Western classical harmonic progression or pop/jazz cyclic chord 

changes. Unified harmonic cadences across the entire orchestra are almost completely 

absent, and are not an important signpost in the form as they would be in a more 

•
•
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traditional orchestral score. The ease with which the modality shifts between the dual 

tonics G|C is characteristic of Andalusian-mode pitch centricity. 

In other words, the music never really modulates or leaves its home scale, and the 

form is for the most part not defined or progressed by ensemble-wide harmonic changes. 

Instead of establishing a cyclic set of chord changes (in the pop/jazz sense) or a 

drive toward the closure of a structurally-important perfect authentic cadence (in the 

classical sense), the phrase-level and phrase-group-level cycles establish a groove92—a 

bed of rhythmic syncopation and drive, polyrhythm, pitch centricity and improvisation-

friendly modality onto which the composer and performer paint additional parts in layers. 

Repetition-heavy, harmonically-static, groove-based accompaniment layers are essential 

to the construction of many of the forms throughout Ainadamar. 

 This groove frees the quasi-improvisatory duet pairs—the two muted trumpets, 

the two guitars, and the singers portraying Lorca and Xirgu—to sound like they exist 

outside of clock time. The steady background beat—whether heard as clave from Afro-

Cuban music, or as compás from flamenco—moves on indefatigably, but the duet pairs 

are only supported by it, never governed by it. Musically, their freedom grows as the 
 

92 Groove is a difficult term to define in words. The opening of Geoffrey 
Whittall’s Grove Music Online article on “Groove” is however a useful starting point: 
“Groove is the result of a musical process that is often identified as a vital drive or 
rhythmic propulsion. It involves the creation of rhythmic intensity appropriate to the 
musical style or genre being performed. Groove is created within a piece of music by 
shifting timing and dynamic elements away from the expected pulse or dynamic level. A 
musician’s sense of pulse is subjective, not objective; musicians interpret and perform the 
passage of time and the presence of the pulse in slightly different ways. As musicians 
perform, the push and pull of those subjective interpretations adds tension to a 
performance and produces a sense of groove.” Geoffrey Whittall, “Groove,” in Grove 
Music Online (Oxford University Press, November 26, 2013), 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2284508. 
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movement continues, with phrase lengths varying and shorter cyclic motives distributed 

freely across the meter. This musical freedom and rhythmic/melodic/timbral sense of ease 

reflects the ethos of Xirgu and Lorca in this alternate reality—both their imagined leisure 

and their imagined sense of agency and control over their own fates. 

Over the course of the entire opera, Lorca’s and especially Xirgu’s musical 

freedom also depicts their ability to pass on their legacy and thereby transcend the ever-

present tragic crux of the story: the moment when Lorca was executed at Ainadamar 

fountain in Granada coupled with Xirgu’s powerlessness to stop or change the moment of 

Lorca’s murder. 

 “A La Habana” is an example of layering multiple layers of cycles and 

improvisatory lines to create a simple form.93 It is best analyzed as a one-part form, with 

large-scale structure based not on cadential signposts but rather on the addition or 

subtraction of layers of texture and/or instrumentation. 

 
93 An analogous method of constructing texture and form occurs in the coda of 

numerous Black Gospel music performances. At their discretion, the choir director adds 
layers of choral singing one by one, building a contrapuntal out of melodic ostinatos 
which continue to repeat an indeterminate number of times like vamps in a musical 
theater score. Meanwhile, the band lays down a foundational rhythmic/harmonic groove, 
either establishing a repeating harmonic progression or sometimes simply prolonging a 
static harmony. Over this bed of cyclic groove and accompanying layers, one or more 
soloists improvise in a high register. For a representative example, see “Praise His Holy 
Name” by composer/conductor Keith Hampton. The Coda section begins at measure 23 
and includes two different repeated four-measure passages which are each built one part 
at a time; these passages can be performed alone or with soloist improvisation added. For 
a recorded example, see the performance by the Grace United Methodist Church Chancel 
Choir of Naperville, IL under the direction of the composer, on YouTube at 
https://youtu.be/2TLCr39o7PM, uploaded May 11, 2017. Score available from the 
publisher at earthsongschoralmusic.com: Keith Hampton, Praise His Holy Name (SATB 
& Piano), Anton Armstrong Choral Series (Corvallis, OR: Earthsongs, 1998). 
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Unlike the construction of a typical European classical work or American 

vernacular pop song, the phrase lengths of the various instruments/sections in “A La 

Habana” do not regularly line up vertically, nor do they exhibit predictable mathematical 

ratio relationships so they line up periodically. In this way, Golijov’s approach to 

layering of cycles is also different from that of American Minimalists like Steve Reich or 

Philip Glass, a group of composers whose repertoire represents another significant 

example of cyclic form in late-20th/early-21st century concert music. Whereas Reich, 

Glass, and Terry Riley often construct large-scale processes which come to fruition over 

long timescales according to strict parameters pre-defined by the composer, 94 Golijov’s 

formal construction is purposefully looser and more improvisatory-sounding. At times, 

the phrase-level form is actually improvised by the performers. Golijov’s layering has 

some surface similarities to the process music of the American Minimalist school of 

composition, but his techniques have more in common with aleatoric and Afro-centric 

musical procedures. 

In short, like much of the opera, “A La Habana” contains plenty of repetition and 

sounds at times almost like a strophic or theme-and-variations form. However, the 

movement lacks the kind of consistent and unified phrase-level, period-level, or section-

level repetition that would traditionally characterize a classical strophic or theme-and-

variations form, relying instead on cycles that are less predictable and more varied 

 
94 For a hypothetical example, consider a least-common-multiple cycle in which 

two instruments play phrases of differing length comprising a larger periodic cycle: five 
four-bar phrases in Part 1 layered over four five-bar phrases in Part 2 form a larger 20-bar 
periodic cycle. Such constructions are typical of minimalism in the tradition of Reich and 
Glass, but not a prominent feature of Golijov’s compositional approach in Ainadamar. 
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between the different instruments and voices. The movement contains plenty of 

repetition, but taken as a whole is best understood as a one-part, through-composed form. 

The remainder of the analysis chapter below comprises groups of movements 

compared and contrasted among and between each other, as well as a dual analytical 

model of the whole opera’s form. 

Readers with access to the most recent Ainadamar vocal score and full score 

listed in the Bibliography will find those useful for context and clarification, and I will 

frequently reference movement titles and measure numbers throughout the following 

analysis. For a quick reference and to aid those without access to the scores, Table 2 

below shows a chart of all movements, with summary descriptions of form and tonic 

(pitch centricity) for each movement. In many cases, multiple interpretations may be 

valid for both form and tonic, and for some movements in I have listed possible 

alternatives. Note that in Table 2 and throughout the following analysis, dual-tonic 

Andalusian modality is indicated with the two perfect-fourth-related tonics separated by a 

vertical line, e.g. “D|G,” while polytonal or polymodal sections are indicated with tonics 

separate by a diagonal slash, e.g. “E major/C# minor” or “D/G/C.” 
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Table 2. Summary chart of all movements in performance order. Left column: list of 
movements. Middle column: tonic(s). Right column: summary description of movement 
form (&/or structure for one-part forms). 
Preludio de Agua & Caballo Bb Fanfare & transition (through-composed) 
Imagen I   
1. Balada I Bb A-B-C 
2. Mariana, Tus Ojos D Layering with circular return 
3. Bar “Albor” de Madrid G# Recit. (Through-composed) 
4. Desde mi ventana D, but less 

stable & with 
excursions 

A-B-A’-B’-Coda 
(Binary or Theme & Variations, with 
Coda) 

5. Muerte a Caballo C# “Cantaor-Muezzin” cries over drone 
Imagen II   
1. Balada II G/Eb A-B (Binary) 
2. Quiero Arrancarme… G Recit. (Through-composed) 
3. A la Habana G Layering & groove 
4. Quiero cantar… D A-A-B-C-Coda 

(Strophic, then Through-composed) 
5. Arresto C# A-A’ (Theme & Variation, with layering) 
6. La Fuente… C# Layering 
7. Confesión C#màE major  A-B-C-D (Through-composed with 

layering) or A-B-B’-B’’(Binary with 
Theme & Var.) 

Interludio de Balazos C# “Cantaor-Muezzin” cries over electronic 
percussion groove (no drone) 

Imagen III   
1. Balada III – Laberinto D/G/C Layering over drone 
2. De mi fuente… D/G/C, then B, 

then AàEàC 
Solos over drones and/or long notes 

3. Tome su mano F|C Layering with groove 
4. Crepúsculo Delirante F|C Concerto Grosso or Theme & Variations 
5. Doy mi Sangre E major/C# 

minor (or G#) 
Layering or A-A’ (Theme & Variations) 

6. Yo Soy La Libertad C A-B (Binary) or A-A’ (Theme & 
Variations) 
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The Balada Cycle 

Perhaps the most repetitious element of the entire work is the Balada95 (Ballad) 

theme which begins each of the three Imágenes (acts) and which partially recurs toward 

the end of the final movement of the opera, “Yo soy la libertad.” These four movements 

comprise what I will call the Balada Cycle. 

The text of this Balada is sourced from the refrain of a well-known folk ballad, 

and in the structure of the opera Ainadamar, the Balada acts as a refrain-like anchor 

across the hyperform of the entire work. The recurring Balada tethers the non-linear 

narrative to two very specific moments: Federico Lorca dying in Granada in 1936, and 

Margarita Xirgu backstage in Montevideo in 1969. 

Each of the four instances of the Balada is markedly different in tempo, pitch 

center and tessitura, orchestration, articulation, dynamics, and overall mood. Still, all four 

share some cyclic structures and the same head-motive and opening text is recognizable 

in each. 

As a whole, the Balada Cycle reveals Margarita Xirgu’s primacy as the main 

character of the story. She is musically depicted as the only one with agency to drive the 

story forward even as the Balada itself remains a fixed axis—a unified point in time and 

geography, and a shared refrain melody and text—that anchors the rest of the story. In the 

third Balada that starts Imagen III, Xirgu begins to pass these musical and story-arc 

 
95 “Balada” is Spanish for “Ballad.” In the vocal and orchestral scores, these 

movements are labeled “Balada.” However, Golijov usually uses the word “Ballad” when 
speaking in English about these movements. I will use “Balada” to refer to these 
movements as they are indicated in the scores, and “ballad” when I refer to the popular 
poem from which their primary text comes. 
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responsibilities to Nuria, who is both her student and the opera’s avatar for future 

generations. 

The folk ballad (sung narrative poem) from which the Balada’s text is borrowed 

was well-known to Lorca, but the tune has been lost. Golijov describes the origin, 

function, and meaning of this borrowed poetry: 

The ballad is actually a popular poem that Lorca knew. It was a song–I mean, I 
don’t know what music the song had, but that song he used as an opener to his 
play Mariana Pineda. The words of the ballad are premonitory of the fate both of 
Mariana but also of Federico, and they say: “Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, 
que a las piedras hacía llorar/ What a sad day it was in Granada; even the stones 
began to cry.” ¶The chorus functions there almost like a Greek chorus, predicting 
what is going to happen, announcing, commenting and so forth.96 

 

 
Example 11. The first entrance of the chorus of Niñas, measures 12-22, Balada I, Imagen 
I, brackets added indicating the Lah Campa Motif. 

The Balada movements and many other moments across the work are permeated 

by a rising step-skip motif, a rising 5-6-1 in the Andalusian scale. This motif comprises 

an upward step (major or minor second) and a small upward skip of about a third (though 

sometimes a fourth or even a fifth). From this simple foundation, Golijov derives a 

 
96 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 

CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 2. 

 12 
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variety of melodic ideas throughout the opera, often used as cells that can be cycled and 

layered. The F-Gb-Bb bracketed in Example 11 are the first sung instance of this motif, 

and are also the first sung notes in the opera. 

 

 
Example 12. The chorus of Niñas (divided into groups A & B and electronically 
processed “echo” voices 1 & 2) at the end of the opera, measures 119-125, “Yo soy la 
libertad,” Imagen III, brackets added indicating the Lah Campa Motif. 

The same motif also appears at the very end of opera as rising G-Ab-C among the Niñas’ 

voices, bracketed in Example 12. 

During each Balada movement, this motif acts as the head motive for a refrain 

sung by the Niñas. The refrain opens with an 8-bar melody in a 2+2+4 bar sentence 
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construction (measures 15-22 in Example 11). This 8-bar-sentence cycle97 is followed by 

an antiphonal passage made up of the rising 5-6-1 motif sung antiphonally on the words 

“Lah campa” or “las campanas” (“the bells”). The refrain ends with a cadence on the 

words “doblar y doblar” (“tolling and tolling”) recalling the melodic contour from the 

end of the 8-bar-sentence.  “Lah campa” is an apocopated colloquial rendering of the 

words “Las campanas,” and both refer to the tolling of bells in Granada at Lorca’s 

death.98 I will refer to the rising 5-6-1 motif and its permutations as	the Lah Campa Motif. 

The refrain melody also makes frequent use of a stepwise descending third motif 

repeated in a melodic sequence. The first instance starts with the last note of the Lah 

Campa Motif on the downbeat of measure 15 in Example 11, the descending melody 1-7-

6-7-6-5 on the words “día tan triste en Granada” (“such a sad day in Granada”). The 

 
97 Everett describes the phrase structure of the Niñas’ initial 8-bar setting of the 

ballad text from Mariana Pineda as a “sentence construction (2+2+4)” which I refer to as 
the “8-bar-sentence cycle” in my analysis, including in the tables found in Appendix A. 
Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 55. 

98 In the “Performance Notes for the chorus in the Ballads” included as part of the 
front matter in the vocal score, Golijov writes: “The words in the Ballads that open each 
of the three images, and the closing ballad, are intentionally written as if sung in “street 
style pronunciation”. That means, the “s” becomes an “h”, and sometimes it disappears 
altogether. These Ballads should be sung in a completely open, free style, with traces of 
cante jondo. It is very important to sustain the intensity (non diminuendo!) in the long 
values at the end of the music phrases”[sic]. Cante jondo or “deep song” refers to the 
most profound, emotionally affecting, and technically demanding sub-genre in flamenco 
music and its corresponding vocal style. 
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repeated use of this descending third sequence evokes the lament topic, painting the text 

of the mournful folk ballad and the mood it evokes as part of Lorca’s play.99 

As a cyclic element, both the Lah Campa Motif and the descending third sequence 

are simple and effective. They make a melody befitting a popular folk-style song that 

even casual listeners can hum along with—easy to sing, instantly recognizable, and 

limited in range. Golijov uses the Lah Campa Motif as a small-scale cell which can be 

cycled at the local level, and as a narrative thread woven throughout the opera in both its 

original form and in various permutations.Appendix A contains detailed analytical tables 

showing my analysis of implied meter and overall ensemble phrase boundaries on a 

measure-by-measure basis in all three Ballad movements. These tables provide a bird’s 

eye view of the metric/rhythmic changes and phrase structure, revealing cyclic structure 

in longer timescales behind the motive/motif-level cycles. 

All three Baladas are scored primarily in 6/8 time, with varying amounts of 

ambiguity between the written 6/8 and implied 3/4 time, sometimes further divided as 

 
99 My approach is indebted to Everett’s excellent motivic analysis, in which she 

breaks this motif into its component intervals. She writes: “In my analysis, I identify two 
recurring motives and their variants as important expressive signifiers: a descending third 
motive (x) associated with lament, its inversion (x') with hope, and an ascending fourth 
motive (y) associated with freedom. In the Preludio, the juxtaposition of motives x and y 
in the trumpet fanfare connote the idea of “wounded” freedom, while in the concluding 
number (“Yo Soy la Libertad”), the augmentation of motive x combined with the 
reinstatement of the trumpet fanfare in the major mode signifies the attainment of 
freedom.” Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 52. 
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3/8+6/16, 12/16, or other similar composite meter. Hemiola100 is a common feature in a 

wide variety of Hispanic/Latine popular music, a feature which Golijov deploys 

regularly. In summary:  

• Balada I is primarily in 6/8, though Margarita’s and Nuria’s parts frequently 

imply 3/4. Margarita’s part occasionally also suggests 12/16 (written in dotted 

eighth notes, but sounding like a quadruplet filling the 6/8 bar). Implied polymeter 

between different orchestral and vocal parts is frequent. The phrase lengths vary 

and the implied metric shifts do not follow any clear pattern. The written time 

signature remains 6/8 until the coda, which acts as a transitional passage into the 

subsequent movement. 

• Balada II begins in 6/8 and immediately establishes a more consistent phrase 

cycle than Balada I, with implied shifts into 3/4 in the rhythm section instruments 

(guitars and percussion) at the ends of phrases. Implied polymeter is still frequent 

but overall ensemble metric unity is greater than in Balada I. The movements ends 

with the breakdown of the phrase cycle mirroring the breakdown of civil society, 

 
100 Broadly, hemiola denotes the ratio of 3:2 in pitch or rhythm. In current usage it 

most commonly refers to rhythms from the 15th century onward in European art music or 
comparable rhythms in various vernacular musics. Some reference sources illustrate 
hemiola by citing examples of polyrhythm (superimposed triple and duple meter) and 
some cite examples of implied changing meter (e.g., a measure implying 3/2 within a 
piece in 6/4, or vice versa). Both are relevant to Golijov’s Ainadamar. See also the 
articles/references for “hemiola” in The Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music & 
Musicians (Harvard University Press, 1999), The Oxford Companion to Music (Oxford 
University Press, 2011), The Oxford Dictionary of Music (Oxford University Press, 
2013), and Grove Music Online (Julian Rushton, accessed January 7, 2022, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.12768). 
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characterized by chaotically shifting meter and heralded by the spoken-word 

“Radio Falange” voice spreading terror in the streets.   

• Balada III abandons frenetic fast-tempo grooves, replacing them with dirge-tempo 

bell tones and a complete transformation of the character and presentation the 

previously established thematic material from Baladas I and II. The layering of 

motifs in original note values over motifs in rhythmic augmentation creates 

slower cycles with phrases that do not line up among different parts. Implied 

polymeter is present but more uneven and unpredictable. 

Table 3 and Table 4 present a summary of phrase- and movement-level form in 

Balada I. 

Table 3. Overall ensemble phrase lengths in A section of Balada I, Imagen I. 
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Table 4. Through-composed form of Balada I (whole movement), Imagen I. 
Tempo & Meter: Movido [Fast], 6/8 Senza Misura Moderato, 4/4 & 2/4 

Measures: 1-142 143 144-156 

Section of form: A B C 

 
 
 

We can see that Golijov avoids any consistent pattern of phrase lengths in the 

Balada I movement, and that the movement as a whole follows a through-composed 

formal structure. However, a close listening reveals that there are still numerous 

repetitive elements at the phrase and phrase-group level. We hear frequent use of one-bar 

ostinatos in the accompanying grooves, and the Niñas’ refrain (opening with the Lah 

Campa Motif on the words “Ay, que día…”) returns often, though with slightly varied 

length and melodic shape. 

The combination of three elements—(1) consistent tempo, (2) regularity of short 

cycles in both melodic and accompanying parts, and (3) flexibility in phrase lengths—

lays a steady but malleable foundation of phrase-level form on which the composer and 

performers add layers of improvised or improvisation-esque soloistic passagework. This 

combination of predictable repetition and unpredictable variation also leaves space for 

the accompanying rhythm section-type instruments, particularly percussion and guitars, 
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to execute semi-improvised “fills” (often indicated with the word “fill” in the score) and 

other pop-music-derived signposts of the boundaries between sections of the form.101 

However, Margarita Xirgu’s voice part is written the greatest metric and rhythmic 

independence of any voice or instrument throughout the opera. Everett describes the 

interaction between Margarita and Niñas in the terminology of flamenco: 

The two parts of the [Niñas’] refrain serve as the cyclical module upon which 
Xirgu makes her solo entries as the cantaor of a cante jondo. Upon this eight-bar 
cyclical module, Xirgu sings her lament, expressing her anguish over playing the 
role of Mariana Pineda night after night in the theater in Uruguay.102 

In other words, Margarita Xirgu acts as the quasi-improvisational flamenco singer 

(cantaor) whose stature as a performer qualifies her to sing cante jondo (“deep song”), 

the most emotionally and technically challenging sub-genre of flamenco. 

Xirgu’s first passages after her entrance in measure 50 are made up of multi-

measure-sustained notes in a medium-high register followed by vocalise-like figures on 

repeating text. She immediately displays her virtuosity and musical independence before 

the more declamatory storytelling body of her solo line. In the Italian-German opera 

tradition, we could refer to her voice classification as “full lyric” given the volume level 

and legato air support required to project long lines over the bold and percussive 

 
101 Since Western pop styles are often built on short, cyclic harmonic 

progressions, cadences are often not a reliable marker of the boundaries between sections 
of form. Rarely does a formal section of a rhumba or country song come to rest a stable 
perfectly authentic cadence as it might in a piece from the common practice period. More 
commonly, sections are delineated by other structural phenomena, especially: drum fills 
or fills from other rhythm instruments, changes in lyrics, changes in instrument and 
timbre, changes in rhythmic groove, changes in harmonic progression, and changes in 
melodic themes or hooks. 

102 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 55–57. 
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orchestration, but also “coloratura” for the agility she is called upon to execute in the 

highly-ornamented flamenco-style passages. 

The roles of the palmas players (literally “palms,” i.e. hand clapping in the 

percussion), the two guitarists, and the cantaor (Xirgu) in Balada I are almost identical to 

those in a modern cuadro flamenco (ensemble of singers, dancers, and guitarists) 

performance, in which the singer “literally tunes the voice (temple) before entering into 

the vocalized melismas (salidas)…preceding the first line of the song. A good guitarist 

seems to know intuitively what the singer is going to do.”103 The cantaor leads, and the 

job of the rest of the musicians is to follow and respond. 

As Balada I continues, the ensemble follows Xirgu’s lead, while Xirgu’s line 

becomes increasingly independent of the others parts. Around measures 85-90, her semi-

phrases become mostly disconnected from the barlines. In measures 76-84 and 92-98, she 

is singing in slower-paced note values independent of the written 6/8 time, implying 

either triple meter in 3/4 or quadruple meter in 12/16. By contrast, The Niñas mostly sing 

variants of their original refrain, extended by canonic imitation or shortened by 

segmentation of the phrase. The wind instruments insert short punctuating lines or 

written-out fills, or they double the singers. The rhythm section and other accompanying 

groove instruments (percussion, guitars, and strings) mostly continue their ostinato 

measure-length cycles underneath, though also punctuated by occasional improvised or 

written-out fills. 

 
103 Katz, “Flamenco.” 
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Xirgu, the cantaor, is the musical agent of overall musical change. She controls 

the length of each phrase, or she sings her own phrases independent of the prevailing 

meter and accompaniment cycles, and the other musicians flow with and around her 

phrases.104 

Crucially, Xirgu’s part also has its own form. While the whole movement is a 

three-part through-composed A-B-C form, Xirgu’s part exhibits a smaller rounded binary 

(A-B-A’) form inside the movement’s A section.105 Xirgu is therefore musically depicted 

as independent from the rest of the ensemble not just by the way her phrases, rhythms, 

and implied meter are written, but also in her part’s larger-scale form. The movement 

continues into new thematic material and toward a new tonic as the orchestra continues 

into the B and C sections (measures 143-end), yet Xirgu’s form is already complete. Her 

form—rounded binary, which by definition contains a recapitulation of earlier material—

is also intrinsically cyclic; her part in this movement ends as it began. Golijov makes this 

explicit, marking her part “as before” in measure 111 and “almost an echo of the first 

cry” on her wordless “Ay” vocalise in measures 137-142. 

 
104 For a stylistically relevant example of ensemble flexibility in phrase length 

following the cantaor and/or instrumental soloist in a modern flamenco performance, 
listen to the album Sentimiento Gitano by Ainadamar cast member Jesus Montoya 
(available at http://spoti.fi/3eJMu1p). Even when tempo is steady and 12-beat or longer 
compás cycles are in progress, the flamenco compás easily and commonly transcends any 
sense of regular bar lines for the listener; therefore, rhythmic/metric notation from 
Western European classical music is of limited usefulness in clearly representing phrase-
level or idea-level form in flamenco. 

105 Margarita’s rounded binary form (which occurs within the overall A section of 
Balada I) corresponds to the following measures. 

• A: measures 50-64 
• B: measures 65-107 
• A’: measures 108-142 
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Margarita Xirgu is musically and textually both the anchor and the guide for the 

story and for Lorca’s courage, and Xirgu is also the one with the most agency to move 

independently of the other musical elements. 

In Imagen II she will cry out that she wants to “tear out her eyes” in order to not 

have to re-witness the traumatic events she has already witnessed, yet her words of 

helplessness belies her inner strength. The music reveals the truth: though the coming of 

death (represented in musical elements of The Ruiz Alonso Cycle discussed below) 

brings her feelings of terror and grief, death does not have the power to stop her. She 

fulfills personal commitment to carry on Lorca’s legacy and bring it literally full circle. 

She will eventually transcend the Falange cycle of violence and death. Toward the end of 

the opera, Xirgu becomes an agent of both musical transformation and story 

transformation leading to a new cycle of life and rebirth. 

The mood of Balada II is more frenetic and on-edge than that of Balada I. From 

the start of Balada II, the guitars and percussion set an expectation of four-bar phrases in 

which the fourth measure switches beaming and rhythmic emphasis from 6/8 to 3/4 

(though the written time signature does not change) with accents on each quarter note 

beat. The overall phrasing is easier to follow aurally than in Balada I. 
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Table 5. Overall ensemble phrase lengths in A section of Balada II, Imagen II. The final 
phrase is indicated as 6.5 measures because measure 42 is truncated to 3/8 instead of 6/8. 

 

 

Table 6. Form of Balada II (whole movement), Imagen II. 
Measures: 1-42 43-69 

Section of form: A B 

 

 
 

Over course of the significantly shorter A section, the trend is toward slightly 

expanding phrase lengths, shown in Table 5. This phrase stretching effect mirrors that of 

the measure-length and shorter cyclic elements that make up the accompanying groove as 

well as the densely-packed motive-length cycles in the florid melodic writing. The music 

feels like could break apart at any moment. The tempo is faster than that of Balada I, 

enough to feel difficult to maintain. The increasingly-frequent subdivision of the beat and 

flamenco ornamentation are demanding on the performers. 

The pitch language, timbre, range, and tessitura of the movement likewise create 

the mood of frantic instability. 

For example, the Niñas melodic theme is now doubled at a parallel fourth above, 

making their refrain more dissonant against the orchestral accompaniment and almost 

uncomfortably high in tessitura, especially given the speed relentlessly syllabic text 
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setting. All three flute players have switched to piccolo and often double the Niñas in 

parallel fourths two octaves above, creating a piercingly shrill timbre. 

The overall modality of the movement splits into dual tonics G and Eb, and the 

various instruments and voices never seem to agree on a resting pitch centricity. 

Articulation is more intense, especially the quick string double-stops marked “ricochet” 

and accented scales.  

As the Balada reaches a breaking point, measure 42 abruptly shortens from 6/8 to 

3/8, and the B section launches. Over shifting meter and fragmented versions of the A 

section groove, the recorded voice of “Radio Falange” crackles as from an old-fashioned 

loudspeaker. The trumpets reprise the fanfare from the Preludio, heralding the coming of 

death. 

“Radio Falange,” named for the fascist movement, is a fictional construct that 

Golijov created to represent the dissemination of violent propaganda. The text does not 

spare graphic detail. The voice on the loudspeaker coldly declares that they will 

“exterminate the seeds of the revolution even in the mothers’ wombs,” among other 

slogans, ending with an echoing cry of “¡Viva la Muerte!” (“Long live Death!”). 

The breakdown of cyclic rhythms, meter, and phrase length in the B section 

echoes the breakdown of civil society. However, the same musical qualities also depict 

the instability of Falange in as a governing force, foreshadowing the fate of the fascist 

movement and the posthumous victory of the liberal ideals represented by Lorca and 

Xirgu. Though the Falange succeeded in controlling the Spanish government, and the 

ensuing Franco regime lasted for decades, it did eventually end. Only a few years after 
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Xirgu’s death in 1969, Franco died, the dictatorship fell, and the art of Lorca and Xirgu 

went from being an outlawed taboo in Spain to a source of pride and pillar of Spanish 

culture. 

Notably, Margarita Xirgu’s voice is completely absent from Balada II. The 

movement ends abruptly, with the orchestra suddenly halting on a subito p final tremolo 

chord. A repeated electronic echo of “¡Viva la Muerte!” (a small-scale cyclic effect 

produced from the output of an electronic delay processor fed back into itself) recedes 

into the distance, a narrative device borrowed from film and television to bridge the 

viewer back to the present time after a flashback. The attacca transition into the next 

movement reveals once again the older Xirgu decades later, alone, singing her sobbing 

soliloquy a cappella. 

In this moment as in most of the opera, she is speaking/singing from her future 

perspective (backstage in Montevideo in 1969); she already knows the events of 1936 as 

both national history and personal memory. Golijov intentionally separates her lament 

from the previous movement’s musical representation of violent fascism—the turbulent 

orchestra, disjointed phrases, clashing pitch language, and out-of-beat, crackling Radio 

Falange invective. Musically, Xirgu is literally detached from their broken musical 

cycles. Her music is not controlled by them, and thus represents her character. When 

Lorca’s works were banned in Spain, she persevered through grief and continued sharing 

his oeuvre in Latin American over the ensuing decades. Though her body dies in Imagen 

III, her ideals outlast the regime which forced her to flee Spain. 
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As in Balada I, Lorca’s voice is also completely absent from Balada II, and from 

the adjacent movements. Xirgu, not Lorca, is again the driving force of the music and the 

story. 

Balada III contains the most un-aligned phrase cycles of the three Baladas.106 The 

movement is replete with musical representations of death. Golijov dispenses with 

grooves and energetic rhythm entirely, replaces the driving unpitched percussion parts 

with tubular bells sounding as a death knell, and adopts a dirge tempo marked “Fatal, 

lento, inexorable.” The form is simplified to a one-part form, roughly equivalent to the A 

sections of Baladas I and II but different in mood and pacing. All these changes musically 

foreshadow both the unavoidable arrival of death and the transcendence to come. 

My attempts to group the measures Balada III into overall ensemble phrases 

proved fruitless. Phrase elisions between various parts are almost constant throughout.107 

Metric differentiation is at a maximum among the different parts, more so than in Balada 

I or II. Five distinct layers make up the polyphonic texture, and none are tied to each 

other’s phrases. The disjointed nature of both phrasing and implied meter among the 

different parts is visible in the Tables in Appendix A. 

The orchestral layer maintains a consistent two-bar cycle throughout (except for 

the tubular bells part, which switch to doubling Niñas 1&2 at measure 10), rearticulating 

the tonic and dominant pitches D and A every other downbeat. This recurring open fifth 

is like a drone, but with significantly stronger periodicity on multi-measure timescales. 
 

106 The full title of this movement in the score is “Balada III – Laberinto” (“Ballad 
III – Labyrinth”). 

107 In my analyses, I consider a phrase boundary to be an elision when the 
beginning of one phrase and the end of the previous phrase overlap. 
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The dynamic level of the orchestra follows a shape analogous to an inverse sawtooth 

wave from an electronic oscillator. 

 

 
Figure 1. Inverse sawtooth waveform representing orchestra dynamic level across 
repeated two-bar cycle (duple hypermeter) in “Balada III – Laberinto,” Imagen III. 

The periodicity of this wave follows the two-bar cycle, with peaks laid bare by a 

reduced orchestration and emphasized by tubular bell strikes, bell-tone sfz–p articulation 

in bass clarinet/cello/contrabass, and the used of fixed-decay instruments with sfz/sffz or 

> accent markings in the remaining parts (guitars, harp, and tam-tam). The two-bar cycle 

creates a very slow duple hypermeter which never varies throughout the short movement.  

Niñas A & B chorus, the second layer, sing the same refrain from the previous 

Baladas but in a lower register, with more weight and more folk-music-esque 

ornamentation. Unlike the orchestral layer, Golijov specifies that the chorus’ dynamic 

level should avoid the natural tendency toward cyclic phrasing. He specifically marks 
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their part “f, like a dirge in open air; holding all phrase endings without dim.” as shown 

in Example 13. 

 

 

Example 13.  Chorus of Niñas A & B and orchestral reduction, measures 1-5, “Balada III 
– Laberinto,” Imagen III. 

The resultant choral sound, combined with the rustic ornamentation, is almost 

mocking, especially when the bottom notes reach into the chest voice timbre. The choral 

sound is also unflinchingly constant, dispensing with the longer inter-phrase whole 

measure rests from Baladas I and II. 

The soloist Niñas 1 & 2 form the third layer, singing the Lah Campa Motif in 

rhythmic augmentation (3/4), creating inconsistent cycles of polymeter against the 

original 6/8 rhythms that persist in the Niñas A & B chorus. The soloists are also 

timbrally separated from their choral counterparts by the addition of electronic reverb 
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(and/or echo or delay) to their amplified voices. Golijov specifies that the soloists’ sound 

should be “processed, as ‘echo’” at their entrance in measure 11. 

The voice of Nuria forms the fourth layer, inheriting from Margarita Xirgu the 

musical role of most independent solo singer. As she tries to comfort her teacher (Xirgu), 

Nuria’s improvisation-esque lyric lines are stylistically similar to Xirgu’s singing in 

Balada I. Nuria’s is the only part which still uses the 12/16 meter and composite meter 

beat divisions from the previous Baladas.  

Nuria’s is also the part with the most melodic, rhythmic, and metric variety in the 

otherwise repetitive music of Balada III. Stylistically, she has assumed from Xirgu the 

musical role of the flamenco cantaor and become the maestra of cante jondo, 

representing the passing of the baton from teacher to student. This passing down of roles 

in the musical cycles mirrors the beginning of a new life cycle in the plot. 

Xirgu is her own fifth layer, reaching the peak of her overall trend toward musical 

independence by dispensing with music entirely and speaking over the singing of others 

(not just over orchestral accompaniment) in a manner unlike anything else in the show. 

Whereas the other layers feel more repetitive, anchored to tempo, and dirge-like, she 

sounds more random and searching, as if grasping desperately for escape from the 

movement’s titular-metaphor “Laberinto” (“Labyrinth”). Having passed the role of 

cantaor onto Nuria, Xirgu speaks out of tempo, with only approximate suggestions of 

entrance beats indicated in the score. As she faces her own death (in the year 1969) and 

the bells mentioned in the Ballade lyrics become literal in the orchestral accompaniment, 

Xirgu’s voice is completely independent of “las campanas doblar y doblar” (“the bells 
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[which] tolled and tolled”). Xirgu cannot stop the bells which represent the death of her 

character Mariana Pineda (in the year 1831), nor the bells at the death of Lorca (in the 

year 1936), but she is not governed by or conformed to the cyclic death knell either. 

By rhythmically and metrically contrasting the voice of Margarita Xirgu with all 

the other voices and orchestral instruments in the Balada movements, and by placing 

these movements like refrains at the start of each Imagen, Golijov writes Xirgu as a 

character with agency. Though she expresses a feeling of powerlessness to meaningfully 

intervene in the awful events she recounts, especially the death of her friend Lorca, her 

musical characterization indicates that she is stronger than she realizes. Xirgu is written 

as the character who goes through the most significant development and shows the most 

inner strength by the end of the opera. Golijov’s use of predictable, mostly-synchronized, 

and even dance-able cyclic structures accompanying her in the Balada I makes their 

gradual transformation all the more striking to the listener. These same accompanying 

grooves are more stable at the start of Balada II, and then less stable by the movement’s 

end. Balada III introduces an even more stark contrast; the dirge-tempo, two-bar cyclic 

accompaniment is more consistent than ever, even while the various more independent 

parts (especially Xirgu’s spoken voice) become more un-aligned and chaotic than ever. 

These three distinct settings of the same Balada refrain—each of which represents 

a different approach to repetitive grooves, cyclic structures, and phrase-level form—

musically depict the instability and eventual fragmentation of Spanish society which 

metastasizes in the fascist Falange regime’s takeover of the country. Lorca’s death is only 

one in a repeating cycle of countless deaths and injustices during this chapter of Spanish 
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of history. By the end of the opera, however, the musico-dramatic cycle of death is also 

revealed to contain an inextinguishable cycle of life. Collectively, the three Balada 

movements create a theme-and-variations hyperform (see Figure 2) depicting the 

continuity of independent artistic expression, undeterred by tyranny and death. Xirgu, and 

eventually Nuria, persist through adversity, and they carry the creative torch lit by Lorca 

into the future. 

 
Figure 2. Theme-and-variations Hyperform of the Balada Cycle. Margarita Xirgu is the 
empowered artist who persists through adversity and passes the torch to the next-
generation artist (Nuria), who will in turn restart the cycle for the future. 

Lorca represents everything the Falange is not, yet in Ainadamar he is not the 

character with the most agency, and arguably not the main character of the opera. His 

voice is separate and/or absent from the action, both in the Baladas and in the other 

movements which actually depict his moment of death. Lorca defiantly “sings among the 

A (Balada I)
The artist musically empowered, 

embodying independence & 
resistance

A' (Balada II)
The artist separate/absent, 

embodying fragmentation & 
struggle

A'' & A'''  (Balada III & Yo soy la libertad)
The artist dies & transcends, passing the torch 

to the next artist who becomes...
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explosions” in Imagen II, but it is actually Margarita Xirgu, and then her student Nuria, 

who most represent the active anti-fascist resistance and the fulfillment of Lorca’s 

political and artistic ideals. 

 
The Ruiz Alonso Cycle 
[Preludio de Agua y Caballo, “Muerte a Caballo,” “Arresto,” and “Interludio de 
Balazos”] 

 Along with the Preludio before Imagen I, the three movements primarily or 

exclusively sung by the character of Ruiz Alonso comprise an opposing cycle to the 

Balada Cycle, a kind of anti-refrain. The Ruiz Alonso Cycle serves to remind the 

audience that Lorca’s execution hangs over the entire story and the motivations of every 

character. 

 Both the Preludio de Agua y Caballo (Water and Horse Prelude) movement and 

the closing passages of “Yo Soy la Libertad” (“I Am Liberty,” the final movement of the 

opera) are built on a bed of recorded water sounds—electronically looped and 

manipulated musique concrete-style—representing the Ainadamar fountain in Granada 

where Lorca died.108 These water sounds tie the opening and closing of the opera together 

in a manner similar to a concept album recording. Pink Floyd’s seminal double albums 

Dark Side of the Moon and The Wall employ similar opening/closing connective devices 

 
108 While Lorca’s death at the Ainadamar fountain is part of the world of the 

opera, the precise location of his real-world death is unknown. BBC News reported in 
2006 that his body still has not been found, and that his murder “by nationalists on 19 
August 1936 remains one of Spain's open wounds.” Rafael Estefania, “Poet’s Death Still 
Troubles Spain,” BBC News Europe, August 18, 2006, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/5262420.stm. 
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to emphasize that their entire stories are cyclic and destined to repeat.109 Dark Side of the 

Moon opens and closes with heartbeat sounds. The Wall opens and closes with distant 

folk-like strains of the final song “Outside the Wall,” abruptly intercut with a voice 

speaking the question “Isn’t this where we came in?” This interrogative is split in such a 

way that the sentence begins at the end of the album. In the opening moments of Side 1 

the words “…we came in?” are so brief and quiet as to be nearly hidden; “Isn’t this 

where…” is equally brief in the final moment of Side 4.  

 The water sounds that open Ainadamar are paired with very low orchestral tonic 

drones (contrabassoon with contrabass tuned down scordatura) establishing B♭ tonic. 

The first melodic theme arrives as a flamenco-ornamented offstage brass fanfare in Bf 

 
109 In many ways, these two Pink Floyd concept album recordings are part of the 

same musico-dramatic tradition inherited by Ainadamar. Though not originally presented 
as Broadway-type musical theater or Western-art-music opera, both works are often 
called rock operas and both are filled with narrative elements. The 1979 double album 
The Wall tells the story of a troubled rock star named Pink, a semi-autobiographical alter-
ego of bassist-songwriter Roger Waters. In its live incarnation on tour in 1980, The Wall 
was as much a groundbreaking theatrical production as it was a rock concert; the show 
featured elaborate stagecraft, including enormous sets, elaborate costumes and puppets, 
state-of-the-art lighting and projections, and other theatrical flourishes. A narrative 
feature film version directed by Alan Parker followed in 1982. In 2017, Opéra de 
Montréal premiered composer Julien Bilodeau’s adaptation Another Brick in the Wall: 
The Opera as a fully-realized opera for soloists, chorus and large orchestra 
(https://anotherbrickopera.com/en). 
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Andalusian modality.110 This same fanfare motif recurs essentially unchanged at various 

points in the opera. 

The final instance of this fanfare occurs in the last section of the final movement 

“Yo Soy La Libertad,” in the voice of Margarita Xirgu, echoed by offstage trumpet and 

guitar, accompanied by the same water sounds. The low orchestral drones also recur in 

this final section, intensified with more instruments and more repeated notes doubling the 

sustained long tones. The drones and Andalusian scale in the final section are a whole 

step higher, establishing C as 1. Golijov describes the opening and closing fanfare motif 

this way: 

Peter Sellars, the director who staged the final version of Ainadamar, calls that 
theme of the trumpets the theme of “wounded freedom”, because it is actually 
what Margarita sings as she dies at the end of the opera - “I am freedom, wounded 
and bleeding hope”- but it’s the same notes, the same theme.111 

 When the fanfare first appears, played by offstage trumpets and trombone, the trio 

are immediately live-sampled for live looping, creating an echo effect from measure 9 

onward. Copious reverb and delay processing as well as the placement of the brass 

offstage and the use of mutes creates physical and story distance. The audience hears the 

fanfare as from afar, like a memory, or a warning. 

 

 
110 Golijov chooses a key signature of six flats (B♭, E♭, A♭, D♭, G♭, and C♭) for 

the Preludio, implying B♭ Phrygian mode over the B♭ tonic drone. The melodic 
development of the fanfare motif soon adds the distinctive Andalusian-scale mixture of 
♮3 and ♭3 (D♮ and D♭). In the “Yo Soy La Libertad” movement that ends the opera, the 
key signature is four flats (B♭, E♭, A♭, and D♭) with similar ♮3 and ♭3 (C♮ and C♭) 
mixture in the melodic voices. 

111 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 
CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 1. 
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Example 14. Drone and opening of trumpet fanfare (orchestral reduction), measures 1-6, 
Preludio de Agua y Caballo, preceding Imagen I. 

Brass fanfares have historically heralded the arrival of important persons, and in 

this case, that foreshadowing is made specific by the choice of the recorded sounds that 

follow. At measure 24, the water sounds smoothly transition to a succession of cycling 

rhythmic audio loops, first of a distant horse breathing heavily and galloping, then 

galloping on mud, and finally galloping on cobblestone. The corresponding gradual 

increase in volume suggests that the horse and rider are approaching, getting closer and 

closer as they move from unpaved roads to paved streets. This simple cycle—horse 

breathing and hoof sounds as a naturally-occuring form of rhythmic periodicity on a 

measure-long timescale, reframed through the use of artificially-consistent audio 
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looping—serves as an efficient storytelling device and an equally efficient musical device 

to establish aspects of tempo and style.112 

As the short Preludio draws to a close, Golijov transitions the gallop-on-

cobblestone rhythm to a nearly identical flamenco-style cajón ostinato which bridges the 

attacca transition to Balada I.  

This cycle of movements continues with the final movement of Imagen I, titled 

“Muerte a Caballo” (“Death on Horseback”). The identity of the rider on horseback 

remained mysterious during the Preludio, but is finally revealed in this movement to be 

Ruiz Alonso, Lorca’s murderer. “Muerte a Caballo” marks a stark stylistic contrast with 

the preceding groove-based and recitative-like movements. Steady tempo/pulse is entirely 

absent, and we hear the return of the accompaniment texture from the Preludio—horse 

gallop audio loops over low orchestral drone—now acting as an accompaniment for the 

chilling admonitions sung by Alonso. 

In Imagen II, two more related movements complete what I call the Ruiz Alonso 

Cycle. Like “Muerte a Caballo,” the movements “Arresto” (“Arrest”) and “Interludio de 

Balazos y Lamento por la Muerte de Federico” (“Interlude of Bullets and Lament for the 

Death of Federico”) are connected by pitch center on Cs tonic. The pitch Cs is ever-

present as a low strings drone in “Muerte” and as a low strings and contrabassoon drone 
 

112 Peter Sellars’ synopsis of the opera, printed in the front matter of the 2012 
edition Ainadamar vocal score, summarizes the Preludio by connecting its sonic palette 
to the mythos and ethos of the Spanish people’s desire for freedom and justice, 
personified by Lorca. Sellars writes: “Emerging from darkness, the mythic world of 
Federico García Lorca [sic] into being. The sound of horses on the wind, the endless flow 
of the fountain of tears (‘Ainadamar’), and the trumpet call of wounded freedom, the 
aspiration and determination that have been denied generation after generation echo 
across the hills.” 
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in “Arresto.” In the “Interludio de Balazos,” the low Cs drone is replaced with a flurry of 

sampled gunshot sounds rhythmically programmed as flamenco percussion loops, but Cs 

is still pitch center for the improvisatory solo vocal line.113 

The singing of Ruiz Alonso is written to be strikingly different in timbre and style 

from all the other characters, especially with regard to ornamentation, microtonal 

inflection, and non-classical vocal tone. The mugre essence which Golijov seeks 

throughout his oeuvre is typified by a flamenco singer’s performance practice.114 

Flamenco singer Jesús Montoya was a natural fit for the composer’s aesthetic intent, and 

Montoya became a trusted collaborator with Golijov as the opera developed. 

Montoya voiced Alonso in the album recording, as well as in numerous live 

performances, some with Montoya in-person and some using his recorded voice. Golijov 

later chose to make Montoya’s improvised pitches and rhythms canonical. Though the 

2005 first-edition vocal score115 included only brief instructions for the singer portraying 

Alonso to improvise, the most recent editions of the Ainadamar full score and vocal score 
 

113 Though the affect is different, the use of a single brief audio sample as the sole 
source material for a complex electronic soundscape (in the “Interludio de Balazos”) is 
indebted to the techniques and materials pioneered by early musique concrète composers. 
Hugh LeCaine’s influential 1955 work “Dripsody,” subtitled “An Étude for Variable 
Speed Recorder,” applies an analogous approach, building a contrapuntal soundscape 
from a single analog tape recording of a water droplet. 

114 As described briefly in the Introduction section of this dissertation, mugre is an 
aesthetic which Golijov carries from his teacher Astor Piazzolla: “There is a word that 
Astor Piazzolla loved: mugre. . . . Mugre means 'dirt'; it's how you play. It's the impurity, 
the human stain, the erosion, the sweat, the blood, all of that. If someone plays straight—
for example, tries to play the klezmer lines that David [Krakauer] has in a more classical 
clarinet style-then it loses its mugre, its essence. My music is not about just the pitches; 
it's about what happens between the pitches.” See Tsioulcas, “Classical Score.” 

 
115 Osvaldo Golijov, Ainadamar [Piano/Vocal Score, First Edition] (Ytalianna, 

2005). 
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contain detailed transcriptions of Montoya’s actual improvisations from the album 

recording. These elaborate notations are a helpful aid to Western-classically-trained 

singers who may be cast in the opera not feel equipped to improvise in the flamenco 

vocal style.116 

Specifically, the instructions for the singer portraying Alonso in the first edition 

of the vocal score call for “‘Cantaor-Muezzin’ cries” to be improvised in the “Muerte” 

movement. This choice of terminology is significant, connecting the Ruiz Alonso Cycle 

to multiple cultural touchpoints from the history of Spain. 

“Muezzin” is an Arabic term for a Muslim crier who chants the call to prayer 

from atop the minaret of a mosque, while “Cantaor” is a Spanish term for a flamenco 

singer. By using this combination of terms, Golijov is calling attention to the influence of 

 
116 Jesus Montoya died in February 2021 during the writing of this dissertation. 

As the global coronavirus pandemic raged, his health declined and his long struggle with 
diabetes, heart disease, and other health issues became terminal. He was a flamenco 
singer who knew how to summon duende, the kind who created that special magic for the 
listener, and a teacher and mentor to other musicians. Golijov found in Montoya exactly 
the sound and spirit he was seeking for the pivotal role of Ruiz Alonso. Wisely, Golijov 
gave Montoya the freedom to sing in the style he loved, and then adapted the limitations 
of Western art music notation and operatic norms to Montoya’s performance, not the 
other way around. Jeremy Eichler’s 2006 New York Times article about Ainadamar opens 
with an anecdote about the recording sessions: “Late one night a few weeks ago, Jesús 
Montoya, a Seville-born flamenco singer dressed in a velour track suit, stood resolutely 
on the stage of a darkened concert hall and, without warning, unleashed a riot of sound. 
His voice was raw and exhilarating as he swooped up and down Eastern-inflected scales, 
spinning endless improvisations. The words he sang spoke of 1930's Spain, but the sound 
felt like a primal wail from a more distant past, an ancient coloratura of longing.	¶The 
music filled the large, empty hall and poured into a recording booth at spine-tingling 
volume. Inside, an astonished German recording team from Deutsche Grammophon 
started fumbling with the consoles. But Osvaldo Golijov, the composer who had flown 
Mr. Montoya in to record this small but memorable part in his opera, ‘Ainadamar,’ sat 
calmly, smiling and nodding to himself. ‘Very good,’ he said.” 
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Muslim calls to prayer on the development of Flamenco music. He is also connecting this 

cycle of opera movements with a cyclic element of community life in pre-modern Spain. 

Describing why the opera is titled Ainadamar, Golijov says: 

Ainadamar means “fountain of tears” in Arabic. It’s a real fountain that witnessed 
beautiful harmony in the 12th century; it’s a fountain to which Arab poets quoted 
by Lorca wrote poems to the beauty, to the peace, to the inspiration, that that 
fountain provided to people, when these three cultures coexisted in the soul of 
Spain: the Moslem, the Jewish and the Christian. And it’s a fountain that—eight 
centuries later—witnessed the murder of this great poet, so that’s why we called it 
“fountain of tears”. It’s a fountain that is the witness of harmony and the witness 
of barbarity.117 

By explicitly connecting the cries of Ruiz Alonso back to the cries of the 

muezzin, Golijov invokes a cyclic element of daily life from 12th-century Granada, a 

time and place idealized by Lorca. The voice of the muezzin would have been a familiar 

sound of daily, weekly, and seasonal life, marking hours of the day and calling attention 

to religious occasions in a manner analogous to church bells. For Golijov and for Lorca, 

this historical period exemplifies the ideal of coexistence between peoples of different 

religions and cultural backgrounds.  

Librettist Hwang imbues the Ruiz Alonso Cycle and surrounding movements with 

Christian religious imagery as well, painting Lorca as a quasi-messianic figure by 

borrowing imagery from the suffering and death of Jesus Christ. Alonso is a Pontius 

Pilate-like figure, mirroring Pilate’s ambivalence and ethnocentrism. In “Arresto,” 

Alonso accuses Lorca of ideological crimes against the state, answering the Rosales 

Women’s question “What crime did he commit?” by asserting that Lorca “has done more 

 
117 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 

CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 1. 
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damage with his pen than others have with their pistols!” and that he is a “lover of 

Russia.” Alonso also mocks Lorca like the Roman soldiers, accusing him of having a 

swollen head and even hurling the epithet “maricón,” a slur which roughly translates to 

“faggot.” However, Alonso’s character cycle ends in a different place, and he almost 

immediately takes on the role of Roman centurion-turned-believer at the “Interludio de 

Balazos,” regretting his actions as soon as he has fired the bullet which kills Lorca. 

Golijov and singer Montoya collaborate to vividly characterize the complicated 

contradictions inherent in Alonso’s psyche with musical structures that are cyclic and 

repetitive, even in the absence of steady tempo and accompaniment grooves. On a much 

smaller scale than the multi-movement formal cycle, each of Montoya’s/Alonso’s cries 

(vocal phrases) are themselves musically cyclic. The passagework is relentless and 

repetitive; each vocal phrase is filled with microtonally-inflected, highly-ornamented 

arch-shaped stepwise melodic motifs and descending lament-topic motifs. Montoya’s 

final cries from the “Interludio de Balazos,” also his character’s final notes of the opera, 

are a representative example, shown in Example 15. 

 

 
Example 15. Transcription from the 2012 Ainadamar vocal score of Jesús Montoya's 
final improvised Cantaor-Muezzin cries, heard over gunshot loops at the end of the 
“Interludio de Balazos,” Imagen II, brackets added. 
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This passage recalls the descending third lament motif from the trumpet fanfare, 

identified by Everett in her analysis of the Preludio and the final movement.118 The 

brackets added to Example 15 are from my own motivic analysis, indicating that most of 

Montoya’s melismas span a descending modal tetrachord of about a fourth. This 

descending tetrachord is often associated with lament in Western art music from the 

Renaissance onward.119 Though not necessarily conforming to an equal-tempered perfect 

fourth, these melismas evoke weeping, especially when paired with the words “My God 

what a great sorrow Federico died in Granada.” This is a strange thing for an executioner 

to say; as his gunshot echoes, rather than claim victory for his cause, Alonso takes an 

 
118 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 52. See 

also references to Everett’s motivic analysis in footnote 99. 
119 Though often considered a ground bass figure, the lament topic can also refer 

to the descending tetrachord in higher melodic voices. In his chapter from The Oxford 
Handbook of Topic Theory, William Caplin describes the lament topic this way: “The 
lament schema is characterized by a bass line that descends stepwise from the tonic scale-
degree to the dominant, thus spanning an interval of a perfect fourth. This descending 
tetrachord became associated in the early to mid-seventeenth century with a genre of 
expressive vocal music containing a mournful text, most especially in works that were 
titled lament.” Caplin goes on to argue that the lament topic is defined by a bass line 
rather than a melodic line, but we can look to late Renaissance popular music hit 
“Lachrymae” by John Dowland and his many variations upon it for famous examples of a 
melodic voice using multiple descending lament tetrachords on various scale degrees. 
The minor-mode melody opens with two descending tetrachords on 1-7-6-5 and 3-2-1-n7, 
and similar tetrachords recur throughout the piece in various voices of the texture. In his 
Cambridge Music Handbook on Dowland’s “Lachrymae,” Peter Holman argues that 
much of the material in the piece derives from this four-note “tear motif” and asserts that 
“the falling tetrachord is a commonplace, a standard emblem of grief.” Holman goes on 
to cite Lionel Pike’s finding of the motif in pieces by Giovanni Gabrieli, Marenzio, Wert, 
Monteverdi, Josquin, and Victoria. William Caplin, “Topics and Formal Functions: The 
Case of the Lament,” in The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199841578.013.0016. Peter Holman, Dowland: 
Lachrimae (1604), Cambridge Music Handbooks (Cambridge University Press, 1999), 
40, https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511605666. 
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outside perspective, commentating upon the tragedy with regret like a bystander Greek 

chorus. The stepwise tetrachord figure cycles obsessively, and is finally cut off by one 

last solitary gunshot, ending the movement as it began and bringing Imagen II to a close. 

This sudden cessation of motion is also an opportunity for Golijov to impart 

characterization and commentary. There is no post-singer instrumental postlude or falling 

action to the “Interludio,” and no gradual diminuendo into an infinite cycle as at the end 

of the opera (the tranquil final iteration of the Balada Cycle). The way a single gunshot 

simultaneously ends the driving motion of the “Interludio”—both the cyclic gunshot 

flamenco loops and the repetitive sung lamentations—symbolizes how Alonso cannot 

escape the consequences of his choice to pull the trigger, the inciting sound event of the 

movement. With that final gunshot sound, the Ruiz Alonso Cycle is closed, and Alonso 

himself is abruptly and permanently silenced. None of the subsequent Imagen III 

movements employ the Alonso Cycle’s distinctive texture and vocal style, nor does the 

voice of Alonso sing again. 

The stark ending of the “Interludio” also lays bare the futility of Alonso’s sorrow. 

His repetitive lament is not allowed to continue cycling (in contrast with the eternity-

invoking musical cycles still to come in Imagen III), thereby representiung the inability 

of his sorrow to assuage the guilt and shame of his complicity with and active 

participation in violent extremism. 
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Laid-Back Groove Movements 
[“Mariana, Tus Ojos,” “Desde mi ventana,” and “A La Habana”] 
 
 In the middle of Imágenes I and II (between the Balada movements and the Ruiz 

Alonso Cycle movements), there are three movements that are still groove-based, but 

much more relaxed. They do not necessarily comprise their own cycle, but they have 

enough in common that we will consider them together here. 

The second movement of Imagen I, “Mariana, Tus Ojos,” is anchored by two 

phrase-level cyclic elements: an accompanying rhythm section groove, and a choral 

harmony layer.120 

“Mariana, Tus Ojos” opens in a relaxed rumba style in 2/4 meter. While the 

harmony eventually includes plenty of chromatic motion, the low-register Dn octave of 

the opening bass riff remains as a repeated pedal tone throughout almost the entire 

movement, constantly re-establishing and prolonging Dn as 1 underneath the changes. 

This riff is part of a syncopated rumba groove established by the pizzicato 

contrabasses and congas, comprising a symmetrical 16-bar introduction.121 The bass line 

is at first built exclusively on D and A (1 and 5) in a key signature of two flats, the 

second of which (Eb) is the b2 movement’s Andalusian scale pitch language. By the tenth 

measure, the basses settle into a two-measure cycle which is only slightly varied 

 
120 These are only two layers of a strikingly complex, sophisticated polyphonic 

texture that characterizes the rumba-style “Mariana, Tus Ojos.” While some passages 
tend toward homophony, especially at the beginning, the various layers become more 
independent as the intensity builds and the orchestration thickens towards the 
movement’s climax. 

121 In the score, this introduction is notated as 17 measures, but only because there 
is almost an entire measure of rest after the attacca transition from the previous 
movement. This measure ends with an eighth note pickup from the contrabasses.  
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throughout the movement, most significantly when the open-fifth (D-A) switches to a 

tritone (D-Ab/Gs) for extended passages starting with the anacrusis to measure 278. Even 

then, the outside framing pitches never deviate from the D octave. The first and most 

indefatigably repetitive cyclic element of this movement is this foundational ostinato, 

preventing any real sense of harmonic progression or modulation of pitch centricity.  

 Having established the Cuban-style rumba groove, Golijov brings back the chorus 

of Niñas, but in a drastically different timbre from the preceding Balada I movement. 

Whereas in Balada I the composer instructs the chorus to use “Open air singing, non 

vibrato, as if in the streets of Granada,” and to allow “some heterophony,” and make the 

grace notes “gutural” [sic],122 the tone color in “Mariana, Tus Ojos” is much more 

smooth and seductive. The vocal score specifies that the Niñas are to sing in a “sensual” 

and “feline” way, at a p dynamic level with mezza di voce (poco crescendo-diminuendo) 

dynamic contours on each new phrase, continuing sempre simile. This repetitive 

dynamics-phrasing pattern forms the second small-scale cycle of the movement. 

The periodicity (or wavelength) of this second cyclic element varies considerably 

more than the first cyclic element (the two-measure bass-and-percussion ostinato) as the 

Niñas both respond to and underscore the soloists with considerable freedom in phrase 

length. The non-alignment of small cycles combined with a persistent and unchanging 

tempo creates an infectious and syncopated dance feel, making it difficult for the listener 

to avoid tapping the feet and feeling the groove. “Mariana, Tus Ojos” is danceable Latin 

party music, imported into 21st-century opera. 
 

122 See footnote for measure 12 on page 3 of Golijov and Hwang, Ainadamar, 
One Act Opera [Vocal Score]. 
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 As the movement continues, these cycles remain mostly consistent, but the 

soloists become the focal point of longer-timescale ensemble phrasing and dynamic 

contours. These longer structures at first feature Margarita Xirgu (starting measure 50) 

with Nuria following Margarita’s lead and eventually taking over for her. 

This movement-level cycle over the course of “Mariana, Tus Ojos”—Margarita as 

the solo independent voice, then Margarita/Nuria together, then eventually the handoff to 

Nuria as the solo independent voice—mirrors the journey of these two characters across 

the entire Balada Cycle (and therefore across the entire opera). From the anacrusis to 

measure 409 through measure 431, Margarita and the Niñas’ parts fall away, the 

orchestration thins, and Nuria sings long lyrical solo lines, calling upon Margarita to 

recount the story of how she met Lorca in the Bar ‘Albor’ in Madrid. Though Margarita 

is still the teller of the story, the more permanent passing of the story baton to Nuria is 

foreshadowed. 

This cyclic student-becomes-teacher plot motif (the generational handing down of 

leadership from teacher to student) is thereby depicted musically on multiple timescales, 

from single movement to whole opera, and is a significant example of musical cycles as 

storytelling device in Ainadamar. 

“Desde mi ventana,” (“From my window”) the penultimate movement in Imagen 

I in which Lorca sings about his admiration of revolutionary icon Mariana Pineda’s statue 

outside his childhood bedroom window, is the most conventionally European-operatic 

portion of Ainadamar. Golijov listened to Handel, Donizetti, and other well-known 
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Western European aria composers for inspiration when writing this aria.123 Their 

influence shows in multiple ways that Golijov writes this movement differently from any 

other, including frequent use of four-bar phrases grouped into balanced eight-bar periods, 

plentiful authentic and half cadences, slow-tempo triple meter, and frequent rubato. 

The most bel-canto-like quality of “Desde mi Ventana” is the vocal writing. In 

fact, this movement is the only extended section in the opera dominated by slow, lyrical 

solo singing, later transitioning to a vocal trio with choral pedal tones/drones layered over 

top. Those choral parts and solo parts interact on measure-by-measure timescales with a 

changing bass line and frequently moving harmonic progression. In other words, much of 

this movement uses a tightly-integrated homophonic texture between voices and 

accompanying instruments, a characteristic of more typical classical Western opera 

absent through most of Ainadamar. 

However, Golijov intersperses phrases of varying length among the even four-bar 

phrase cycles. This combined with the frequent pull of the harmony and bass motion 

toward the dominant both belie a more flamenco-like approach to cyclic phrasing. 

Golijov uses a combination of bel canto operatic aria style, slow triple-meter (or 

 
123 Golijov confesses that whether or not his opera succeeded, he wanted to at 

least write a traditionally-beautiful aria: “This aria ‘Desde mi ventana/ From my window’ 
– when I wrote the opera, I didn’t know if it would work as an opera, but I wanted at least 
to have one great aria. And I was listening both to a lot of Handel great arias and 
Italian—you know, Donizetti, Bellini, all these people that knew how to write a great 
tune with a beautiful climax and tear your heart—so it’s a very old-fashioned concept.” 
Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar CD 
Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 2. 
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compound hypermeter)124 flamenco, and repetitive cycles/drones to tell Lorca’s story, 

most especially the tension between principled self-isolation and the need for community.  

Lorca’s solo singing at the start of the movement is constructed in phrases of 

varying length which are connected to accompaniment/harmony/bass motion that sounds 

unpredictable, disjointed, and unstable, especially when compared with the harmonic 

stasis, predictable grooves, and drones present in much of the rest of the opera. By 

contrast, the end of the movement unites Lorca with Nuria and Xirgu as a trio which, 

along with the orchestra and chorus, settles into a gently lilting slow-waltz-like groove 

written in even four-bar phrases (about measures 143-end). The variation and eventual 

consistency of these twelve-beat (four bars of 3 beats each) phrases is even better 

understood in relation to the flamenco time concept of compás. 

A useful analogy can be made with the Western theoretical concept of 

hypermeter. Everett describes compás similarly, comparing and contrasting it with 

Western European art music terminology: 

Rather than identifying the periodic rhythmic patterns in Flamenco music as 
meter following the convention of western art music, practitioners refer to them as 
compás, distinguishable by patterns of accentuation (strong vs. weak) that 
organize the beats and their internal rhythmic variations. In general flamenco 
rhythm is based on a twelve-beat cycle where the compás varies according to 
particular song forms associated with the genre. Robin Totton claims that the 
underlying rhythmic cycle (equivalent to a measure) is deeply ingrained in the 
flamenco practitioners and they give it “rhythmic life by varying on it, by pulling 
or pushing against it.”125 

 
124 Each measure can be heard as a three-beat unit, or as a single beat (counting 

“in one”) in a larger compound hypermeter, or as a portion of a larger and not-always-
complete 12-beat compás cycle. 

125 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 54. 
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Indeed we can hear the first half of “Desde mi Ventana” as a series of both 

complete and incomplete 12-beat/4-bar hypermeter or compás cycles which become more 

consistent with the addition of the other singers joining Lorca. Each of these cycles cycle 

is a four-measure phrase in triple meter, and phrases that do not conform to this norm 

seem nonetheless influenced by it, either cut off early or continued past their more typical 

ending/cadence point. Table 7 summarizes phrase lengths, notable cadences, and large 

sections of form for “Desde mi Ventana,” with 12-beat (4-bar) cycles indicated by thick 

blue outlines. 
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Table 7. Phrase Lengths and Form of “Desde Mi Ventana,” Imagen I. Each double row 
represents 24 measures, with the upper boxes showing measure numbers and large 
sections of form, and the lower boxes showing phrase lengths color-coded (2-bar phrases 
are orange, 3-bar are red, 4-bar are blue, and 5-bar are green) along with notable 
cadences. 
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The movement opens with the orchestra establishing the 12-beat/4-bar cycle as 

the norm, but midway through the second phrase Lorca arrives seemingly a bar early with 

an anacrusis that launches the third phrase a bar early. As the A section continues, we 

hear a variety of other phrases which are either shortened or elongated, and the 12-beat 

cycle is not consistent; however, the B section introduces other singers and their presence 

settles the phrasing into more consistency. 

The subsequent A’ section and B’ section continue the same pattern, especially 

when the trio unifies through the course of B’. By the end of the movement, the complete 

12-beat compás cycle becomes the norm. 

As with most of the story in Ainadamar, Golijov writes the struggle to preserve 

wounded freedom in “Desde Mi Ventana” as most successful when it is approached as a 

team effort. Lorca’s emotional struggle in solitude is musically depicted as noble—with 

stately tempo plus elegant melodic contour and timbre—yet futile, halting, and often out-

of-balance or incomplete. The entrance of the chorus as voices of other statues coincides 

with greater regularity of complete 12-beat cycles. This balanced-phrase/period regularity 

reaches its apex as the trio of solo voices (Lorca, Nuria, and Xirgu) becomes increasingly 

unified—represented through increasingly homophonic texture and stabler harmony—

toward the end of the movement. 

We have already examined the basic layered structure of “A La Habana,” the 

movement in which Margarita fantasizes about an alternate reality in which Lorca 

escaped death by going with her theater troupe to Havana. The movement provides a 

moment of respite in the midst of a story focused on sadness and tragedy; as Golijov 
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says, “‘A la Habana’ functions as a little oasis in the piece…we needed this relief before 

tragedy strikes in full form.”126 To musically set the idyllic scene, the composer127 

repurposes and modifies a cyclic element which is elsewhere connected with Lorca’s 

death, the Lah Campa Motif. This time the same motif is transformed by turning it into an 

upward third and upward second on 5-7-1, instead of the original upward second and 

upward third on 5-6-1. By removing the minor second interval and replacing it with a 

smooth cadential subtonic-tonic motion, the composer replaces a slight dissonance with 

easygoing pentatonic-scale smoothness. Over the course of the movement, the repetition 

of this modified motif creates an affect of relaxation, evoking cool jazz and medium-

tempo Afro-Cuban dance. Example 16 shows multiple bracketed examples of this version 

of the Motif, both as a cyclic groove element in the contrabass/harp foundation, and as an 

oft-repeated melodic motif in the voices of Margarita and Lorca singing the eponymous 

text of the movement title. 

 

 
126 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 

CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 3–4. 
127 Golijov collaborated with a musician who specializes in the style he was 

aiming for to create this movement. He says in the bonus interview materials 
accompanying the album, “Actually, I didn’t write this number: I asked my friend and the 
great flamenco cajón player Gonzalo Grau to write it and I gave him a theme and the 
words and ideas. But he actually composed it.” Since Golijov says he wrote the “theme” 
it is likely that this reworked version of the Lah Campa Motif was his, though it may 
have also been a product of the collaborative process. Golijov, 3.  
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Example 16. Xirgu, Lorca, and orchestral reduction, measures 37-43, “A La Habana,” 
Imagen II, brackets added indicating variant of the Lah Campa Motif. 

Cyclic Structures in Movements of Mourning 
[“La Fuente de las Lágrimas” and “Crepúsculo Delirante”] 
 

Almost every measure of “La Fuente de Las Lágrimas” (the movement after 

“Arresto” in Imagen II) includes the Lah Campa Motif in the voices, orchestra, or both, 

heard either in its original 5-6-1 format or even more often in an inverted and/or 

transposed permutation. The short motivic cycles are ever-present, but also constantly 

changing and moving; though this movement eschews any driving pulse or danceable 

groove, the texture maintains plenty of interior motion akin to the groove 

accompaniments and active drones throughout the work. The phrase-length cycles create 

an “Ethereal” (as indicated in the tempo marking) effect, a soundscape on which 

Margarita word-paints the Golgotha-like execution scene using the imagery of Christ’s 

crucifixion. 

Starting with the first note of the first measure, the Niñas as “Voces de la Fuente” 

(“Voices from the Fountain”) repeatedly sing the name of the eponymous Ainadamar 
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fountain on a falling 6-5-f3-1 motif which I will call the Ainadamar Motif. This four-note 

motif is a close relative of the three-note Lah Campa Motif, derived by inverting Lah 

Campa and appending an additional descending third. 

As the “La Fuente de Las Lágrimas” begins, the larger group of Niñas introduces 

the Ainadamar Motif as A-G#-E-C# on the word “Ainadamar” in measure 1. The motif is 

immediately developed through rhythmic augmentation (as in the “Ainadamar” in 

measures 3-4 on longer note values), abbreviation (shortened three-note inversion on 

“Fuente Grande”), and by collapsing the shortened version back to the upward shape of 

the original Lah Campa Motif from the Baladas (a rising second and a rising third, on “Es 

la fuen-”), all of which are indicated by brackets in Example 17.  

 

 
Example 17. Chorus of Niñas in measures 1-5 of “La Fuente de las Lágrimas,” Imagen II, 
brackets added indicating the Ainadamar Motif (6-5-f3-1) and permutations of the Lah 
Campa Motif. The text translates to: “‘Ainadamar,’ great fountain, ‘Ainadamar,’ it is the 
fountain of tears.” 

Next, Niñas 1 and 2 duet a four-bar phrase-cycle with a head motive of falling D-

C#-B-G# (f2-1-7-5), a transposed variant of the Ainadamar Motif. The rhythmic writing 

obscures the metric regularity of both the Ainadamar Motif and Lah Campa Motif by by 

varying the durations and by copious use of ties across the barlines. Also, repetitions of 

both motifs are slightly out of sync—or, to borrow Golijov’s terminology from later in 
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the opera, “out of phase”—with successive instances starting at different points in the 

meter. 

The start of this duet passage is shown in Example 18. An example of this 

rhythmic displacement and duration switching is seen in the variant of the Ainadmar 

motif in measure 6 (at the start of the Example), sung in triplet quarter notes by Niña 1 

and in eighth notes by Niña 2. The motifs echo-repeat throughout the movement, with 

echoes created by points of imitation in the texture as well as the use of digital reverb. 

These musical echoes, like Xirgu’s traumatic memories of Lorca’s death, are distorted 

and dreamlike, and Golijov avoids writing in balanced whole-ensemble phrases or strict 

canonic imitation. 

 

 

Example 18. Four-bar cycle, measures 6-9, “La Fuente de las Lágrimas,” Imagen II, 
brackets added indicating the D-C#-B-G# (f2-1-7-5) variant of the Ainadamar Motif. 

At the close of measure 9, the larger group of chorus Niñas adds a third layer to 

the texture. Their new six bar melodic phrase-cycle, shown in Example 19, opens with 

the f2-1-7-5 variant of the Ainadamar Motif in expansive rhythmic augmentation; each 
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pitch lasts a dotted half note instead of an eighth note or triplet quarter note as in the 

previous statements. 

 

 

Example 19. Six-bar cycle, measures 9-14 from “La Fuente de las Lágrimas,” Imagen II, 
bracket added indicating the D-C#-B-G# (f2-1-7-5) variant of the Ainadamar Motif. 

 The multi-layered, imprecisely-repeated Ainadamar Motif helps create a dream-

like sound world, suspending the listener in Xirgu’s memories. Golijov’s compositional 

choices in this movement once again evoke the inherently imprecise and fuzzy quality of 

human memory. The techniques Golijov uses are analogous to those of various other 

modernist composers with similar programmatic goals. Charles Ives is a representative 

example. 

In the early twentieth century, Ives used what J. Peter Burkholder calls 

“cumulative form” to construct memory palaces from fragmentary bits of familiar 

tunes.128 Rather than stating a complete melodic theme and then fragmenting or otherwise 

developing it as a composer in the classical era might, Ives often does the opposite. In 

Ives’ mature works, we often do not hear the entirety of a melody or other thematic 

 
128 Burkholder defines cumulative form as “a thematic, non-repetitive form in 

which the principal theme is presented, not at the beginning as in traditional forms, but 
near the end, and is preceded, not followed, by its development. In cumulative form, 
there is no repetition of long segments of music, as there is in ternary, sonata, rondo, and 
many other forms, but rather a continual development that leads up to the definitive 
statement of the theme.” J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the 
Uses of Musical Borrowing (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 137. 
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idea—the cumulative statement of the theme—until the end of a movement or entire 

piece. The theme appears early on in bits and pieces, interspersed with other material 

which may itself include altered fragments of the eventual cumulative theme or fragments 

of other themes. The effect is like that of a human mind sifting through related memories 

to find a thing once well-known, and even when found, not initially remembered clearly 

or complete.129 

Margarita Xirgu’s voice is absent from the first nine measures of the movement, 

but she is the one who finally sings the melody in its complete version at the end of the 

movement, bringing the incomplete cycles of the cumulative form to eventual 

completion. Xirgu is the arbiter of memory for the audience, and the one whose memory 

 
129 Ives’ art song setting of the gospel hymn “At the River,” derived from the third 

movement of his Sonata No. 4 for Violin and Piano, is an example of cumulative form in 
miniature. The first six measures of sung melody (measures 5-10 of Ives’ setting) follow 
the original Lowry hymn melody and rhythm closely, the main difference being that the 
rhythm is written in compound meter like it is usually sung, instead of in simple-meter 
dotted rhythms as it is usually notated. Toward the end of the second four-bar phrase (the 
seventh and eighth measures of the melody) the voice part seems to miss the tune’s 
anacrusis and subsequently mis-remember the melody and rhythm, executing an 
awkward minor-mode skip into the cadence in place of the usual descending major scale. 
The next phrase from the hymn is delayed by an extra measure (m. 13) while the singer 
hesitantly repeats a fragmented recombination of earlier words and melody, inserting 
some of the corrected pitches from the previously missing descending major scale, which 
trailing off before their arrival on tonic into a piú ritardando and a breath mark. 
Abandoning the attempt to correct the melody, the voice launches a tempo into “Yes, 
we’ll gather at the river” and finishes out the verse, albeit with some incorrectly repeated 
text and the same awkward melodic cadence. Even in a piece this short, Ives waits until 
almost the very end to state the entire melody of “At the River.” The performance 
becomes an experience of memory from the performer’s (and the composer’s) past. We 
the listener hear in real time the performer trying to remember something evocatively 
familiar but not initially clear or in focus, like seeing an Impressionist painting of a place 
from childhood. Score: Charles Ives, 129 Songs, ed. H. Wiley Hitchcock (Middleton, 
Wis: A-R Editions, 2004), 236–37, https://www.areditions.com/ives-129-songs-mu12-
a047.html. 
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space is represented by the rest of the voices and orchestra. Golijov’s purposeful 

misalignment of the accompanying melodic fragment cycles, drones, and other “water” 

sounds in the bowed vibraphone, improvised percussion, and musique concrète water 

droplets create a sonic space which suspends time, letting past, present, and future blend 

and merge. 

In the movements “Quiero cantar entre las explosiones” (“I want to sing amidst 

the explosions”) and much of “Arresto,” Xirgu was immersed in the past-as-present, still 

pleading with Lorca to avoid suffering and hoping to not have to experience his death 

herself. Now, in the latter parts of “Arresto” and the entirety of “La Fuente de las 

Lágrimas,” Xirgu tells the story in the past tense, taking on the mantle of prophet and 

priest. She mirrors the imagery of Christian Passion narratives, another story of wounded 

freedom told over and over. Her complete sung text for the movement is as follows, side 

by side with an English translation.130 

Así en la ladera del monte,  So on the hillside, 
tú cargaste tu cruz;   you carried your cross; 
un maestro a su izquierda,  a teacher on your left, 
un torero a derecha,   a bullfighter to the right, 
la fuente misma   the fountain itself 
se puso a llorar.   started weeping. 

Given all these religious ceremony references, the speech-like imprecision written 

into the Niñas repeated rhythms can likewise be interpreted as a musical picture of a 

faithful congregation, lamenting habitually and repeatedly the death of their hero, an 

activity which (particularly in Latin cultures) is often expressed in overlapping voices and 

 
130 This passage of text is excerpted from the new English translation of the 

Spanish libretto by Edgar Chávez. See Appendix B for the complete libretto translation. 
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not in perfect unison. This analogy becomes explicit in the following movement 

“Confesión” through the use of sung and prerecorded spoken prayers from various 

anonymous voices. 

Golijov even includes a footnote for the conductor at measure 30 in the full score 

of the previous movement “Arresto” explaining that “The scene should be understood as 

a ritual,” particularly the echoes between past Alonso and future Xirgu punctuated by the 

Rosales Women. Lorca’s entire extended death scene becomes its own Passion narrative. 

Musically, Xirgu’s vocal line in the “La Fuente” movement operates 

independently of the four-bar and six-bar phrase-cycles of the Niñas as well as the 

various triple-stop harmonics in the strings which come and go as part of the drone 

texture. We hear Xirgu’s voice weaving in and out of the Niñas’ voices as she sings in the 

same or slightly higher register. Margarita retells the story of their beloved Lorca’s 

passion and death over the waves of praying voices like she is consecrating a sacrament. 

Her solo voice is written as both the leader and the keeper of memory, like the solo voice 

of a priest rising out of the choral Sanctus to retell the story of the night Jesus died at the 

high point of a Catholic Mass liturgy. 

In the final six measures of the movement (Example 20), after an upward second 

from subtonic to tonic, Margarita’s melody completes a full 5-4-f3-f2-1 (Gs-Fs-E-D-Cs) 

stepwise descent to Cs tonic and then comes to a close with two conjoined statements of 

the original 6-5-f3-1 Ainadamar Motif in its highest register yet. 
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Example 20. Xirgu’s cumulative thematic statement at end of “La Fuente de las 
Lágrimas,” (measures 23-29) in Imagen II, brackets added indicating the stepwise 
descent to 1 and the two statements of the Ainadamar Motif in its original 6-5-f3-1 form. 
The text translates to: “a bullfighter to the right, the fountain itself started weeping.” 

This repeated, stable descent to tonic, sounding a full octave higher than the Niñas 

introduction of the Ainadamar Motif in the first measure of the movement (see Example 

17), comprises the cumulative statement of the movement’s melodic theme. It is cadential 

and complete in and of itself, even as the more fragmentary accompanying versions 

persist underneath and are interrupted mid-syllable by the attacca transition to the next 

movement. Like the priest in a Mass, Margarita Xirgu is musically and textually retelling 

the authoritative version of a story everyone already knows, using a cantus firmus already 

familiar to the assembled faithful. 

Later, in the midst of Imagen III, the mostly-instrumental “Crepúsculo Delirante” 

(“Delirious Twilight”) movement provides space for the larger whole-opera form to 

breathe before launching into the culminating pair of ensemble finale movements. The 

movement-level form of “Crepúsculo Delirante” also summarizes in microcosm the form 

of the whole opera as we will see in the Conclusions section below. 

From the audience’s perspective, Lorca has already been executed at the end of 

the Imagen II, yet his spirit continues to converse with Margarita and her younger student 

Nuria, and the three characters exhort each other to carry on the cause of wounded 

freedom in their unifying trio (“Tome su mano”). Their voices are abruptly interrupted by 
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the attacca arrival of “Crepúsculo Delirante” which features the two guitarists musically 

conversing with each other in quasi-recitative improvisatory flamenco solos, over 

percolating orchestral drones. Golijov describes “Crépusculo Delirante” as a bridge 

between the music of the opera and the mise-en-scène of the play-within-the-opera:  

At the end of the play Mariana Pineda, before the final scene, Lorca has 
instructions for the lighting to echo the delirious orange of the Granada sunset. So 
before the death of Margarita, I decided to have an orchestral interlude featuring 
the two guitars playing in an Arabic way, in which we reproduce that light, that 
orange light.131 

This movement functions in multiple ways in the larger form of the opera. It is a 

meditation on the twilight of Lorca’s life and Xirgu’s life, an instrumental interlude 

creating anticipation for the big finale, and from a practical perspective, a vocal respite 

for the entire cast.132 The movement also brings the solo guitarists, pillars of the 

orchestration throughout the opera, front and center for an extended virtuosic feature. 

The storytelling purpose of the “Crepúsculo Delirante” movement is to further 

connect Margarita Xirgu’s impending death to that of her role/alter-ego, the namesake 

character in Lorca’s play Mariana Pineda, and to form a bridge that connects their deaths 

to Lorca’s, and ultimately to the cycle of hope and rebirth. Throughout the opera so far, 

Xirgu’s perspective forms a bridge between multiple time periods: the sadness of 1936 

Granada and Lorca’s death, the sweeter memories of previous years in which Xirgu was 

 
131 Golijov, Transcript of the interview with Adeline Sire used in the Ainadamar 

CD Listening Guide (Deutsche Grammophon 0006429-02), 6. 
132 Though the chorus of Niñas enter in measure 52, their layer of the texture 

functions as another timbre in the orchestration and not as soloistic vocal lines. None of 
the solo cast sing during the “Crepúsculo Delirante” movement. 
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his muse and collaborator, and finally her present (1969) as an older actress still playing 

the role of Mariana Pineda, waiting backstage at the Teatro Solís in Montevideo. 

The life and death of Mariana Pineda (1804-1831) and her execution likewise 

hang over Lorca’s and Xirgu’s stories, forming another antecedent in the same 

generational pattern of tragic heroism: a creative artist whose brave resistance to 

oppression leads to death, and ultimately inspires future generations.133 In Ainadamar, the 

torch of wounded freedom passes from Pineda to Lorca (represented in Lorca’s aria 

“Desde mi ventana”), from Lorca to Xirgu and her fellow actors and artists, and finally 

from Xirgu to the future generations of artists represented by Nuria.  

Melodically, an accented, stepwise, arch-shaped, unison passage occurs 

repeatedly in “Crepúsculo Delirante,” a melody which I will call the Arch Motif 

(bracketed in Example 21). The Arch Motif opens with quarter notes on C-fD-E-F (1-f2-

n3-4) and concludes with a 32nd note flourish on fA-G-F-E into a sustained F (which 

sounds either like 6-5-4-n3-4 in C or like f3-n2-1-n7-1 in F), which is sometimes 

interrupted before the final F in later repeated variants. For most of “Crepúsculo 

Delirante,” the orchestral drone/pedal tone foundation centers on C♮, but throughout the 

movement the pitch centricity shifts between the 1 and 4 with C|F serving as 

 
133 The creative artists-as-resistance-icons in this story expressed themselves in a 

variety disciplines and media. Lorca expressed resistance to the Spanish fascists taking 
control of the country in the 1930s through his defiant work as a poet/author/playwright, 
and Xirgu as an actor. Mariana Pineda’s form of art-as-resistance was embroidery, and 
she became a heroine of the liberal movement in 19th-century Spain in a manner 
analogous to Betsy Ross in the United States. Unlike Ross, Pineda was condemned and 
subsequently executed for her handiwork after creating a flag with the motto “Equality, 
Liberty, and Law,” an emblem which became an important symbol for the movement. 
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interchangeable tonics. While the Arch Motif often briefly tonicizes F, the low C pedal 

tone immediately returns underneath, reinforcing the sense of dual tonic. 

 

 
Example 21. Guitars and orchestra reduction, “Crepúsculo Delirante,” Imagen III, 
measures 18-20, bracket added indicating the Arch Motif. 

As the only movement other than the Preludio which exclusively features 

orchestral instrumentalists as soloists (not singers), “Crepúsculo Delirante” provides a 

useful opportunity to look in detail at Golijov’s distinctively use of motion-filled drones, 

a cornerstone of various cycle-based musical styles throughout the world. Rodgers notes 

Berlioz’s use of a drone in the “Ballet des sylphes” from Le damnation de Faust to pull 

the character Faust into the dream world.134 Golijov employs drones to achieve a similar 

effect on Nuria, Margarita, and the audience in this movement as well as many of places 

in Ainadamar. 

Golijov’s drones eschew monotony in favor of motion, with timbre and dynamic 

contour that undulates and changes unpredictably yet rhythmically. The drone layer of 

the texture is made up of various orchestral instruments, and includes at various points a 

variety of sustained notes (and chords framed by the drone notes), tremolos, and 

 
134 Rodgers, Form, Program, and Metaphor in the Music of Berlioz, 27. 
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pulsating tremolo-like (or trillo-like) notes. As the overall dynamic intensity of the music 

increases, the orchestral drone may sometimes briefly change pitch and follow the rising 

harmony, but it always returns quickly to resting on a low C tonic. 

Example 22 shows a brief excerpt of the drone layer, in which the drone morphs 

and changes in dynamics and timbre/orchestration, as well as adding inner rhythmic 

trillo-like motion, while the guitarists trade solo passages. 
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Example 22. Active drone layer(s) and two solo guitars, measures 44-48, “Crepúsculo 
Delirante,” Imagen III. 

Throughout the movement, improvisatory passages in each guitar statement are 

reminiscent of short cadenzas, floating over top of the static-yet-percolating orchestral 

bed of sound. After a few traded solo passages, the guitars are doubled and amplified by 

unison orchestral strings (betraying to the listener that these improvisatory rising 

passages are in fact precomposed) with insistently declamatory articulation. Soon after, 
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the orchestra returns to low-register droning/pulsing as the guitarists continue to trade 

passages. And then, finally, the guitarists come together in a closing unison passage 

which is again amplified and doubled by the orchestra. At this point (measures 52-end), 

Golijov also varies the texture by adding a layer of the Niñas chorus singing in slow, 

dissonant, six-part harmony chords, plus various orchestral doublings; the chorus’ text is 

a variant of the text they sang in the the “Mariana, tus ojos” movement from Imagen I, 

which they unfold syllable by syllable in sustained chords: “Ma-ria-na, tus o-jos, Ma-ria-

na, tus o-jos ne-gros.” 

The whole movement is constructed in two simultaneous cyclic forms. In my 

analysis, the movement’s form is at once rondo and theme and variations, represented in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Simultaneous dual forms of “Crepúsculo Delirante,” Imagen III. The movement 
is simultaneously a rondo (leftmost column, italicized) and a theme and variations 
(rightmost column). 

To perceive the two simultaneous forms, we can interpret the recurring Arch 

Motif passages—the passages in which the orchestra doubles the guitars on C-fD-E-F-fA-

G-F-E-C|F—as both contrasting sections (left column and variants of the same material. 

These refrain-like passages are labeled B in the leftmost column of Figure 3. 

The orchestrally-doubled Arch Motif guitar passages are similar to each other in 

their distinctive timbre, increased dynamics, recycled melodic content, and in the way 

they tend to lean toward tonicization of F more so than C. They sound like a recurring 

refrain, and are spaced out in such a way that they feel like a return to something familiar 

Intro  Pulsating orchestral drone established (measures 1-3)Introduction

A
Concertino (measures 4-18)
• two solo guitars trading passagesA

Ripieno (measures 19-21)
• doubled by low strings & marimbaB

A'
Concertino (measures 22-30)C

Ripieno (measures 31-35)
• doubling adds flutesB'

A''
Concertino (measures 36-51)D

Ripieno (measures 52-67)
• guitar doubling subtracts flutes but adds cajón
• chorus layer (doubled in winds/strings/bells) added

B''
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in between the more florid soloistic guitar duet passages. The contrast between the Arch 

Motif refrains and the intervening virtuoso passagework is analogous to the contrast 

between the ripieno (full ensemble refrain played together with soloists) and concertino 

(soloists and continuo alone) sections of a baroque concerto grosso form. 

The first transition from concertino to ripieno refrain and back to concertino is 

shown in reduction in Example 23. The orchestral strings and marimba play throughout, 

but they mark each transition by moving between layers of texture—from quieter tremolo 

drone accompaniment in the first few measures shown, transitioning to loudly percussive 

melody doubling the guitars at measure 19, and then immediately back to quieter 

accompaniment in measure 22 when the guitars return to trading solos.  
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Example 23. Measures 14-26, “Crepúsculo Delirante,” Imagen III, bracket added to 
indicate Arch Motif. This excerpt shows a transition from concertino guitar duet over 
drone into ripieno orchestral Arch Motif (C-Df-E-F-Af-G-F-E-C|F) at measure 19, and 
then back to guitar duet at measure 22. 
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At the same time, those orchestrally-doubled ripieno Arch Motif passages can be 

heard not as separate sections of the form, but rather as continuations of the guitar-duet-

and-drone passages that precede them. Considering each guitar duet passage together 

with its adjacent Arch Motif orchestral passage reveals formal sections which are akin to 

extended parallel periods, except with the most melodically-similar phrases at the ends of 

the periods instead of the beginnings—a balanced aspect. Example 24 shows the second 

time a transition from guitar duet (concertino) into Arch Motif orchestral (ripieno) 

passage. 

 

 
Example 24. Measures 27-33, “Crepúsculo Delirante,” Imagen III, showing another 
transition from guitar duet (through measure 30) into Arch Motif orchestral passage 
(starting measure 31, indicated by added bracket). 
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If we compare the opening measures of this second Arch Motif orchestral passage 

in Example 24 with the first Arch Motif passage (measures 19-20 from Example 23), it 

becomes clear that the second passage is a variation of the first. The second Arch Motif 

passage is varied through extension (repetition of motivic material to extend the Arch 

Motif), increased rhythmic activity and range (eighth notes and added octave in marimba, 

as well as rearticulated notes in upper strings), articulation (more varied in strings), and 

timbre (by the addition of woodwinds in the orchestration). In fact, each Arch Motif 

orchestral passage varies these and additional aspects of the music, including dynamic 

intensity and (in the case of the final passage with added choral layer) texture. All of 

these changes to subsequent statements of a returning theme represent typical techniques 

of theme and variations form since the baroque period. The rightmost column of Figure 3 

above summarizes this alternate interpretation of the form of “Crepúsculo Delirante” as 

theme-and-variations, showing also how it aligns with the equally-valid rondo form 

interpretation in the leftmost column. 

As the movement draws to a close, the cajón re-enters playing another horse-and-

bridle rhythm, seeming to signal the return of the Balada refrain cycle and the death/Ruiz 

Alonso anti-refrain cycle, but this time the percussion-fueled crescendo to fff is abruptly 

interrupted by an attacca transition into the tranquility and transcendence of the 

subsequent movement “Doy mi sangre.” The effect on the listener is similar to that of the 

transition from “De mi fuente tú emerges” into “Tome su Mano” earlier in Imagen III, an 

effect like opening a door and discovering an ever-present musical ensemble already 

performing.  
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Transcendent Groove 
[“Tome su mano”] 
 

As we have seen, the setting in time and location in Ainadamar alternates 

primarily between 1936 Andalusia, Spain at the moment of Lorca’s death, and 1969 

Montevideo, Uruguay at the Teatro Solís when an elderly Margarita Xirgu waits in the 

wings for her moment to go on stage, listening to a chorus of Niñas singing the opening 

ballad of Lorca’s play Mariana Pineda. In Balada III, Nuria and Margarita seem to be 

broken, their fate that of tragic heroes. In death, the spirit of Lorca unites them in the 

subsequent movements, symbolized by metric/rhythmic grooves which are both more 

sophisticated and more stable. This too is a storytelling technique, as the characters 

transcend time and mortality. As the opera nears its end in Imagen III, these divisions of 

time and space dissolve, and the spirit of Lorca sings trios with 1969 Margarita and her 

student Nuria, accompanied by the Niñas chorus.  

 Though stability is a key feature of the cycles and grooves which represent hope 

and even transcendence in Ainadamar, Golijov usually chooses to purposefully obscure 

the meter later in the opera, even while the pulsing rhythms of the accompanying 

instruments are constant and locked to tempo. More so than in the first two Imágenes, the 

melodic voices in Imagen III float almost effortlessly on a bed of cyclic grooves and 

drones, symbolizing the heroes’ ability to transcend even death in their fight for freedom. 

 The third movement of Imagen III, “Tome su mano” (“Take her hand”), is a 

representative example of this combination of this transcendent melody-over-groove 

texture. Nuria sings to the spirit of Lorca, asking him to lead herself and Margarita as 

they follow in his steps and keep his spirit alive in Latin America. An Andalusian-scale 
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cyclic motif centered on C|F dominates the movement, appearing right away as Nuria 

sings “Venga, tome su mano” (“Come, take her hand”) on 5-6-1-n2-4-n2-n2 with F as tonic 

(or 1-b2-4-5-7-5-5 in C); I will call this the Venga Motif. Note that the Venga Motif is a 

variant of the Lah Campa Motif (5-6-1, from the Balada Cycle). 

 

 
Example 25. The Venga Motif (5-6-1-n2-4-n2-n2 in F or 1-b2-4-5-7-5-5 in C; dual tonics 
are C|F) introduced in Nuria’s voice in measure 1 of “Tome su mano,” Imagen III. The 
Venga Motif is repeated throughout the movement in various voices/instruments. 

 Nuria’s initial statement of the Venga Motif is doubled in two additional octaves 

by the celesta, and immediately followed by fragmentary repetition of the same motif in 

the horn section, vibraphone, and harp. 

The meter also shifts immediately from 12/8 to 9/8, starting a metric cycle: two 

bars of 9/8 followed by two bars of 12/8, continuing throughout the movement. Golijov 

thereby establishes a bed of gentle metric regularity with built-in shifts in emphasis every 

cycle, recalling the flamenco compás beat groupings toward the end of the “Desde Mi 

Ventana” movement from Imagen I. In “Tome Su Mano” movement, however, the cycle 

is both longer (fourteen slower dotted quarter beats instead of twelve quarter note beats) 

and more consistent. 

 Electronic loops and dotted quarter notes from the cellos gently maintain the 

pulse. The keyboard/laptop player triggers a set of repeating percussion loops which 
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follow the time signature changes and continue throughout the movement. This “Horse 

Bridle Loop” (as it is labeled in the score, shown in Example 26) is a slower, lower 

pitched, less frenetic reprise of horseback riding musique concrete samples like those 

heard in the Preludio de Agua y Caballo in the opening moments of opera. In the 

Preludio, the Horse Bridle Loop foreshadows and literally depicts the oncoming “Muerte 

a Caballo” (“Death on Horseback”) movement and the rest of the Ruiz Alonso Cycle, the 

opera’s cycle of death. Here, the looping horse sounds are transformed from a fear-

inducing harbinger into a placid rhythmic undercurrent—peaceful, unhurried, and almost 

comforting in the background of the texture. 

 

 

Example 26. The orchestral score’s rhythmic notation approximation of the Horse Bridle 
Loop which repeats throughout the keyboard/laptop part for “Tome su mano,” Imagen 
III.  

The strongest pulse element of the percussion loop is a jingling bridle sound on 

the eighth notes, forming a frequent hemiola against the Venga Motif’s dotted eighths. 

However, the melodic echoing instruments and voices do not respect the barlines or the 

pulse with any regularity, and the Venga Motif is immediately and constantly fragmented 

and rhythmically altered, including frequent restatement in diminution or augmentation 
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as it is passed around. Example 27 shows the final three measures of the movement with 

each variant (whole or fragmentary) of the Venga Motif marked with a half-bracket. 
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Example 27. The end (measures 23-25) of the “Tome su mano” movement, Imagen III, 
half brackets added indicating the Venga Motif and its variants. 
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The infinitely overlapping variants of a single musical idea, the Venga Motif, and 

the steady groove of the drum loop create a floating memory palace in which the moment 

of Lorca’s death is musically reframed as less an execution and more an apotheosis, with 

future Xirgu acting as priest and future Nuria as the proselyte and message carrier. The 

“Tome Su Mano” movement (perhaps more so than any other) musically transcends the 

boundaries of time and place and unites the protagonists’ intentions through the use of 

cyclic structures. 
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HYPERFORM AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 We have seen how cycles and similar types of repetition occur within the bounds 

of individual accompanying grooves and melodic phrases, across whole movements, and 

among different movements comprising larger cycles. These cyclic constructions are 

critical to Golijov’s storytelling through music, especially when the motifs are 

fragmented and otherwise permutated. The purposeful imperfection of cyclic variation—

the messiness and mugre essence of the various cyclic repetitions of the lost Balada 

melody and the various other motifs identified above—represent the way Xirgu’s mind 

imperfectly recalls memories, just as any human mind would. These smaller melodic 

motif cyclic elements are thrown into sharper relief by being performed over a bedrock of 

cyclic grooves and metric/phrase cycles, usually at tempos which rarely vary within 

movements. Let us recall Yayoi Uno Everett’s summation of the cyclic nature of 

storytelling and the importance of memory in Golijov’s Ainadamar, quoted at the very 

beginning of the Analysis portion of this paper and reproduced here: 

If we consider the role of opera as serving a broader narrative aim, the circularity 
of the music and repetitive formal devices provide an important framework for a 
mythic narrative that focuses on memory, trauma, and transcendence. Without the 
hypnotic effect induced through the repetition of elements, Golijov’s music would 
diminish its capacity to contribute to the mythical dimensions of the narrative. 
…The opera is rendered mythical precisely because the cyclical framework of the 
ballad prevents the story from achieving closure. It is meant to be a story that is 
told over and over again.135 

 
135 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 80. 
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 Now, we conclude by considering the significance of cyclic structures across the 

entire opera, and especially in relation to its form as a whole work. 

The hyperform of the entire opera, represented in Figure 4, reflects a similar sort 

of cyclic form to that of “Crepúsculo Delirante.” 

 

 

Figure 4. Hyperform of the entire opera Ainadamar correlated with individual 
movements (center column). The leftmost column represent’s the opera as a rondo form 
with the Balada Cycle as refrain, and the rightmost column as a theme and variations 
form. 

Melodically, each of the three Balada movements is based on the same melodic 

theme, using the same snippet of song lyrics quoted in Lorca’s play Mariana Pineda; 

A

Balada IA

Mariana, Tus Ojos
Bar Albor de Madrid 

Desde Mi Vente
Muerte a Caballo

B

A'

Balada IIA'
Quiero Arrancarme

A la Habana
Quiero Cantar . . . 
Arresto/La Fuente

Confesión
Interludio

C

A''

Balada IIIA''

De Mi Fuente
Tome Su Mano

Crepúsculo Delirante
Doy Mi Sangre

D

Yo Soy la Libertad 
(contains Balada theme)A'''
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furthermore, each Balada returns the audience to the same minute in Granada when Lorca 

is about to be executed. The interaction between time and place in the plot and musical 

form illustrates Golijov’s assertion that “the whole opera happens in one or three 

minutes.”136 The Balada therefore functions as a refrain across the entire work, 

evidencing an interpretation of the whole-opera hyperform as a rondo: [A B A C A D A]. 

However, though each recurrence of the Balada represents a static time and place, 

musically each Balada is vastly different in style and intended emotional impact. 

Therefore, though it is a valid interpretation to consider the Balada a refrain and the opera 

a rondo, performers and conductors may find an alternate interpretation of the opera’s 

hyperform equally helpful. 

Everett describes the transformation of the Balada as being “elaborated differently 

with respect to tempo, key, and texture as it progresses from a lament (A1) to a frenetic 

reprise (A2) and finally to a dirge (A3).”137 If we look at the remainder of each Imagen 

(after each opening Balada movement) not as a separate section of the hyperform, but 

rather as something analogous to a large-scale latter semiphrase in an opera-length 

tripartite parallel period, we can interpret each Imagen as a single elaborated (but unified) 

idea. In other words, if each Imagen is like a phrase, we can consider the Balada to be 

like a head motive or opening semiphrase, and the remaining movements as the varied 

(but related) musical material which elaborates the rest of the phrase. 

 
136 “Golijov: The Idea of Repetition” [Bonus Interview Clip] in Lunden, 

“Composer Golijov Tries Opera with ‘Ainadamar.’” 
137 Everett, Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Opera, 52. 
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The Imágenes lend themselves to this interpretation in a myriad of ways. Though 

each Imagen contains plenty of contrasting material from the others, they also share a 

great many echoes of each other, from the recurrence of the distinctive vocal timbre of 

the flamenco singer as Lorca’s executioner, to the hypnotic and often similar flamenco 

rhythmic patterns that underlie large portions, to the recurrence of smaller melodic 

motifs. The overall hyperform can therefore also be interpreted as a three-part theme and 

variations: [A A’ A’’]. 

For the purposes of storytelling, these dual hyperforms serve multiple functions. 

They serve to move the audience’s awareness outside of the treatment of linear time and 

objective reality one might find in a more conventional plot structure; in its place, these 

formal constructions engender in the listener a sense of simultaneous uncanny familiarity 

and frightening unfamiliarity, like a dream in which the elements of one’s life are 

recognizable but jarringly juxtaposed, recombined, and reordered without regard to 

logical narrative. 

For example, in the Balada from Imagen III, the Niña’s chorus theme (which was 

front and center in the other Imágenes) is upstaged by the audible gasping for breath and 

desperate spoken lines delivered by Xirgu as Nuria sings soaring lyrical lines, seemingly 

out of meter. This is a drastic departure from the texture and rhythmic drive of the Balada 

from Imagen I, and yet the Imagen III Balada is still instantly familiar to the listener 

through the text and melody of the insistent, repetitive choral statements. 

Ainadamar is essentially a memory-play with Xirgu as the primary narrator. Hers 

is the perspective through which the audience experiences the events. More than anything 
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else, Xirgu replays Lorca’s death in her mind over and over, expressing her grief 

viscerally in sung and spoken text. The musical anchor of this traumatic memory is the 

Balada, but numerous aspects of the opera—the bullet sounds, the Ruiz Alonso cries, the 

imagery of Lorca as Christ, and many others—combine to repeatedly recall the exact 

moment of Lorca’s execution as it exists in Xirgu’s memory. Golijov acknowledges this 

intended effect in his description of the return of the Balada at the top of the Imagen II: 

The Balada recurs four times in the piece and signals that actually time has not 
passed–I mean that we are still in that first minute of the opera–but the second 
Balada is a crazed, frenetic reprise of the first Balada, because now Margarita is 
haunted, losing her mind in a way, so everything starts to spin furiously inside her 
head.138 

In interviews, Golijov and soprano Dawn Upshaw139 describe how Xirgu was 

tormented and haunted by Lorca’s death. Golijov’s cyclic formal constructions in 

Ainadamar, on a small and large scale, bring this haunting to life for the audience. 

 

  

 
138 “Listening Guide: X. Balada - Federico (comment and Musical Example)” 

from Ainadamar (Fountain of Tears) [with Listening Guide & Bonus Track]. The fourth 
recurrence of the Balada is in the latter part of the final movement of the opera. 

139 Lunden, “Composer Golijov Tries Opera with ‘Ainadamar.’” 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY OR PRACTICE 
 
 
 

The implications for theory or practice stemming from this research are numerous 

and immediate. While Golijov’s music is increasingly popular across multiple genres and 

different countries, the scholarly publishing on his music is still thin. This paper will 

serve as a major entry in Golijov research, particularly with regard to the study of his 

approach to form, and may eventually be continued in a submission to a peer-reviewed 

journal. For a musician or conductor performing the work of Golijov, an understanding of 

his approach to form is an invaluable asset for interpretation. Composers like Golijov 

who borrow freely from a variety of popular styles, non-Western styles, and late-20th-

century pulse/phase minimalism may at first glance appear to have abandoned 

approaches to form from the Common Practice period. The truth about form in 

Ainadamar is more complicated, involving both radical departures from and clear echoes 

of formal designs common to older Western art music. 

Advancing a scholarly understanding of form in the music of this increasingly 

popular composer will also serve to better inform listeners. Press coverage of Ainadamar 

and of Golijov’s music more generally tends to pay well-deserved attention to the 

fascinating surface features and popular music influences—for example, the electronica-

like repetition and manipulation of the sampled gunshot sound to become a cajón-esque 
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flamenco rhythm.140 Though individual movements or songs may be brief, Golijov’s 

complete works tend to be much longer, and deserve larger-scale analysis. Ainadamar 

runs about one hour and twenty minutes in the Deutsche Grammophon recording, and the 

2010 recording of the Pasión runs about one hour and twenty-four minutes. It is my hope 

that this research on form in Golijov’s music will give listeners more tools for deep, 

patient listening, enabling more meaningful encounters with his major works. 

  

 
140 Jeremy Flower’s manipulation of the gunshot sounds is reminiscent of early 

musique concrète works like Dripsody, the seminal 1955 tape piece which Hugh LeCaine 
built entirely from a single sound of a water drop. However, the way Flower takes a 
limited set of percussive sounds (three gunshots) and almost immediately arranges them 
into a hypnotic groove may be even more closely related to the sort of stripped-down 
“beat” one might hear in the “underground” veins of electronic dance music, hip-hop 
beatmaking, or remix culture. Many of these beats are composed using a very limited set 
of samples, such as cuts from a particular record or samples from an iconic early drum 
machine like the Roland TR-808. The term “beat” is in this case not quite a synonym for 
tempo or regular pulse, but rather a genre-specific term for a loop/ostinato-based 
instrumental accompaniment, often dominated by percussion and other rhythm section-
type instruments. Golijov immediately presses Flower’s “beat” into service as a 
foundation for improvisatory, virtuosic vocalism by flamenco singer Montoya. In this 
way, the “Interludio” is similar to an underground hip-hop cipher or freestyle 
performance, in which a DJ’s or producer’s simple, repetitive, percussion-heavy “beat” 
would be used as a foundation for the rapper/emcee’s verbal acrobatics. 
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LIMITATIONS 
 
 
 

Despite possessing sufficient Spanish language skills to engage with many such 

sources, I am not sufficiently conversant in the idiomatic nuances of various regional and 

time-period dialects to fully consider every Spanish language source for this current 

project. Further research might delve deeper into the text of the opera, the text of related 

works, and the texts of Spanish-language interviews, popular press articles, and 

scholarship for even more insight into Golijov’s use of form. 

Evaluating the subjective aesthetic quality, originality, or effectiveness of 

Golijov’s approach to form are beyond the scope of this research. This paper is not 

intended as a work of musical criticism, or of comparative criticism between Golijov’s 

writing and that of any other composer. 

This paper does not explore in depth the way in which Golijov’s approach to form 

is shared between Ainadamar and his other works. The closest piece for comparison is 

naturally his other large-scale musico-dramatic work, the Pasión, but Ainadamar remains 

Golijov’s only opera, and will likely remain so for some time as his long-planned 

commission with the Metropolitan Opera was canceled in 2016.141 

This paper does not include an exhaustive examination of Golijov’s borrowing, 

particularly his intercultural borrowing. I have limited my examination of borrowing to 
 

141 Anne Midgette, “Et Tu, Golijov? The Met’s Bumpy Road with New Opera,” 
The Washington Post, November 30, 2016, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/style/wp/2016/11/30/et-tu-golijov-the-mets-
bumpy-road-with-new-opera. 
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that which is most directly relevant to a discussion of the relationship between form and 

narrative. I have directed the reader via contextual footnotes to other writers who have 

examined borrowing in Golijov’s music in more detail, but much more research still 

remains to be done in this area.  
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APPENDIX A: RHYTHM AND METER ANALYSIS TABLES FOR THE 
BALADAS 

 
 
 

These three tables summarize my metric analyses of the three Balada movements 

which start each Imagen in Ainadamar. Constructing these tables helped me to visualize 

patterns of meter-based cyclic phrasing as well as the lack thereof. I focused on three 

instrumentation groups which act as the primary drivers of rhythm in these movements: 

(1) individual voices and the chorus of Niñas, (2) the two guitars, and (3) percussion. The 

column just to the right of the bar numbers shows the written time signature. The 

remaining columns show whether the implied meter aligns with or contrasts with the 

written time signature in each measure, or if a measure is absent of any implied meter due 

to the presence of a single long note or a bar rest. The rightmost “Notes” column includes 

further relevant observations. Approximate boundaries between ensemble phrases are 

demarcated with a thick horizontal line. These phrase groupings and implied meters 

represent my interpretation, but I acknowledge that the interpretations among different 

performers and conductors will undoubtedly vary. As with many aspects of Ainadamar, 

Golijov has left plenty of room for individual expression by purposefully constructed 

phrasing to be fluid, malleable, and frequently blurred by elision. 
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Meter Table for Balada I 
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Meter Table for Balada I (continued) 
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Meter Table for Balada I (continued) 
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Meter Table for Balada I (continued) 
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Meter Table for Balada I (continued) 
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Meter Table for Balada II 
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Meter Table for Balada II (continued) 
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Meter Table for Balada III 
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Meter Table for Balada III (continued) 
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APPENDIX B: A NEW ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE LIBRETTO 
 
 
 

My father, Edgar René Chávez, is a native speaker of Spanish, having grown up 

in Ecuador before moving to the United States and becoming a naturalized citizen. He 

and I corresponded electronically during the writing of this paper when I had questions 

about subtle shades of meaning in the Spanish-language libretto. We found that while the 

translation in the Deutsche Grammophon album liner notes is useful, we sometimes 

differed with it in our understanding of the text. My father emailed me his own new 

translation of the complete libretto, and offered me the use of it in this paper however I 

saw fit. His translation is printed below in its entirety. 

  



1 Preludio de Agua y Caballo

PRIMERA IMAGEN: MARIANA

2 Balada

«¡Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, 
que a las piedras hacía llorar
al ver que Marianita se muere
en cadalso por no declarar!»

«¡... las campanas doblar y doblar!»

(Las luces revelan a Margarita Xirgu, actriz 
legendaria, observando desde las bambalinas del 
Teatro Solís en Montevideo el escenario donde las 
niñas cantan. Nuria, la alumna dilecta de 
Margarita, está a su lado.)

MARGARITA

⎡ Toda una vida así:
⎢ sola, entre bambalinas
⎢ en otro teatro, esperando ser
⎢ Mariana Pineda otra vez.

⎢NIÑAS
⎣ «Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, etc.»

MARGARITA
⎡ Federico, mi niño,
⎢ ¡qué dolor en el vientre!
⎢ ⎢Lo quise como un hijo...
⎢ Él es hoy tan real
⎢ como el día en que tomé su mano
⎢ de recién nacido y de hombre a la vez.

NIÑAS
⎣ «Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, etc.»

3 Mariana, tus ojos 

NIÑAS
Mariana Pineda, tus ojos, brillantes como luceros...

MARGARITA
⎡ ¿Ves mis ojos?
⎢ Ya están secos,
⎢ derramaron ríos de lágrimas.
⎢ Sin embargo, aquí estoy.

⎢ Noche a noche,
⎢ sigo actuando

1 Prelude of Water and Horse

FIRST IMAGE: MARIANA

2 Ballad

"Oh, what a sad day in Granada, 
which made the stones cry
to see Marianita die
on the scaffold for not declaring!"

"... the bells tolling and tolling!"

(The lights reveal Margarita Xirgu, legendary 
actress, watching from backstage at the Teatro 
Solis in Montevideo the stage where the girls 
sing. Nuria, Margarita's faithful
pupil, is at her side).

MARGARITA
A whole life like this:
alone, backstage
in another theater, hoping to be
Mariana Pineda again.

GIRLS
"Ay, what a sad day in Granada, etc."

MARGARITA
Federico, my boy,
what a pain in the belly!
I loved him like a son...
He is so real today
as the day I took his hand
as a newborn and as a man at the same time.

GIRLS
"Alas, what a sad day in Granada, etc."

3 Mariana, your eyes 

GIRLS
Mariana Pineda, your eyes, bright as stars...

MARGARITA
Do you see my eyes?
They are already dry,
they shed rivers of tears.
Yet here I am.

Night by night,
I keep on performing
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⎢ las mujeres
⎢ que él ha creado para mí.

⎢ NIÑAS
⎣ Mariana Pineda...

the women
he has created for me.

GIRLS
Mariana Pineda...

MARGARITA
Ah, la República era un sueño 
cuando estrenamos a Mariana.
NIÑAS
Tus ojos, Mariana...

MARGARITA
Ah, the Republic was a dream 
when we premiered Mariana.
GIRLS
Your eyes, Mariana...

MARGARITA
Yo era joven...

NURIA
Sí...

MARGARITA
I was young...

MARGARITA 
Veinte años...

NURIA
Quizás treinta...

MARGARITA
⎡Quizá un poco más...

⎢NURIA
Cuénteme más...

NIÑAS
Mariana Pineda, ¡tus ojos 
nos dan la luz en Granada! 
Mariana, ¡serás la madre 
de un pueblo nuevo y libre

MARGARITA
¡Sí, la República
era un sueño!
¡Sí, un sueño hermoso
la libertad para mi pueblo!
NIÑAS
⎡ Mariana Pineda, tu sueño...

⎢ MARGARITA
⎢ ¡Qué tragedia,
⎢ cuando la carne joven se desgarra,
⎢ y brota un torrente
⎢ de sangre caliente!
⎢ ¡Qué tragedia,
⎢ y qué destrucción!

⎢ ¿Por qué ese fue nuestro destino?
¿Por qué no nació nuestra España,
⎢ la de Mariana y Federico...?
⎢ La España libre que soñamos
⎢ fue asfixiada, masacrada
⎣ y enterrada por la Falange.

NURIA
Yes...

MARGARITA 
Twenty years old...

NURIA
Maybe thirty...

MARGARITA
Maybe a little more...

NURIA
Tell me more...

GIRLS
Mariana Pineda, your eyes give 
us light in Granada! Mariana, 
you will be the mother of a new 
and free people!

MARGARITA
Yes, the Republic
was a dream!
Yes, a beautiful dream freedom 
for my people!
GIRLS
Mariana Pineda, your dream...

MARGARITA
What a tragedy.
when young flesh is torn.
and a torrent gushes forth
of hot blood! 
What a tragedy.
and what destruction!

Why was that our destiny? Why 
wasn't our Spain born, that of 
Mariana and Federico...?The 
free Spain we dreamed of was 
suffocated, massacred and 
buried by the Falange.
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NURIA
Margarita
tell me about that first meeting
at the Albor bar in Madrid.

4 Albor Bar in Madrid

LORCA
Margarita Xirgu,
the proletarian queen
of Spanish theater, greetings!

MARGARITA
Damn it, Federico!
This whiskey tastes like oil!

LORCA
For your fire, Margarita!
You are all and you are one,
the most tragic and heroic.
You were Electra, Salome
you were furious Antigone
and Lady Macbeth...
But not Ophelia,
but Hamlet.

MARGARITA
But now I'll be yours
because I will
Mariana Pineda.
Because this great woman,
who was dead a hundred years ago,
comes back to life
in your popular ballad,
and her message brings the pure air
of freedom
that our people
must breathe today.

LORCA
No, Margarita,
this work is not political...

MARGARITA
Isn't it?
Then why did you write it?
LORCA
Because...
because I've been in love with Mariana since I turned 
nine years old.

NURIA
Margarita
cuénteme de aquel primer encuentro
en el bar Albor de Madrid.

4 Bar Albor de Madrid

LORCA
Margarita Xirgu,
la reina proletaria
del teatro español, ¡salú!

MARGARITA
¡Coño, Federico!
¡Este whiskey sabe a petróleo!

LORCA
¡Pa’ tu fuego, Margarita!
Tú eres todas y eres una,
la mas trágica y heroica.
Fuiste Electra, Salomé,
fuiste Antigona furiosa
y Lady Macbeth...
Pero no Ofelia,
sino Hamlet.

MARGARITA
Pero ahora seré tuya
porque haré
Mariana Pineda.
Porque esta gran mujer,
que fue muerta hace cien años,
vuelve a vivir
en tu balada popular,
y su mensaje trae el aire puro
de libertad
que nuestro pueblo
debe respirar hoy.

LORCA
No, Margarita,
esta obra no es política...

MARGARITA
¿No? Y entonces,
¿por qué la has escrito?
LORCA
Por...
porque estoy enamorado de Mariana desde que cumplí 
nueve años.

5 Desde mi ventana
(Aria a la estatua de Mariana) 

LORCA
Desde mi ventana
yo miraba su estatua;
en Granada la llamaban
el «símbolo puro de la revolución». 
Pero ella nunca fue tan fría,

5 From my window
(Aria to the statue of Mariana) 

LORCA
From my window
I looked at her statue;
in Granada they called her
the "pure symbol of the revolution". 
But she was never so cold,
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ni tan gris, ni siquiera tan pura. 
Para mí, Mariana
era luz y calor,
y, más que nada, amor.

ESTATUAS
Mis ojos iluminan 
tu noche profunda.

LORCA
Ah, desde mi ventana
en las noches insomnes observaba su rostro.
Sus labios se enrojecían,
su aliento me llegaba dulce, 
ella se me acercaba,
me besaba en la boca,
y así me dormía.

ESTATUAS
⎡ Mis ojos iluminan
⎢ tu noche profunda.

⎢ MARGARITA
⎢ Ah, Federico, niño mío,
⎢ ¡ah, cómo iba yo a saber
⎢ que su vida tan corta
⎢ iba a reflejar
⎢ la de Mariana?

⎢LORCA
⎣ Ella murió por la revolución.
⎡ Y la revolución la traicionó,
⎢ cuando lo único que ella quería
⎢ era amor, ¡era sólo amor!

NURIA
⎢ Acaso ya presentía
⎢ en su alma de poeta
⎢ que los destinos de ambos
⎢ eran sólo uno.

⎢MARGARITA
⎣...eran sólo uno.

6 Muerte a Caballo

(Margarita tiene una visión del falangista Ruiz 
Alonso viniendo a arrestar a Lorca.)
RUIZ ALONSO
¡Ay! ¡Entréguenlo, ay Dios mío,
al cabezón!

SEGUNDA IMAGEN: FEDERICO
7 Balada
(Retornamos al Teatro Solís en Montevideo, 
donde Margarita espera su entrada entre 
bambalinas).

NIÑAS
«Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, etc.»

nor so gray, nor even so pure. 
For me, Mariana
was light and warmth,
and, most of all, love.

STATUES
My eyes illuminate 
your deep night.

LORCA
Ah, from my window
On sleepless nights I watched her face.
Her lips reddened,
her breath was sweet to me, 
she'd come close to me,
kiss me on the mouth,
and so I'd fall asleep.

STATUES
My eyes illuminate 
your deep night.

MARGARITA
Ah, Federico, my child, 
ah, how was I to know
that your short life
would reflect
that of Mariana?

LORCA
She died for the revolution.
And the revolution betrayed her,
when all she wanted 
was love, it was only love!

NURIA
Perhaps he already sensed
in his poet's soul
that the destinies of both 
were only one.

MARGARITA
...they were only one.

6 Death on Horseback

(Margarita has a vision of the Falangist Ruiz 
Alonso coming to arrest Lorca).
RUIZ ALONSO
Oh! hand him over, oh my God,
the stubborn one! (literally: big head)

SECOND IMAGE: FEDERICO
7 Ballad
(We return to the Solis Theater in Montevideo, 
where Margarita awaits her entrance backstage).

GIRLS
"Ay, what a sad day in Granada, etc."
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RADIO FALANGE
Nuestros jóvenes deben estar preparados 
para derramar su sangre generosa
por la causa sagrada de España.
Quien no esté con nosotros,
está contra nosotros.
Exterminaremos las semillas
de la revolución
aun en los úteros de las madres.
¡Viva la muerte!

8 Quiero arrancarme los ojos 
MARGARITA
¡Quiero arrancarme los ojos 
para no verlo sufrir!
Quise salvarlo y no pude, 
quise sacarlo
de entre las bombas,
llevarlo a Cuba
y coronarlo,
pero no pude.

NURIA
Maestra, ¡no hable así! 
Usted lo mantiene vivo...

MARGARITA
... vivo, junto a los muertos
que siguen vivos
como semillas estremecidas 
sangrando lágrimas, 
lágrimas y más lágrimas.

NURIA
Maestra, ¡no hable así!
Él sigue vivo porque usted 
tiene la misma fiebre que él,
⎡ la fiebre de un teatro
⎢ que transforma vidas...

⎢MARGARITA
⎣ Nuria, Nuria querida,
su muerte
es la razón por la que enseño,
y sin embargo,
¿qué no daría yo
por poder
cambiar el destino?
Si tan solo
lo hubiera convencido
de venir a la gira
de Mariana
con nosotros
a la Habana...

NURIA
¿A la Habana?

RADIO FALANGE
Our young people must be prepared 
to shed their generous blood
for the sacred cause of Spain.
Who is not with us,
is against us.
We will exterminate the seeds
of the revolution
even in the mothers' wombs.
Long live death!

8 I want to tear out my eyes
MARGARITA
I want to tear out my eyes
so as not to see him suffer!
I wanted to save him and I couldn't, 
I wanted to take him out
from among the bombs,
to take him to Cuba
and crown him,
but I couldn't.

NURIA
Teacher, don't talk like that! 
You're keeping him alive...

MARGARITA
... alive, together with the dead
who are still alive
like shivering seeds 
bleeding tears, 
tears and more tears.

NURIA
Teacher, don't talk like that!
He is still alive because you 
have the same fever as him,
the fever of a theater
that transforms lives...

MARGARITA
Nuria, Nuria dear,
his death
is the reason why I teach,
and yet,
what would I not give
to be able to
change destiny?
If only
I had convinced him
to come on Mariana's tour
with us
to Havana...

NURIA
To Havana?
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LORCA
A la Habana, !ay!
Con mi cráneo abierto al sol, 
arena con sabor a ron ... El 
viento es mi pastor,
¡ay! Nada me faltará.

MARGARITA
A la Habana, !ay!Ángeles 
negros, desnudos, agonía de 
sexo imposible, del sueńo
punzado
y la risa de durazno... 
partido...

LORCA
¡Ay! A la Habana..,

MARAGRITA, LORCA A la 
Habana...
A la Habana, tù y yo,
A la Habana sin guerra, 
alegría, coral, y tambor !ay!

MARGARITA
A la Habana tú y yo...

LORCA
¡A la Habana no iré!

MARGARITA
¿No vendrás?

LORCA
No.

 MARGARITA  
¿No?

LORCA 
⎡ No iré.

MARGARITA
⎣ ¡Ay!

10 Quiero cantar entre las explosiones

LORCA
Quiero cantar entre las explosiones, 
quiero cantar un canto inmenso: 
España es un toro que se quema vivo.
Veo la sangre correr por las calles
y voy cantando, coronado de espinas. 
España es un río de lamentos,
un pueblo envuelto en manto negro.

MARGARITA
No quiero que te quedes, 

  

LORCA
To Havana, oh!
With my skull open to the sun,
rum-flavored sand...
The wind is my shepherd,
hah! I won't need anything.
( iterally: thi g ill be la i g t  e )

MARGARITA
To Havana, oh!
Black angels, naked,
agony of impossible sex,
of the punctured dream
and the peach laughter...
split...

LORCA
Oh! To Havana..,

MARAGRITA, LORCA
To Havana...
To Havana, you and me,
To Havana without war,
joy, coral, and drum, ah!

MARGARITA
You and me to Havana...

LORCA
I'm not going to Havana!

MARGARITA
You won't come?

LORCA
No.

 MARGARITA 
No?

LORCA 
I'm not going.

MARGARITA 
Ah!

10 I want to sing among the explosions

LORCA
I want to sing among the explosions, 
I want to sing an immense song: 
Spain is a bull burning alive.
I see the blood running through the streets 
and I go singing, crowned with thorns. 
Spain is a river of laments,
a people wrapped in a black cloak.

MARGARITA
I don't want you to stay, 
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no quiero verte herido,
no quiero ver tus lágrimas,
¡vente conmigo!

LORCA
⎢ Yo me quedo entre los muertos,
⎣ yo voy cantando mi canto inmenso.
⎡ Canto el canto de quienes callan,
⎢ de quienes mueren.
⎢ Me quedo aquí...
⎢ con mi canto y con mi llanto.

MARGARITA
⎢ No quiero que sufras,
no quiero que mueras,
tu ris de durazno abierto,
tú no, joven puro...

RADIO FALANGE
Por cada persona que nos maten, yo mataré diez.
Si se esconden debajo de la tierra los desenterraré, 
y si ya están muertos los mataré otra
vez. Os autoriza a matarlos como perros, y seréis
así libres de toda responsabilidad.
Exterminaremos las semillas de la revolución
aun en los úteros de las madres.

11 Arresto

RUIZ ALONSO
¡Entréguenlo, por Dios,
al cabezón!

LAS ROSALES
⎡ Pero ¿qué crimen cometió?

⎢RUIZ ALONSO
⎢ Hizo más daño él con su pluma
⎣ que muchos otros con sus armas.

(Lorca se esconde en una habitación de la casa de
la familia Rosales.)

MARGARITA
⎡ Cierro los ojos y veo
⎢ tus últimos momentos.

⎢LAS ROSALES
⎣ ¿Qué crimen cometió?

LORCA
(a las mujeres de la familia Rosales)
No os quiero besar,
no quiero pensar
que nunca más os veré.

I don't want to see you hurt,
I don't want to see your tears,
come with me!

LORCA
I stay among the dead,
I go singing my immense song.
I sing the song of those who are silent,
of those who die.
I stay here...
with my song and with my cry.

MARGARITA
I don't want you to suffer,
I don't want you to die,
your open peach ris,
not you, pure youth...

RADIO FALANGE
For every person they kill us, I will kill ten.
If they hide under the ground I will dig them up, 
and if they are already dead I will kill them again.
again. You are authorized to kill them like dogs, 
and thus you shall be free from all responsibility.
We will exterminate the seeds of revolution
even in the mothers' wombs.

11 The Arrest

RUIZ ALONSO
Hand him over, for God's sake,
the obstinate.

THE ROSALES WOMEN
But what crime did he commit?

RUIZ ALONSO
He did more harm with his pen
than many others with their weapons.

(Lorca hides in a room of the Rosales family's 
house).

MARGARITA
I close my eyes and I see
your last moments.

THE ROS
What crime did he commit?

LORCA
(to the women of the Rosales family)
I don't want to kiss you,
I don't want to think
that I'll never see you again.

RUIZ ALONSO
¡Entréguenlo!

RUIZ ALONSO
Hand him over!
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MARGARITA
Te acusaron,

LAS ROSALES
Pero, ¿qué crimen cometió?

RUIZ ALONSO
⎡ ¡Entréguenlo, ay Dios mío,
⎢ al cabezón!

⎢MARGARITA
⎣ ... y se burlaron,

LAS ROSALES
Pero, ¿qué crimen cometió?

RUIZ ALONSO
¡... al enemigo de España!

MARGARITA
... inventaron,

RUIZ ALONSO
¡El maricón...

MARGARITA
... te difamaron...

LAS ROSALES
Pero ¿qué crimen cometió?

RUIZ ALONSO
... es amante de Rusia!

MARGARITA
Cuando, en verdad, sólo amabas
la poesía y la libertad...
y, a veces, Rafael.

12 La Fuente de las Lágrimas

VOCES DE LA FUENTE
«Ainadamar»,
fuente grande...
⎡ «Ainadamar»,
⎢ es la fuente de las lágrimas.

⎢MARGARITA
⎢ Así en la ladera del monte,
⎢ tú cargaste tu cruz;
⎢ un maestro a su izquierda,
⎢ un torero a derecha,
⎢ la fuente misma
⎣ se puso a llorar.

13 Confesión

(Un maestro, un torero, y el falangista Tripaldi
entran en la visión de Margarita.)

MARGARITA
They accused you,

THE ROSALES WOMEN
But what crime did he commit?

RUIZ ALONSO
Hand him over, oh my God,
the obstinate one!

MARGARITA
... and they mocked,

THE ROSALES WOMEN
But what crime did he commit?

RUIZ ALONSO
... the enemy of Spain!

MARGARITA
... invented,

RUIZ ALONSO
The bastard...

MARGARITA
... they defamed you...

LAS ROSALES
But what crime did he commit?

RUIZ ALONSO
... he's a Russian lover!

MARGARITA
When, in truth, you only loved
poetry and freedom...
and, sometimes, Rafael.

12 The Fountain of Tears

VOICES FROM THE FOUNTAIN
"Nothing to love",
large fountain...
"Nothing to love",
is the fountain of tears.

MARGARITA
So on the hillside,
you carried your cross;
a teacher on your left,
a bullfighter to the right,
the fountain itself
started weeping. 

13 Confession

(A teacher, a bullfighter, and the Falangist Tripaldi 
enter Margarita's vision)
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TRIPALDI
Es mi deber de católico
decirle que los van a ejecutar.
Venga, confesaos,
que yo os ayudaré...
yo ya he ayudado a tantos.

VOCES DE LOS MUERTOS Y DE LOS QUE VAN A MORIR 
Santa María Santísima...

LORCA
Padre, perdóname,
¡aunque yo no he hecho nada!

TRIPALDI
(corrige a Lorca con delicadeza)
Padre, perdóname...

LORCA
⎡ Padre, perdóname, 
  porque he pecado.
⎢ Padre, no te he obedecido...
Madre, yo sabía esta plegaria,
⎢ madre, no recuerdo las palabras...
⎢ madre, ¡yo no quiero morir!

⎢TRIPALDI
⎢ Padre, ¡perdona!
⎢No te he amado
con todo mi corazón...
⎢ No he amado a mi prójimo
⎢ como a mí mismo...

⎢TORERO
⎢ No hay Dios,
⎢ ¡tan solo el toro!
⎢ No hay Dios,
⎢ ¡tan solo mi capa!
⎢ Sólo mi espada,
⎢ sólo mi madre,
⎢ ahogada en mi sangre...

⎢MAESTRO
¡Trece mil escuelas
en sólo dos ańos!
Los nińos ya leen
y preguntarán...

14 Interludio de Balazos
y Lamento por la Muerte de Federico

15 Balada

(Margarita, traumatizada por su visión, se derrumba.)

NIÑAS
⎡ «Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, etc.»
⎢NURIA

TRIPALDI
It is my duty as a Catholic
to tell you that they are going to execute them.
Come on, confess,
I will help you...
I have already helped so many.

VOICES OF THE DEAD AND OF THOSE CONDEMNED TO DIE 
Holy Holy Mary...

LORCA
Father, forgive me,
though I have done nothing!

TRIPALDI
(gently corrects Lorca)
Father, forgive me...

LORCA
Father, forgive me. 
for I have sinned.
Father, I have not obeyed you...
Mother, I knew this prayer,
Mother, I don't remember the words...
Mother, I don't want to die!

TRIPALDI
Father, forgive me!
I have not loved you
 with all my heart...
I have not loved my neighbor
as myself...

BULLFIGHTER
There is no God,
only the bull!
There is no God,
only my cape!
Only my sword,
only my mother,
drowned in my blood...

TEACHER
Thirteen thousand schools
in only two years!
Children are already reading
and they will ask...

14 Gunshots Interlude 
and Lament for Federico's Death

15 Ballad

(Margarita, traumatized by her vision, collapses).

NIÑAS
"Ay, what a sad day in Granada, etc."
NURIA
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⎢ (preocupada)
⎢ Margarita, míreme...
⎢ Maestra, usted no está bien.
⎢ Usted debe descansar,
⎣ no puede salir a escena...

NIÑAS
⎡ «Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada, etc.»

⎢ MARGARITA
⎢ Nuria, ¿qué te he enseñado?

⎢ NURIA
⎢ Maestra

⎢ MARGARITA
⎢ «Los actores somos como las flores...»

⎢ NURIA
⎢ «Los actores...

MARGARITA
⎢ «... que se abren por sólo un instante...»

NURIA
⎢ «... que se abren por sólo un instante,
⎢ ni estatuas, ni pinturas.»

MARGARITA
⎢ Has aprendido bien, continúa...

NURIA
⎢ «Cuando nuestras voces callan,
⎢ desaparecemos;
⎢ cuando mueren quienes nos rodean,
⎣ morimos también.»

MARGARITA
Gracias. Ahora
ayúdame... Debo salir a escena.

16 De mi fuente tú emerges

(Lorca emerge del coro bañado en luz y 
exhorta a Margarita como un ángel lleno de 
piedad.)

LORCA
Margarita,
de mi fuente tú emerges,
vas bañada en el agua
y la luz de mi poesía...
Tu espíritu está
en cada una de tus alumnas.
Tú y Mariana
ya sois sólo una
y la misma.

(worried)
Margarita, look at me...
Teacher, you are not well.
You must rest,
you can't go out on stage...

GIRLS
"Ay, what a sad day in Granada, etc."

MARGARITA
Nuria, what have I taught you?

NURIA
Teacher

MARGARITA 
"We actors are like flowers..."

NURIA 
"Actors... 

MARGARITA
"... that open for just an instant..." 

NURIA
"... that open up for just an instant, 
no statues, no paintings." 

MARGARITA
You have learned well, continue...

NURIA
"When our voices are silent,
we disappear;
when those around us die,
we die too."

MARGARITA
Thank you. Now
help me... I must go on stage.

16 From my pen (fountain) you emerge

(Lorca emerges from the chorus bathed in light and 
exhorts Margarita like an angel full of light and 
pity)

LORCA
Margarita,
from my pen you emerge,
you are bathed in the water
and the light of my poetry...
Your spirit is
in each of your students.
You and Mariana
are already only one
and the same.
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NURIA
(a Lorca)
⎡ Venga, tome su mano,
⎢ llévela a su lado.
⎢ Venga, tome mi mano,
⎢ lléveme... voy a seguir sus pasos.
⎢ Llévenos de su mano...

⎢NIÑAS
⎢ Venga, tome mi mano,
⎢ lléveme a su lado.
⎢ Voy a seguir sus pasos.
⎢ Llévela de la mano...
⎢ Vamos... llévenos...

⎢MARGARITA
⎢ ¿Puedes ver, Federico?
⎢ Nunca más volví a España,
⎢ pero aquí sigues vivo
⎢ en Latinoamérica.
⎢ Te mantengo vivo...
⎢ vives tú en mí.

LORCA
⎢ Nunca has vuelto a España...
⎢Yo lo sé, yo lo siento:
⎢ tú me has mantenido vivo.
⎢ Yo te doy las gracias
⎢y te amo.
⎣ Ahora vamos, vamos que es hora.

18 Crepúsculo delirante

(Interludio de luz y orquesta, guiado por dos 
guitarras árabes)

NIÑAS
Mariana, tus ojos negros...

19 Doy mi sangre

MARGARITA, NURIA, LORCA
Doy mi sangre,
derramada por vosotros,
bebedla y contad mi historia.
Así es como voy muriendo,
sumergida en las voces
de quienes siempre yo he amado
y los que aún no han nacido.

NURIA, LORCA
¡Libertad!

NURIA
Libertad de lo alto...

MARGARITA, LORCA
⎡ ¡Libertad!

NURIA
(to Lorca)
Come, take her hand,
take her to your side.
Come, take my hand,
take me... I will follow in your footsteps. 
Take us by your hand...

 GIRLS
Come, take my hand,
take me to your side.
I will follow in your footsteps.
Take her by the hand...
Come on... guide us...

MARGARITA
Can you see, Federico?
I never went back to Spain,
but here you are still alive
in Latin America.
I keep you alive...
you live in me.

LORCA
You have never been back to Spain...
I know, I'm sorry:
you have kept me alive.
I thank you
and I love you.
Now let's go, let's go, it's time.

18 Delirious twilight

(Light and orchestra interlude, guided by two 
Arabian guitars)

GIRLS
Mariana, your black eyes...

19 I give my blood

MARGARITA, NURIA, LORCA
I give my blood,
shed for you,
drink it and tell my story.
This is how I die,
submerged in the voices
of those I have always loved
and those yet unborn.

NURIA, LORCA
Freedom!

NURIA
Freedom from above...

MARGARITA, LORCA
Freedom!
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⎢MARGARITA
⎣ ¡Libertad verdadera!
Ahora veo el mundo
con ojos de multitudes.
¡Adiós, adiós,
Granada amada!

(Margarita muere.)

MARGARITA
True freedom!
Now I see the world
with eyes of multitudes.
Farewell, farewell,
Beloved Granada!

(Margarita dies.)

20 Yo soy la libertad

VOZ DE MARGARITA
Yo soy la libertad,
la fuente de quien bebes.
Yo soy el source.

Yo soy la libertad,
⎡ herida y sangrando esperanza.

⎢ NIÑAS, VOCES DE LA FUENTE
⎢ «¡Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada,
⎢ que a las piedras hacía llorar!
⎢ Mariana se muere en cadalso por no declarar.
⎢ ¡Ay, qué día tan triste en Granada,
⎣ las campanas doblar y doblar!»

20 I am freedom

MARGARITA'S VOICE
I am freedom,
I am the source.
the fountain from which you drink.

I am freedom,
wounded and bleeding hope.

GIRLS, VOICES FROM THE FOUNTAIN
"Alas, what a sad day in Granada,
that made the stones cry!
Mariana dies on the scaffold for not declaring.
Oh, what a sad day in Granada!
the bells tolling and tolling!"
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